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record will fill one of the

DOVER,

|
fairest pages

in

N. H., MAY

consecrate their money and influence to the far-off valleys,

the early history of our Foreign Mission,

Lord.

They can visit the poor, and distrib-

has now been, lo! these two years, dead,
And this. for reasons which reflect no dis-

ute Bibles and wholesome tracts; they can
let their light shine in an hundred ways.
God will not hold them responsible for
what they can’t do; but only for doing
what they can. Dorcas’s needle was more

14, 1873.
some

from

Hungary,

many, Bohemia, or Poland, and they

Gercome

Number
bility that the usury law of New York
be permanently

enforced

in

its

will

20

Events of the Week.

present

not to see but to worship, not to be amused ‘shape, although the action of the Grand
MORTUARY.
=~
but to be blessed. ‘They have inherited the Jury to-day is expected to create a flutterChief Justice Salmon P. Chase ‘died sudfaith that prompted the crusades, and while
ing among bankers, and brokers, and spec- denly of apoplexy at a friend's residence in
credit upon the Sodiety or any of its officers.
ISSUED BY THE
“progress”
has cast forth from our practical ulators, and doubtless the mutter will be N. Y. City, last Wednesday morning,being
ESTABLISHMENT 1t did not, in the fashion of to-day, commit
PRINTING
FREEWILL BAPTIST
lives all that was left of beauty, poetry and carried to Albany. But except with the stricken while in the act of arising from
suicide,
It fell as the
leaves fall in
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
tenderness in the moral world, they, the
useful
than
some
tongues
that
I
wot
of.
few affected, there will be general curiosity his bed. He had been in his usual health
Nautumn.
No
effort
for
its
revival
is
proposL RN. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
simple and the unlearned, have garnered in to learn the result of the first case within and spirits, and was planning a way of
Andrew
has
left
no
recorded
speeches,
but
ed,
but
something
similar,
in
its
place,
is
as
of
remittances
business,
To whom all letters on
morey, &c., should be sent. All communications necessary as fresh
leaves in the spring. he brought his powenful brother Peter to their eustoms and never-interrupted tradi- the memory of man in which the law has spending his vacation only the night bedesighed for publication should be addressed to the
to for relief by those who fore he died. He had seemingly recovered
From what is known, it may be confidently the Lord. Be of good cheer! ye shy breth- tions all that the wise and great ones of the been appealed
tor.
,
‘“Werms:
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN AD hoped that those ladies who
were efficient ren who possess your souls in silence; if world have lost. And so it is that the long have assisted in such a violation. It will from the paralytic.shock which came upon
VANCE, $2.50
serpentine lines of peasants, crossing and no longer be possible to accuse Wall Street him three years ago, and his physician had
workers in that Society will now, with all .you can not speak publicly for your beloved
REWETCANCES must be made in vioney or
recrossing the shadowy depths of the great of possesging no conscience. — Post.
Master,
you
can
witness
for
him
by
holy
and
assured him only recently that he need
hen
their
former
promptness
and
energy,
possible.
if
drafts,
or
checks,
ders, bank
basilica, and forming Rembrandt-like groups
!
: SHEEERI
SP
7
TSE
useful
lives.
“I
canna
speak
of
my
Lord,"
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a ‘¢ arise and build” on a somewhat
have no fears of death from future similar
different
to
obliged
are
All Postmasters
registered letter.
of
unexpected
beauty
when
the
fitful
glare
said
the
timid
and
confused
Scotch
woman,
£0.
do
to
attacks, Some thoughts suggested by his
requested
whenever
letters
asis.
register
Fanny Fern’s First Article.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
of the resin torches, placed
at intervals
“but
1
could
dee
for
Him.”
death
are presented on the fourth page.
i
—
them.
These
societies
are
not
to.
interfere
with
sending
those
of
risk
the
at
they will be
orders, bank
money
against the huge pilasters, falls suddenly
charges for
Of Fanny Fern’s entrance into literature,
James L. Orr,of South Carolina,who had
The regular
the
appottionments
now
assigned
to
the
debe
may
orders
checks, and Post Office money
upon them, are a more welcome and sug- Mrs. Ames give us this picture in the /n- recently entered upon his duties as U.S.
churches. In evidence that they need not
ducted from the amount due; when thus sent. ‘Agents
A Word for Spring.
are particularly requested to make their remittances
gestive sight than the equally numerous,
dependent :
Minister to Russia, died suddenly at St.
A
do
80,
here
is
a
fact:
The
pastor
of
one
of
—
>
—
expenses.
save
tins
and
possible
as large as
but
not
equally
earnest
crowds
that
block
unfil an ex licit order is
‘What it was for such a one to find her- Petersburg, Monday night of last week.
Papers are forwarded
our
churches
preached,
last
Sabbath
mornPraise
God.
Do
not
restrain
the
flow
of
nce,
received by the Publisher for their discontifva
;
self suddenly cast forth from a home of Mr. Orr had been prominent in public afand until payment of all arrearagesis made as re- ing, a missionary sermon ; after which, fifty
your grateful spirits. . You were ice-bound up the Sistine chapel:
quired by law.
’
>
Every
evening
the
scene
at
the
hospital
is ease, a life of love and happiness,—widow- fairs, having been U. 8. Representative
note
to
some
time
ago;
now
your
heart
is
thawed,
requested
women
gave
their
names
as
members
of
a
particularly
18
Each subscrfber
the date on the label for the expiration of his submissionary Soc. At the same time there let the streams gush forth according to the the same, but only the newly arrived pil- ed and poor,no hne may tell but she who sat for some time, and speaker of the House
scription, and ta forward what is due for the ensuing
grims are admitted to the *‘washing of the down amid the
Wghes of all earthly joy. during the session of the Thirty-fifth Conreminder from this ofice.
year, without further
was taken a collection of fifty-three dollars Master's word, for hath he not said out of
feet.” This custom, which many visitors to To-day the world
not over-kind to lone- gress.
He
went with South Carolina
DECISIONS.
for our For. Miss. treasury, the apportion- the midst of thee shall flow rivers of living
« NEWSPAPER
Rome
will
remember,
is
very
ancient,
and
y
ly
womanhood.
Least
of all is it to a wom- when she secedéd, but was not very promregularl
er
newspap
a
takes
who
Any person
1.
water
?
Praise
thy
God
with
all
thy
heart.
ment
of
that
church
being
but
thirty-five
from the post-oflce—whether directedto his name or
used to be much more. extensively carried
anhood so sharply defined in its orig- inent in the Confederate councils during
dollars,
When thou liest awake in the night, and thy
another's, or whether he has subscribedor not—is
:
out in former times.
Even in our day, at inality or individuality that the very force the war.
responsible for the payment.
His appointment to a United
May
we
not,
from
this,
predict,
as
one
of
soul
is
happy
within
thee,
offer
thy
Lord
he
nued,
2. Ifa person orders his Paper disconti
least
during
Holy
Week,
its
observance
inconof
its
innate
quality
pushes
it
out
of
the
States
office
of such importance, while it
may
publisher
the
ges,
or
arreara
all
pay
must
the probable results of the general existence , ‘songs in the night.” Praise him when
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
.
»
.
.
nh
A
volves no sinecure. The pilgrims,
of accustomed groove assigned to average fittingly recognized his ability, also gracewhole amount, whether the paper is taken [rom the
of such societies in the churches, a favora- thou goest to thy labor.
Worldly men
course, have made all or the greater part of womanhood.
wlice or not.
All that Fanny Fern suffered fully assured the Southerners that no rehave their songs, why should not the Chris3. The courts have decided that refnsingto take ble effect upon the amount of contributions
their
journey
on
foot,
and
the
chassure
of
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
in
those
early
days of widowhood none sentments are cherished by the North on
made cirectly to our existing For. Miss. tian sing the songs of Zion? Praise him in
cemoviag and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
racie evidence of intentional fraud.
treasury, in addition to the funds raised and thy silence, with thy heart's music. Let many of them is extremely primitive, such .but’ God and her own soul could ever account of the past. His successor will soon
be appointed, and it is thought that Judge
appropriated by these societies themselves ? your soul talk sweetly to him with gratitude modern improvements as shoes and stock- know.
a When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
ings
being
replaced
by
long
linen
bands
Bingham
may be the man.
:
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition. Well,-she
did
not
want
to
go
into
a
shop.
:
ONE OF “HE WOMEN,
and love. Speak well of his name to others.
&¥= We send no books out to be sold on commisswathed about the feet in coils full twenty She could not teach school and live by it;
Hon.
Oaks.
Ames,
member
of
Congress
sion. or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
We are sometimes*slow to utter the goodSE
fii ma
or thirty yards long, until a sufficient thick- but she could write an essay that was yet from Massachusetts and famous as the
ness
of
the
Lord,
but
very
seldom
slow
to
Silent Christians.
reveal our troubles. Our griefs we pour ness Is reached to protect the flesh against a sketch,—dancing, dashing, satirical, wit- head of the Credit Mobilier scandal, was
stricken with paralysis last week Monday
into our fellow-creature’s ears all too readi- the inequalities of Italian mountain roads. ty, human, pathetic,—a sketch which in
Rev. Theodor®®L. Cuyler writes to the
Still these mummy-like swathings are not that day,at least, was a need in journalism ; and died Thursday night. His career has
ly ;—amend this, and be eager to tell out
Evangelist some
thoughts on
a subject
wholly proof against the continued friction a sketch for which she alone in tempera- been too well ventilated during the past
your
joys. A minister calfin®“ once on an
—
which has been more or less discussed for
of stones and sticks, so that when the way- ment and power had received the patent;
few months, to need recalling here.
He
aged woman, she began to tell him about
many years.
‘‘Silent Christians” is his
farers arrive at the hospital these rags are a sketch which nobody else on earth could had ability of a certain kind, whatever may
WEDNESDAY,
MAY 14, 1873.
her rheumatism and her poverty, and as he
theme, and he says:
often soaked in blood and clotted dust. write but Fanny Fern.
She wrote it. have been his character. [4 is a singular
had heard that story perhaps twenty times
The man who says a great deal ought to
The pilgrims are immediately led to a base- With poverty crouching on the hearth, fact that James Brooks of N. Y., the Conbefore, he said, “My dear sister, every time
The Temple.
have a great deal in him to say. A full
| ment room furnished with a low continuous with her little girls tugging at her skirts, gressman who, with Mr. Ames, was publicI call, you tell me of your troubles, and I
—
or
man has a right to speak often in the praywooden settle skirting the wall, and numwith her fiery blood rushing through her ly condemned for his Credit Mobilier transhave no objection to hear about them, for I
In some o'd legend of the vanished past,
er meeting. If he comes to the family
berless wash-basins with coarse ‘soap and veins, all freighted with love of love and actions, died only a week before the fatal
Some half-forgotten story ;
:
sympathize with you, but could you not for |:
gathering of Christ's flock with a rich exstrong towels to each. The members of the hate of hate, she wrote it. Then she put stroke at the Massachusetts member.
Some tale of Rome, the mistress of the world,
once tell me of your mercies?”
She thankperience, or a glowing suggestion, or a
confraternity accompany them, and remov- it into a little satchel and sallied forth to
Or Athens’ primal glory;
SAD ACCIDENT.
happy elucidation of Seripture, let him out ed him for reminding her of that unsung ing their bandages carefully wash their sore sell it. That
must
have
been
awful.
We read of those who, idle fullest life,
Last
Sunday
week, while a company of
with it! Such speech is golden. To speak string of her harp, and may not I remind and bleeding feet in warm water. The old There was a relief in writing it. What a 150 persons was gathered on an iron bridge
Faded from mortal vision;
some
of
vou
to
dwell
more
frequently
on
at the right time, and in the right way, and
The great, grand heroes of the early time,
pilgrims meanwhile receive this token of delicious little first vent it must have been in Dixon, Ill., to witness the rite of bapthe Lord’s goodness to you? Let men
Who walk the fields Elysian.
to know when to stop, is a happy gift.
what in our more fastidious lands we should for the flood of wrath and love that came tism, the bridge suddenly gave way, and
know that the people of God are a happy
They dwelt with men on earth, and then were Those brethren who can pray with fervor,
call unparalleled attention, with: the quiet rushing after. Bufto go out to seek some- the most of the company was taken down
not;
!
| and address the meeting with pith and unc- people. Constrain them to inquire what it dignity and unperturbable simplicity of the body else to find il precious,—precious with the ruins. Many fell beneath the
is that makes you so glad, so calm, so paBut in some temple splendid
tion, are the joy and strength of the prayer
natural man, or rather we should say of the
enough to ‘pay money for it, to set a price bridge, and were thus forced to drown,
them to desire to know
Their statues stand, a pale majestic throng,
circle. Happy is that church “whose quiv- tient. Compel
on it; that heart-throb to ask a price for while others were crushed by the broken
perfect
Christian.
To
them
the
Biblical
By white-robed priests attended.
Christ, if for no other reason than this, that
er is full of them.”
it,—that: must have been awful.
A man
stories
of
wayside
hospitality
are
still
realiparts of the bridge, or drowned in clear
their faces may shine with the cheerfulness
And so, T thought, our friendships fast and firm,
But every good man is not born with the
going from office to office to sell a poem or water. Atthe last accounts 75dead bodies
ties,
and
they
feel
no
wonder
and
no
embarthat
lights
up
yours.
Iknow
[
am
bringNo chance nor change could sever,
gift of public speech.
There
are deepa leader must be a sorry sight.
A woman
had been recovered, and 32 were suffering
Suddenly vanish from our longing eyes
ing before you a hard duty for wintry sea- rassment at seeing princes and nobles do to
minded, devout and earnest Christians who
compelled to peddle..by voice and eye from serious wounds. Every family in the
them
what
the
King
of
kings
once
did
to
And disappear forever.
sons, but when the voice of the turtle is
can do everything else better than to adhis sinful creatures. Equality, in the Chris- such a ware aust be a sadder sight still. place is said to be in mourning.
It may be they are walking with the gods
heard it will be easy to you,—nay, natural.
dress
a
mixed
assembly.
They
are
constiShe endured many a supercilious glance,
(Per meadows ever vernal,
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION CONVENTION.
You have lain- among the pots, but now tian sense of the word, has a truer expositutionally timid, and slow-tongued; there
more than one rebuff, of course, on her
tion
in
their
conduct
than
it
often
has
in
Or, set as constellations in the skies,
that you have the wings of the dove, coverA
convenlion of agriculturists, princiis pure gold within them, but they can not
Light up the heavens eternal.
weary round.
A woman trying to sell her
ed with silver, and your feathers with yel- other countries and under other circumstanpally
from the West, interested in cheaper
coin
it
readily
into
current
words.
They
ces, where a mixture of assumed arrogance own composition from a bag no doubt apBut we, left desolate, can only carve . .
low gold, mount, mount, mount, and as
transportation of farm products to the
can
give
for
Christ,
and
they
can
live
[or
From tender recollections
and of real servility passes among certain peared childish to these men of affairs.
castern markets, met in New
York last
Christ;
but
they
can
not
speak your spirit mounts, become like the lark people for proper ‘‘self-respect.”
A calm, white statue in our heart of hearts,
The curly head, the little satchel, the little
which
sings
as
it
rises,
and
is
heard
where
week.
There
were
about
sixty
delegates
Incensed with sweet affections.
{for
Christ acceptably
in a public assketch did not look the least like business.
it is not seen, still pouring down a flood of
actually present, mostly from the Missis|
sembly.
Their
lives
are
eloquent.
Their
There priestly thoughts pace reverent to and fro,
Beholding the three, what prophet of them
song from the invisible into which it has assippi vailey. A committee was appointed
Before the altar holy,
| actions speak louder than words. One of
Street Morals.
Wall
all could foresee that the dainty reticule |
to prepare an address to the country, and
cended.
Live near to God, but let your
While from the shrine the fragrant, dusky clouds | the most eminent scientific men in America
——
with its contents stood for one hundred and
a meeting of the Association was arranged
communion
with
the
sons
of
men
be
cheerRise solemnly and slowly.
united with the church in middle life, and
thirty-two. thousand copies of a single
A sudden chapge of heart is seen in Wall
for in Washington, D. C., next January.
ful
and
joyous.
Compel
them
to
hear
And when the toil of busy day is o’er,
adorned his profession by a most exemplary
Street. New York has long had a usury book! She found an astute purchaser at
A series df resolutions denouncing in unyour
prases.
«
This
is
the
duty
of
this
presAnd memory opes her portals,
{ walk; but he made a stipulation with the
Jaw on its statute book, placing heavy pen- last. He liked the sketch, took it, and measared terms all railroad monopolies
ent
season,
and
if
you
neglect
it,
the
voice
We glide within the silent temple’s door
| session that they should never call on him
alties on the act of receiving a greater in- paid her for it—fifty cents.
and their agents in official position was
And dwell with the immortals.
of the turtle may not be heard in your land
terest
than seven per cent. on money loan{to
take
part
in
any
devotional
meeting.
! adopted, after considerable discussion and
— The Radical.
any longer, and you may have to sigh, and ed, but it has slept a deeper sleep than even
After forty years of age it is not easy to
Pre-eminence of Prayer.
an unsuccessfud effort by several delegates
+O
+e
Sm
pine, and cry for the Lord to return.
the law punishing murder. Borrowers at
| conquer a constitutional
repugnance
to
to secure a more moderate expression of
Oh, sing unto the glittering, glorious King!
Prayer
hath
a
two-fold
pre-eminence
ten, twelve an! even fifteen per cent. have
Foreign Mission.
public speaking,
With some timid persons
opinion. - The convention declined to reOh, praise His name,let every living thing!
above all other duties whatsoever, in rebecome crimir ils in the eye of the law, and
it is a moral impossibility.
If'tliey attempt
ceive an invitation to send delegatesto the
Let heart and voice, like bells of silver, ring
hate caused o.iers to transgress, without card of the universality of its influence, national convention of agricultural colleges.
SHALL WE HAVE A WOMAN'S BOARD?
to utter a ‘*few remarks” they are no sooner
The comfort that this day doth bring.
During all these months, while the ap- on their feet than their ideas.take wing like I would to God that this subject were the the least compunction of conscience. The and opportunity for its performance. The at Indianapolis during the latter part of this
peals from our missionaries, emphasized frightened birds, and nothing comes out of property of you all. Even in the most se- statutes were forgotten in the profits of universality of its influence. As every sac- month.
LOUISIANA AFFAIRS.
by so many forcible facts, have been ring- them but a terrible perspiration; they sit lect congregation there are some who have even so expensive * accommodation.” But rifice was to be seasoned with salt, so every
ing in our ears, and echoigg
from an emp- down mortified and determined never to no interest in Christian peace and love, and when loans are found to be worth from undertaking and every affliction of the
Louisiana political affairs are still in a
creature must he sanctified with prayer:
ty Foveign Mission treasury, Christian “make fools of themselves again.”
deplorable condition.
The murder of the
one’s heart is grieved to think of that. No three to four per cent. a month—that being
nay, as it showeth the excelleacy of gold negroes at Colfax recently is only one of
¢
what
they
will
bring”—the
moral
sense
I
have
a
hearty
liking
for
these
shy,
silent
women have not listened unmoved,
Nor
joyous voice can reign in hearts where Jesus
have they been without earnest thought and brethren,—especially after 1 have been pes- is not trusted, where sin reigns, where be comes strangely alert, the iniquity of the that it is laid upon silver itself, so it speak- the outrages. The chief difficulty now
eth the excellency of prayer, that not only
many prayers, that they might be shown tered with Brother Garmalous Glib’s stereosprings out of the resistance- of a large
spiritual death binds all the powers in iron proceeding is for the first “time seen, and
natural and civil, but even religious and
the
virtuous
determination
is
reached
to
in what way they could most effectively typed exhortation, which T have just heard bands. May you be led to feel your sad
part of the citizens to the rule of the
help in this great work, to which Christ is for the forty-fifth time. These speechless estate, may the rain of repentance fall, and vindicate the majesty of the law. It was spiritual actions-are overlaid with prayer. Kellogg-faction. They claim that he has
* so manifestly and so imperatively calling. Christians number in their ranks some of then may the birds of faith and hope begin just and proper to double the legal rate of We pray not only before we eat or drink simply usurped the governorship of the
As a result of these earnest reflections and the most pure-minded, useful disciples that to sing ; fov then, and then only, will you interest; but it is a crime to quadruple it. our bodily nourishment, but also before we state, and that they can not submit. The
The professors of this new code of ethics feed on the bread of the word and the bread Kellogg officials have to be installed under
They love the place of prayer, understand the inward serenity of the peoprayers, there has been suggested to differ- Iencounter.
scorn to contaminate their hands with mon- in the sacrament.
.
ent minds,in places remote from each other, even if no one hears them ther® but that God
military protection, and there isa general
ple of Gqd.— Spurgeon.
ey
at
thirty
per
cent.,
while
they
have
been
Prayer
is
requisite
to
make
every
proviwho
overhears
the
breathings
of
the
inmost
the following plan: that an effort be made,
arming of the opposite faction 10 resist
I
a a a
to—us1
eagerly takingit at twelve. Thus
it is that dence and every ordinance-ble
They are always at the meetings.
at once, to form, as extensively as-possible soul,
their rule. Kellogg himself was shot at
Holy
Week
at
Rome.
sudden
virtue
seizes
the
basement
offices
of
prayer
is
needful
to
,make
our
particular
sing; they listen
intelligently;
churches, women’s missionary socie- They
last "Wednesday
in a place near New
in-our
a
—
Wall Street, and the Grand Jury bas its callings successful. Prayer is the guard to Orleans, the ball grazing his neck. If a
ties, just such as the one mentioned by J. they are good hearers and good doers.
A writer in the Galaxy thus pictures life stern gaze directed toward sinners whose secure the port-royal of the heart; prayer
they practice.
bloody eollision is escaped it” will be forW. H. in the Star of April 16, each mem- If they do not preach,
in
the renowned city at one of the most doings have never before been suspected is the porter to keep the door of the lips; tunate.
sins they commit, they are
ber pledging herselfto pay into the treas- Whatever
:
of evil, Itis never too late for reform prayer is the strong hilt which defendeth
significant periods of the year:
A REMARKABLE CONVERSION.
ury of her Society a sum not less than two never guilty of ‘vain babbling,” or of
The influx begins during Holy Week, while the statute remains, and certainly this -the hands ; prayer perfumes every relation ;
The Libby prison, in Richmond, has been
cents per week, or one dollar per year; and talking nonsense in the name of the Lord.
révival of the moral sense can not be con- prayer helps us to profit by every condi- transformed into a Sunday school room,
when
the great hospital of the Holy Trinity
that these societies co-operate, as soon as Bunyan’s “Mr. Fearing” and “Miss Muchdemned as too hasty.
tion; prayer is the chemist that turns all and is also used for a house of worship.
may be practicable, in the organization of afraid” suffered not a little from their bash- is opened for the pilgrims, who are there
into gold; prayer isthe master-workman: We suppose the soldiers who were confined
It is interesting to observe what circuma Woman's Board of Missions, to act in ful timidity ; but they made better headway fed and housed by thousands, by the Papal
if that be out of the way, the whole trade
government.
A
confraternity
of
ladies
and
stances
brought
conviction
to
the
minds
of
conjunction with the F. B. F. M. Board, for heaven than loquacious *‘Mr. Talkative,”
during the war will be pleased to temper
stands still, or goeth backward.
firm,
but having its own specific department of who had a “hundred Scriptures” at the end gentlemen, both Roman and foreign, have these repentant operators. One
What the key is to the watch, that pray- their recollection of the old tobacco wareof his noisy tongue. Ican show more thun the management of this charity, and wear a which has procured an injunction staying er 1s to religion ; it winds it up and sets it house by imagining the great room as it
work.
The proposal of this plan has met most one tongue-tied church member whose life is distinctive costume while engaged in these the sale of bonds held as collateral by a going. It is before other duties in regard appears on a bright Sabbath. morning,
opportunity
for its performance.
A
cordial responses of approval, and assur- a power in the community. He can open his hospitable duties. This consists of a scarlet creditor, borrowed $250,000 about a year of
filled with young children set free by the
Christian can not always hear, or always
ances of co-operation from various quar- purse for the Lord easier than he can open apron of common twill with a cross.on the ago, and has paid $102,440 as interest for read, or always communicate, but he may army of which they were a part. There
ters, and from four different states. So far his mouth; he can glorify his Master by shoulder, the garment covering the figure the use of it. Now the borrowers have pray continually. No place, no company is almost poetic justice in taming a rebel
But in entirely in its spreading folds, and resem- been notified to redeem the bonds by pay- can deprive him of this privilege. If he prison into a colored Saufath School,
as consultation has been possible, it has bearing much fruit in godly living.
his * ‘strength is to sit still.” bling a dressing-gown in shape and ampli- ment of the sum advanced, and $53,524 ad- be on the top of a house with Peter, he
been agreed upon, as one which appears to public meetings,
SIR BARTLE FRERE'S MISSION.
may pray; if he be inthe bottom of the
promise the largest and best results. But
It is not the duty of pastors or of leaders tude. Men and women alike wear this, ditional in the way of interest. It is not ocean with Jonah, he may pray; if he be
A
despatch
from Bombay of April 23,
separin
strange that this should awake in their palking in the field with Isaac, he may pray states that Sir Bartle Frere's mission was
it is impossible, by private correspondence, of prayer-meetings to persecute” these shy and go arrayed, serve their guests
the
During
builling.
vast
the
of
wards
minds the slumbesing memory of a statute when no eye seeth him; if he be waiting well received at Muscat, and the result of
to secure more than a very limited consul- brethren by continually *‘calling them out.” ate
tation ; and therefore it becomes necessary They will not come. It was not foreordain- day they may be seen guiding them to the against usury, Their case is good in law, at table with Nehemiah, he may pray when his efforts is that Syad Turki has signed
a treaty in which the latter undertakes to
to take this public method of presenting the ed that every converted man should edify different shrines of the city, and in the vast if not according to the code of the street; no ear hearcth him; it he be in the mount- forbid the importation. of slaves, and de-ains
with
our
Saviour,
he
may
pray;
if
and,
gloomy
recesses
of
St.
Peter's,
where
and the transactions of Saturday showed
matter to the consideration of the ladies of the brotherhnod by speaking in meeting, or
he be in the prison with Paul, he may clares free all negroes and other bondsmen
in three days the most magnificent church
the situation to be appreciated, usurious
all our churches. This is done in the else conversion would bring with it the gift
pray ; wherever he is, prayer will help him hereafter arriving in the territory of Oman..
Christ needs workers and pageant in the world will be held and the rates being compounded and disguised |
to find God out. Every saint is God's tem- By the provisions of this treaty he likewise:
strength of a belief that the movement re- of fluent speech.
silver trumpets will ring forth the march commissions and charges of wegotiation. ple: “And he that carrieth his temple agrees to put down all public slave marts,
ceived its first impelling force from the givers, as well as speakers. Let those who
which is only repeated twice a year. In and safe deposit. Among men doing a le- about him,” saith Austin, ‘may go to and any one who may be proved to have
Lord himself, and that it will meet a re- are so invineibly diffident that they can not
rayer when he pleaseth.” Indeed, to a imported slaves will be amenable to the
the great balcony looking down upon the gitimate business, who may see half a years
sponse of sympathy and hegrty concurrent serve their Master with their tongue, be
Jhristian every house is a house of prayer law. Similar engagements have been en“Confession,”
or
shrine
of
the
Apostles,
the
profits of industry swept away by a rise in and every closet - a chamber of presence, tered into with sheiks at Wakullah, on the
him
in other ways.
effort from. earnest women in our churches content to serve
‘They can commune with God in secret. stranger will find long silent files of pil- gold or the locking up of money, there can and every place to whieh he comés an altar Hadramant coast. The political resident
generally.
grims visiting the seven altars of the basili- be little sympathy with these non-produc- whereon he may offer the sacrifice of pray- at Bushire will make all safe on the AraIt is well known that the Female System- They can come and worship in devout
y
| bian shore of the Persian Gulf.
ca, They lcome from the mountains, from ers in their troubles. . There is no proba- er,
atio Beneficence Soc., whose
honorable silence, or in the song of praise. , They can
~~
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Hé

all.

them

approach

them

bade

ily manifested itself. The craft which secured the blessing from Isaac at the instance of Rebecca, and gave Leah to him
at the Land of Laban, appeared in him as
a staff on which he leaned, instead of’ upon
the arm of his God. By it he had gdined
largely in his flocks, and with it he hoped
to purchase immunity from his brother.
Game ill-gotten sball shield him from
punishment deserved. If God permits his

Joseph shows to his brethren the extent
of his power, when he tells them God hath

him

But they had not
familiarly, as a brother.
ent, so he reembarrassm
their
rallied from
peats that he is Joseph whom they Sold in-

made him a ** father to

Pharaoh, and

lord

of all his house, and ruler throughout all
the land of Egypt.”
>
designed
not
to Egypt. This allusion.was
Lesson.—May_ 18th.
Sabbath School ——
By
endowing
Joseph
with
discretion, and
nor
act,
that
of
atrocity
the
to recall
JUBSTIONS
AND NOTKS BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
Bir remembrance of: their sin, foresight, and skill, so as to make his counsharper
——
yi but to confirm his statement that he was sél to the king to be eminently wise and
JOSEPH MAKES HIMSELFKNOWN, i,
Joseph, their brother. Who can fail ‘to ad- serviceable, God had made Joseph to be as
mire the genuine politeness of Joseph which a * father to Pharaoh.” God sent to PhaCesENTIAL TRUTH :—Let the penitent look appears in every reference he makes to the raoh the dreams which led him to call for
unto Christ and forget the mselves.
wrongs they had done, and he had suffered Joseph; God gave Joséph the spirit’of inat their hands. The mercy. of God is of terpretation ; God then it'was who exalted
P pi
5: 1-8,
like delicacy. The divine forgiveness is Joseph to the position which he occupied,
without
Qu ESTIONS.,

Jesus

as the chief counselor of Pharaoh, and

never taunts:the

5. Joseph

directs

their

their sin, to the results

attention

from

brought

God

that

in our

freedom, pass

the

our

trust-

God to his fathers and to a world is thwarted, and the hope

his

of a Saviour is lost by

sin. His heart is not right before God,
ruin is impending and all must be settled

from event to event.

‘Who are meant by *‘the house
Who heard him?
had whipped themselves with the lash of We need this constant recognition of God
:
of Pharaoh”?
How did his
3. Whom did he say he was?
gelf-reproach enough for their good. For which Joseph had ; for we +live, and move,
The cause
brethren receive thisannouncement?
regrets
may reach, at last, their proper and have our being” in him. The Bible atof their confusion?
4. What did Joseph say to them? Why ask
limit,
beyond
which nothing can be gained tributes the rain and sunshine, the feeding
this? Why did he mention their selling of him?
by them,
If they had never been ‘‘ griev- of birds and of beasts, and thé career of
5. To what did Joseph direct their attention?
What
penitent.
be
to
them!
knew
he
that
ed, nor angry with themselves,” Joseph nations and of men te God;—not because
Show
To what end did
is the benefit of repentance?
would have erred in seeking to divert at- | God especially works in each case, but beed
God control their sin? How has God over-rul
is
it
that
Show
tention from their sins, for it is an evident cause God works *¢ hitherto,” in every case,
the sin of crucifying Christ?
Ja. 3: |
by his established methods, and will work,
against the nature of sin to yield good.

truth that we are not to dismiss

of divine

If Jacob,

ing in his craft, goes on and is punished,
as he surely deserves to be, and must be
unless God interferes, then the promise of

iting, quickening and controlling us, as we,

out of it. They were humble, and penitent;
thanks to his rigorous treatment!
They

The cause of his weeping?

to placate his brother, the record
justice will be impeached.

chief governor of Egypt.
Our eyes are too often blind to the Godward side of our daily history. We do not
see the hand of the Lord shaping and lim-

penitent,
** The bruised reed” he does not
¢ break" nor * quench the smoking flax.”

How came the brethren of Joseph in Egypt
again? What was their ex yerience there? What
Benjamin?
was the plea of Judah for
1. How was Joseph affected? What is meant
What did -he
by ** could not refrain himself?
‘Why did he wish them to go out?
say?

3. What did he do?

reproach.

five droves of goats, sheep, camels, king
and asses, in which he now seems to trust,

Thus far he has come,
farther, unless he goes

ere the morrow.
but he can go no

through

God,

with

to

or

repgntance,

doom.
It is night-fall. = Jacob is alone.
He
sent the rest over the brook in order, but
He will not let his promise
"God kept him.

fail withont

a

struggle.

At last

Jacob

essays to follow. “+A man” lays a restrain-

wick- |

Colleges and Seminaries.

ognition of the schools will help both teachers and pupils, The poor, ignorant people
are really so timid, that it is hard to make
them

believe

we

have

not

seme

The needs of these institutions are quite
Apparent.
In regard to their pecuniary ré=
lief, it is easy to talk,but it is another thine

sinister

motive in view. Some of the boys actually tremble with fear as they attempt to
read in our presence. As one teacher
came along with his little charge he over-

to do.In considering ‘he

subject several

particulars are to be observed.

Effort with-

out prayer is vain, and prayer without efheard a neighbor remark, ¢* Ah, the Saheba fort is vain,
But persevering effort with
has now comé to take them! Ours is a more earnest prayer accomplishes all things.
propitious kapal (fate) that kept our chilIn the experience of thirty-five years to
dren out of the school.”
promote education, 1 have learned some
After preaching toa crowd of men and things. = At first I relied on salary, and salwomen
this morning, in a village of (ary failed. Then, to furnish support and to
Mabhaters, and speaking to them about hav- secure rooms for students,l relied on building a school opened among them, the pad- ings. But Providence sent a fire and burnham seriously asked, if we would not come
ed them,
, Then appeared the necessity to
and take away some of them after they had ory,+ike sinking Peter, ** Lord, save, or I
learned to read! This was a rather more pdrish;” to plead with the earnéstness of
frank avowal of their fears than the San- the publican under conviction; to believe
tals usually make. Their method of show- in the emergency of the penitent thief; to
ing fear and dislike usually is, by taking pray with the persistence-of the blind man ;
themselves out of your way. A company of and -though obstacles are thrown in the
the latter was called before us in a village | way, crying so mach the more, ** Jesus,
yesterday P. M., to which we preached and thou son of David, have mercy on me!”
also talked about a school. Most of the The result is, deliverance came. Prayer is
people seemed pleased with the idea of the answered.
;
school, but, when a call was made for the
In prayer we must ask for things consistboys who were to attend, to come forward ent. It is not consistent to pray that we
| and

arrange

themselves in

a row,

not

an

may

live

300

years, but it is consistent to

ing hand upon him. Jacob wesents the | urchin moved. All looked wild, and neither | pray that we may be useful while we do
rudeness of a stranger. He is not in a | the coaxing nor the scolding of parents and live.
What is meant
mood to be &ifled with or brook liberties older persons would suffice to form the row.
In raising $100,000 for Bates College, it
urging them, as penitent men, to consider | about us; God is directing our history ; and
know that there would be no earing?
Why should
But the hand that brought Lot forth | At length the attempt was made to drag may require each member for three months ~
if
we
love
and
prove
faithful
to
him
in
every
now.
7. What does this verse state?
the
marvelous
results
that
God
had
brought
|
God save the family of Jacob? Why does not
gently resists his undiscern- | the young rebels to the front, but with no to raise $1.50,
This amount he can raise
out of their crime; for there may be too | sphere, as Joseph did, we may be sure that, from Sodom
Joseph allude to the Abrahamic promise ?
|
due
better success, Fhe pulling and hauling for trifles and not consider it a burden. He
is
if humble our lot,our life will have blessed- ing impetuosity, until he is fully aroused,—
8. What did Joseph state? To whom
tarrying over our sins, too much
What dis- | much
all the good that comes out of evil?
ness,and be benfificent of good wherever its angered, perhaps,—and closes in a physical and straggling to escape presentéd a comshould not consider it a burden to pay one
Show that | walking round
ubout them and weeping {1
position does Joseph here manifest?
|
‘No
man.
whole
the
taxes
ical
scene,
aud
quite
reminded
me
of
the
which
struggle
influence
falls.
:
dollar and fifty cents for a College destined
success.
his
of
author
God was the
over their ruins. Biblical repentance is |
thought of who the stranger wmigat be | attempt to yoke wild steers! Here not less to bless the world, and on conditions that
,
that sorrow for sin which turns our feet, ut
seems to have entered his worldly mind, | than in America the young idea must be others will raise $100,000 more. The Senior
NOTES AND HINTS.
once, into the paths of righteousness. |
at last an angel tonchad the hollow of his taught, not compelled, to shoot.
till
class numbers 19; the Freshman class, 89.
God's send- |
The wheat obtained from Egypt at such Their action was their own.
and women
have This shows the advance of the College,
as the day was breaking, that | Companies of men
just
thigh
ing was his own. God opened the chanan expense of trouble was at last consumThen | lingered at our tent this p. M. and listen- which entitles it to sapport. Let the deday on which so much depended.
ed. Still the famine prevails, the fields nels through which the. consequences of
conThe
Mysterious
Wrestler.
ened to the gospel message until both Su- nomination, east and west, indorse the enit was God. Helpless,
knew
Jacob
yield nothing to the sower. Jacob turns their sins were made to flow. Men can
;
—> —
demned, yet enlightened and resolute, he | pai and myself beeame fairly tired. Mrs,
terprise. Let the $100,000 be apportioned
control all the results oftheir acts.
his eyes toward the land of plenty and con- nop
exercises in our Sabbath now clings, God brings him to the point | Phillips sang a little for us, but’ spent most to all the Yearly Meetings, Quarterly Meetgeneral
the
Tn
to
sents, rather than starve, to let Benjamin oBy righteous deeds have a tendency
of her time with the Oriyas in the village. «- ings and churéhes.
school, April 6, 1 asked, ‘How many think of desperate, stern resolve by saying, ‘Let
Let every individual be
zo with the other sons downto Egypt for bless mankind, and if; at any time, evil a visible, tangible being wrestled with me go, for the day breaketh.” The crisis | As a quotation from St. P#ul introduces
reached.
food. So with a small present of precious deeds become the occasion of good, it is
this short article, a second may not unfitJacob?” A few hands were raised. 1 then is reached. Jacob throws away his droves
When the funds are forthcoming for
gums in their hands, and double weight of because of an over-ruling hand that directs said, ‘As many as think there was no one and his ‘craft in his lightening thought.— | tingly close it. - And, dear reader, can you
then for the next three months, let
Bates,
|
:
i
Seve
wo
cousse.
blessing
natural
the
their
them out of
money in their sacks, and with
A few did so, It is God's arm on which he must lean or |
the hand.”
raise
him,
with
course be taken to raise $100,000
same
the
?
work
blessed
this
in
share
avoid craving a
6. We learn from this verse that, at the
of their father upon them, they depart and
as at the first, but be lost, he sees, and he cries out in anguish, | The privilege is free to all. St. Paul felt | for Hillsdale.
many
so
not
though
This College occupies 4 cen-present themselves to Joseph again. Events very commencement of the famine, Jacob among them were three of our teachers, «I will not let thee gy except thou bless | himself.to be a debtor, are you not one altral position in the country, and will in
Of
food.
infor
Egypt
to
Joseph
send
to
was obliged
of the deepest interest follow.
one of whom volunteered the remark that me.” “But how about thy sin ?” says God. | so? “ How much owest thou my lord ?" | time be the center of the denomination.
the old man, their father;” course they only laid by grain enough to
3
:
~
quired after
says Jacob, | “ How beautiful are the feet of them that || The Senior
in her opinion, it was only a mental strug- “What is thy name?” “Ah!”
class numbers 31; the Fresh}
greeted Benjamin with a friendly reserve; last from one harvest to another, so that, | gle. Ithen inquired, “How many think “J am a supplanter, Lord, a wicked, un-| preach the gospel of peace, and bring glad || 5...
(Jass.
84
The
preparatory
embraces
mh
ss,
84,
fed them at his ‘own table; made merry on the first failure of the crops throughout Jacob, who doubtless told the story, thought natural brother. Bat pardon this my sin | tidings of good things!"
J. b.
nearly three hundred, besides large numexwas
destitution
money;
great
|
their
country
that
all
returned
with them ; secretly
Muktapore, Feb. 22. 1873.
Gri
there, was some one with him?” But few and deliver me from its fearful conseThis shows
| bers in other departments.
The children of Jacob knew
BE
nt
hid his cup in the sack of Benjamin, and perienced.
in thee, Lord, and in thee only
for
committed themselves, and I further asked,
quences,
the
advance
of
the
College
in
the weston
dreams.
well
are
prophetical
nothing of Pharaohs
‘sent them off. Then, as they
said the angel. |
Jesus - Wept.
“Amen,”
«How many think any of the phenomena do I trust.”
country.
But
it
needs
an
immediate
ern
each
pursuit
expect
in
naturally
goes
would
officer
they
an
Hence
their journey,
of the narrative were physical 7 A very “Thy name shall no more be called Jucob,
endowment of £100,000, to win the success
who charges them with theft of the cup, year of the famine to be the last. Joseph decided and general expression was the —God hath forgiven thee that,—but Israel, | What a touching idea does this biief text
ich
:
|
which
i
erits.
come,
to
Benjatells them that, for five years
searches, and finds it in the sack of
h it merit
result, but some, who had committed them- for as a prince hast thou power with God | convey of the melting tenderness and warm | When
the
funds are fo
ing for Hills*Earcabal
a
:
city:
useless,
.
.
be
the
|
to
will
\
RL
L
E
return
sowing
all
ash
and
a
plowing
min. In dire distress
He wept
| affection of our loving Saviour.
selves as against a physical struggle, ex- and so with men, and hast prevailed.’
ths let the
| dale, then for the nexy/three m
Judah pleads with Joseph to detain him ing” is an old English term for plowing. plained by saying the shrinking, of the
The vail is lifted which hung so Leavily | beeause the tomb had shrouded his friend || same course be takdn to raise 8
,000 for
is
it
gives
banks
its
and
If the Nile does not overflow
as his slave in place of Benjamin,
sinew in Jacob's thigh was doubtless . phys- over, not only the fords of Jabbok but the | from his sight, though he knew that at the Whitestown Seminary)
\! obforeJoseph
Benjaplant.
of
to
loss
the
of
Egyptians
for
effect
vain
as a reason the
ical, but God touched it unseen, as he lays world. Jacob's heart is tight before God. sound of his all-quickening voice, the icy |
saw that the Nile would not enrich the soil his hand in affliction upon men to-day. I He halts upon his thigh to his dying day, fetters which bound him would be broken, | tain : a College charter.
min on their father.
sition in the
| cupies at present a central
1. The recital of the means through during the next five years, therefore he then asked if it was supposed that angels ‘as a proof of the fearful physical struggle
and he would walk forth to life, light and |
:
|
It
is
properly
equipped for
»
light
|
denomirfation.
earing.”
*‘
no
Benbe
let
to
would
upon
there
that
was sure
which Jacob was prevailed
appeared to Abraham and Lot,—and if, in at Peniel, but there is sweet peace within. | liberty.
College action, with the exception of an
nor
man,
He
inspired
Joseph.
an
not
is
touched
trip
Joseph
this
7.
take
really
was
jamin
that dispensation of angels, it
Let the votaries. of a chilling philosophy endowmeht and a charter. Its present cat«] have enough, my brother,” said Esua,
could no longer maintain the stern charac- are we to read his views as though he could necessary, in order to a clear explication when he met the droves, so it was God in- | stifle every warm and tender. emotion, unalogue contains the names of 400 students.
But we have no reason to
His natural emotions
not ergstherein.
ter he had assumed.
of the history, that the narrative should be stead of diplomacy, forgiveness of sin in- [til they become infidels; let apathy
and As Bates College is aided by the munifidoubt the general correctness of his reason- spiritualized ? This brought
the whole stead of bribery, which saved Israel that | selfishness take entire possession of their cence of the Congregationalists, so Whitesbreak over and melt his will, and convert
before day.
fully
more
acting into reality. He caused every man ing. . It was God who delivered him from subject
little
a
R.L. HOWARD.
~
souls; let them look on the dying agouies
town Seminary is aided by the munificence
then "appeared
to go out of his presence,—all his offigers death, who opened his prison doors, who
it
and
school,
the
of a friend without sympathy,and follow him of the Presbyterians. We ought at least to
and servants. He would not have them raised him to his present position and made that the real reason why sd many had
Again Among the Santals. | to his lonely grave without a tear; but be sufficiently courteous to these benefacwitness his emotions. He would not-have him the saviour of Egypt, and of the chosen sought to spiritualize it was, that they
—~——
| such a revolting system should not come tors 10 manifest a commendable zeal in
It was because Joseph had been unable to account satisfactorily,
Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer nighane, since the Saviour of a lost world helping ourselves. It is not consistent to
them know the secrets of his history, lest seed of Abraham.
they might look askance at his kindred and feared God that such care of him was tak- in their own minds, for a physical strug- to God for the Santals is that they might be has exhibited in his holy and blissful life live upon the unparalleled contributions of
He was also true to the en.
Out of his devotion to'God issued the gle. It had seemedto them to be a sort saved. And yet,since an attack of chills and all its lovely charities in their highest perdisdain them.
these magnanimous men and women Wwith11, 12.
6. How long had the famine been?

that his laws let not their hands fall powerWhy would |.edness from our thoughts until we have sinless
tp their side.
God is over us; God is
his brethren be ignorant concerning its duration? | cerely repénted of it.
Joseph was right in |
by * earing”? How could Joseph |

@ ommunications.

modesty of nature in dismissing his attend-

ants, that his tears might not be seen by
the curious. Real griefs and great joys
that agitate the soul profoundly

are

sacred,

and seek to veil themselves from the eyes
of the curious. Such seasons every manly
spirit will respect, nor needlessly intrude
:
.
npon.
Joseph and his brethren had not been
alone together before, since the day when
In his other meet-

he was cast into the pit.

ings with them, attendants, or an interpreter,
Ji other official persons had been with him.
He had not dared to trust himself alone in
their company lest he should disclose his
true character.

2. It was Joseph and not his brethren
whose breast could scarcely contain the
feelings then experienced. Heknew them;
they knew not him. In him were pent up
the gushing forces of fraternal love, of tender, filial yearnings of a heart alive with
sensibility that hitherto must not be uttered.
+ He wept aloud.” When these feelings at
length found vent they flowed forth tumultnously. Loud weeping choked his words,
but every sob was of gladness. He had
not one act of injary to his brethren to re-

call.

from

self-reproach

No

favors which preserved Egypt and the house-

hold of his father

the good man. For his sake evil shall be
overturned and converted into prosperity
and peace.
From the love wherewith God honors
him shall come to other men their best
What would Jacob have
earthly good.
suffered had Joseph been as heartless as
his other sons? Is Egypt, is Jacob at all
indebted to the foul deeds of Joseph's
brethren for their preservation in the famine? Not at all; but to the blessed care
with which God shelters his own child that
loves him. Had Joseph been a godless
youth, God would not have guided him to
honor and usefulness. One of the results
of God's care of Joseph was the saving of
that household from whose seed ‘¢ all the
nations of the earth” were to ** be blessed.”
Joseph regards it as a great part of his
mission in Egypt to save their lives, and
preserve their posterity in the earth, He
is evidently ignorant of the promise made

any cause

without,

the

cry.

What

a strange spectacle for his surprised brethren! Struck with wonder, they can not
yet understand the man.
3. The meaning of this strange conduct
of the governor of Egypt is now made
plain. The cause of his tears is evident,
To the

ears

of

the

sons

“I

. this announcement:

of Jacob

am

Joseph;

comes

doth

my [father yet live?” We have seen what
effect this disclosure had, in advance, upon

doctrine.

led at his presence,”and *¢ could not answer

reasoning.

who will utter it,

which

fami-

ut-

said, *‘ we"

trath,

let

IIence we are net to un-

derstand Joseph as teaching them that they

that hateful day rush across their vision.
| They hear again those cries, that heartanguish

the

But the truth is

were

not

guilty

of a

wicked

act,

butas

teaching that God had over-ruled their sin
and made it to praise him. Whatever distincfion was granted to Joseph, or deliverance was wrought by him for Egypt and
for his own family, it could not be attribut-

rent the air when

once they sold asa slave this mighty lord
lessness,
"ot Egypt t. Their fears, their power
sion.
confu
with
their shame filled them
andl
4. Joseph reassured his brethren
over
exult
not
does
He
fears.
calmed their
love
them, nor violate the law of brotherly
ve
forga
He
ed.
gress
which they had trans

its sin, and the mercy of God
1aid hold of his hand with angel
brought him and bis out of the
we could, with Swedenborg,
the names of the] patriarchs
to Heber, and call the flood a

calling the ark truth, and

were only the instruments of Providence,
—only furthered his secret purposes, and
are not guilty”, ull would condemn their

** They were troub-

infidelity; that if we could
simple story, with Jacob's

deluge of false doctrines, from which the
church, Noah alone, was saved, thus simply

of

of Joseph

Had the brethren

tered such sentiments, had they

‘Their thoughts run back to the
him.”
Instantly the events of
scenesof Dothan.

pending

Sodom and
to Lot that
fingers and
city; that.
spiritualize
trom Adam

what God wished, it would be most fatal

‘Joseph,—how his frame shook, his utter- ance choked, and tears and loud weeping
involuntarily broke forth. But how were

his brothers affected ?

Egyptian

repetition of which I experienced in July
last, after a visit to Bhimpore), we have vot
been to sojourn with them, in their jungle
homes, until now. A press of work has

views of it as expressed in the name he
gave the place, that he had *‘seen God face
to face,” we could set aside the account of

to explain the mercies of the Lord to them,
or to show that they were rescued from
death by divine providence, was preserved
for centuries by this provision of Joseph.
The Old Testament -does not trace the
dealing of the Lord with every family, but
if some pen of inspiration should write the
experiences of innumerably more, it would
tell the same story of divine love that the
history of Jacob reveals.
God superintends us with as much interest and love as was shown to Joseph, and
as we love and obey him, we may shelter
ourselves us safely as he under the wings of
God’s outspread care.
8. If Joseph should mean that they committed no sin, did no outrage against God
or their own souls, but simply executed

were in attend-

heard

distinctly

not notorious
so treat this

Whom theére is no historian, no one

lies of

ance there. So loud was the voiee of his
weeping that these servants, as they waited

»

posterity of many

less the

fever drove us home, in Dec., 1871 (a sharp

un-

derstand,and to zccept literally or spiritualthe result would cerize at our option,
want of harmony, if
deplorable
a
be
tainly

Doubt-

his father’s family on that account.

scene,

and unwonted

like God’s usual method of dealing with
men, and having been made the type of
prevailing prayer, it could only have been
.
a wrestling in prayer.
The thought then struck me that, i’ permitted so to dispose of all we failed to un-

flow out from

to Abraham, and does not value the life

for

of uncalled

So we see.

death.

the fullness of blessings that

gave bitterness to his tears, and embarrass‘ment and pain to this hour. His tears
sparkled -elearly with innoeent joy. This
occurred at JosdPh's house, as we see from
the fourteenth verse of the last chapter.
By ** the house of Pharaoh” is meant the

servants of the king who

from

throwing the

)

sad to

us in other directions, while,

say, a growing defect in my hearing has
not a little interfered with my study of the
Santal, which is stil] a work of the ear rather than of the eye. This is our 12th duy
from

out

home,

and

no

sooner,

we

are

among this interesting people, than my old
enthusiasm returns, and I long to Jive and
labor among the Santals, that I may spend
and be spent for their salvation. AsT gaze
upon the upturned faces. of this rude, simple hearted, yet grossly ignorant and very
superstitious people, my heart warms with
hope and zea! for them, my tongue is loosed,

and

latent,

many

but has
shed, by

But

inmost soul.

informed hith

of -his

brother's

hatred

and

therefore of his danger, and so had called
to mind his sin of twenty years ago with
stdrtling freshness and, consequently, his
real

deserts.

He,

alarmed,

had

sent'an

near this,

meet at the tent for

examinatipn,

and were

house,

i

‘thé alphabet andthe a,b,0', This public rec-

Ni

Pa

GA

our

grief

must be

calm and sub-

in

his presence, has

grave with

which

our

the prison

unlock

loved

his

with

and

death,

of

keys

and
has

ones

repose.

day in

the

gince

out showing an appreciation of

ents

by

ing

of the.

they

pres-

education and Christianity in the world.

When

the

are forthcoming

funds

immediate

Whitestown, then let

be taken to meet the demands

for

measures

of the other

Colleges and Seminaries, till the last dollar

shall be supplied. We need not forget nor
neglect the missions. - This benevolence
will open

to

measures,

men,

money

and

friends, so that the missionary will not live
and die alone and uncared for on heathen
shores. Persistent effort and believing
We
prayer will command the reward.
have the authority in Matt. 21: 22: *‘ And
all things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer,
M. M.S.
believing, ye shall receive.”

Lazarus

which he raised

resurrection,

their

corresponding energy to promote

from the dead, his followers have had the
pledge and assurance that in the mornwith

their

friends shall be raised to the life immortal.

Reverie.
Sunday evening, I

In prayer meeting,one

seemed to-see a vast assembly before me; a

Let us,then,when weeping over the grave
of a friend,

throne was reared on which one sat,while an

, Which from his voice, his hand, his smile,
Divides us but-a little while,

the silence became oppressive. Listening to’
catch the first called to account, one name,

angel sounded through his trampet,—*‘ Now

All was hushed

is judgment set.”

until

the thought of
comfort ourselves with
and that mine alone,reverberated along the
the blending compassion of the Son of God,
concave. The eyes of the assembled throrg
who is touched with the

feelings of our in-

firmities; let
us not feel it wrong to weep,
for

Jesus

wept;

above

all,

let us humble

ourselves under his chastening rod, feeling
that

his tenderness

never would

have per-

mitted him to afflict us, had he not seen that
we greatly needed correction. Let us
pray that the death of friends may bind
our hearts more closely to him who is the

resurrection

and the life.

How

blessed

the thought tothe Christian of a meeting
in the kingdom of God, to go no more out
To the suciety above, constant ad-

forever.

ditions are being made of redeemed, renewed and sanctified spirits. There is no
passage to another world but through the
valley of the shadow of death. By this way
we must all go, whether it conducts us to
the abodes of bliss, or the abodes of misery.
But the true Christian feels that this dark
valley

is

lit up by the

son

of God,

who

went down into ‘it and rose again the
mighty conqueror. Tell me not of the victories of Napoleon, of Hannibal, of Cromwell

and Wellington,
ness when

They

sink

placed beside

that

into nothingmade

by the

one
were turned on me,-and

thought, one

emotion thrilled my whole being,—** Judgment is for me!” I recovered from the
reverie, feeling more deeply the need of
an Advocate, and with that scene in mind,
1 anew tell of judgment to come. -O man,
you for yourself, you and your judge! Oh,
what an hour! All hours poised in one.
J.

The Love
—

of Christ.
——

Ob, how shallow a soul I have to take in
Christ's love; for let worlds be multiplied,
in
according to angels’ understanding,
these
themselves,
weary
they
till
millions,
worlds could not contain the thousandth
part of his love! Oh, that I could join in
among the throng of angels, and sera-

phim, and now

raise a new

glorified saints, and could

love-song to Christ, before all

the world! I am pained with wondering
at new-opened treasures in ; Christ! If
every finger, member, bone and joint were
a torch burning in the hottest fires in hell,
I would that they could all send our lovepraises, high songs of praise forevermore

Son of God when he triumphed over death,
plant of renown, to that royal and
opening the way whereby the saints in all to that
Jesus my Lord! .
prince,
high
ages and in al clim@és will hear the tramp
hairs, all my members, and
my
that
Oh,
victor’s
the
$ing
to
forth
come
of God and
we!l-tuned tongues, to
were
hones
my
all
song on the evergreen shore of a sinless
sing the high praises of my great and gloearth,whose inhabitants will never feel pain.
to lift up Christ upOh, happy state! The Christian prays for vious king! 1ielp me
its condfng,

ers,

el

only

depart,

Oh! to what high heavenly-hopes has he
begotten us again by his gospel! Ever

about a year,had a number of passable read.

not

sorrow, it must be in sub-

mighty arm, will - surely

the familiar, smiling faces of our Santipore
fp, each one
school boys, as they came
leading a troop of young aspirants. Two
of the four rehools having bee¢n in operation
while the pupils of the/ other tweowvere
still strug(el slingto master tite mysteries of

we

the

now

to see

not a little gratified and encouraged,

though

hallowed the

Harvest

schools,

ago, we had four Santal

He

friends

cause there we may hold mote tender
intimate communion with him, who

send

Send, oh,

sin.

when

dued, like that of the Saviour.
We may
often go to their graves and weep, but the
spot should be chiefly precious to us be-

come trooping back
words and phrases
ready for service, at my bidding. O thou
great Lord of the harvest, to thee is the
prayer of our

without

himself consecrated the tears we
weeping at the grave of Lazarus.

mission;

forgotten

wellnigh

being

permits us to weep

dove, olive leaf and bow away; that we forth laborers into this thine own
could deal in the same manner with the field !
Our Oriya native preachers having wishresurrection of Christ, and baptism, as
many do, and throw away the visible ed to revisit the places where we labored
church fora so-called spiritual state, rec- two years ago, in the direction of the Bay,
ognized only by the individual, partaking we are now without a native preacher. Su—our endless moods | pai, a neophyte,a brother beloved and being
of all the —vagaries—of
‘and subject to our personal idiosyncrasies. well posted in the mythology and customs
Who should limit us when we had entered of the Santals, is a growing Christian; and
upon such a course, and how far short of to tell of the love of God in giving his Son
to die ‘* for'us poor Santals,” is both his
infidel chaos would the end be ?
safe
as
literal
theme and joy. Heis with us and helps
the
And I felt to cling to
evident
not a little, Oh, that the number of such
is
narrative
the
where
and
ground,
ly framed to set forth an actual occurrence, may be greatly multiplied.
We are now camped in a populous neighto accept it as having transpired, however
about 25 miles south-west of Sanhad
borhood
that
believing
ion,
difficult of explanat
men and women appear very
Both
God designed it to be spiritualized the tipore.
ready to hear the Gospel.
and
at
friendly
as
given,
proofs would . have been
is offered for one of all their
plea
a
Scarcely
Bethel.
y frankly confess, can do
who,the
gods,
The question then arose in my own mind, false
good.
no.
them
physical
a
for
«Js itso hard to account
He
The Sirdar of the place is a Hindu,
struggle in this case?” At least a possible
ge
encoura
to
tries
,and
friendly
very
which
appears
explanation may be given, and one
And still a
no more does violence to the divine method our schools among the Santals.,
of the
one
Siva,
to
d
than the crushing of Balan s foot does, be- new temple dedicate
has
he
which
gods,
their
of
way
his
impure
ed
most
cause the angel of God obstruct
the
of
some
wall
outside
the
on
has
Let
us
present
the
built,
with a drawn sword.
“wh
most indecent figures I ever set eyes on. I
case thus:
scandal,and he promJacob had met with the angel s of God at pointed out to lim the
removed. Two days
figures
the
have
to
ised
They
had
Mahanaim, veritable angels.

embassage to his ‘brother which only resulted in increasing his fears. Then he
divided his people for safety, and prayed,
his prayer being for delivered to his evil-minded brethren, who, to the burden of
blessing
"A physical
ance
from
Esau.
asa
him
rid the’ household of him, sold
fumhis
of
diplomasy
the
only. After this
:
glave.

i

drawn

fection,

.

and

soon

time

into the eternal world,
Tuftonboreush,

N. He.

will

sweep us

J. L. HERSEY,

on his throne, and to lift him wp above all
the thrones of the clay Kings, the dying
scepter-bearers of this world 1— Rutherford.

ha

I must quit
Earth for Heaven,
:
. My earthly prison for a liberty of joy ;

My banishment for my country
Prepared for me.

One of these frag-

authorship and origin.

is told me I must
.

I must pass

From time to eternity ;

While examining the Euglish state trials
during the reign of Chafles*II. (Cobbett,

Vol. VIT), at a recent visit to the Boston
surprised

Public Library, we were much

find

to

which we

alluded, floated

have

;
y
out into the world.
In order to understand the poem,
be necessary to review a somewhat
chapter’ of English history, known
Popish Plot.
This popular madness was incited

by one

of the most corrupt and infamous
record, Titus Oatgs.
He was born
was edueated at Cambridge, took
but soon lost his curacies by lying,

men on
in 1620,
orders,
perjury

it will
tragic
as the

and gross misbehavior, He received an appointment as chaplain in the navy, but was
dismissed for practices too disgraceful to
mention.
He then becamea Catholic, went
to Spain, but was shortly expelled by the
Jesuits. He sec¢ms to have been a liar by
nature, and was almost lost to sensibility,
if he was not morally insane.
In September, 1667, he made a disclosure

before Sir Edward Godfrey, a fioted justice,
and afterwards before the Council and the
House of Commons, to the effect that the
Catholics had entered into a conspiracy
against the life of the King, in order to reestablish the Papal power

in England.

He

affirmed that the Pope felt himself entitled
to the possession of England and Ireland,
on account of the heresy of prince and people, and had secretly assumed the sovereignty of these kingdoms; that power to
govern them had been delegated by the
Pope to the Jesuits, who, through the general of their order, had issued commissions
appointing various persons to the offices of
state, both civil and military.

Lord Arundel,

he said, was to be Chancellor; Lord Powis,
Treasurer;

Lord

Bellasis,

General

of the

Papal army, and Coleman, Secretary of
State. The office of Advocate General he

assigned

to Richard Langhorn, the subject

of this paper. He further stated that the
Catholics were to arise at an appointed time
and renew in England the bloody scenes of
‘St. Bartholomew.

.

All England was thrown into a state o
intense

excitement

by this

disclosure, and

the fame of Titus Oates flashed forth to
blaze ‘‘ the comet of a season.” ‘The
capital and the whole nation,” says Macaulay, * went mad with hatred and fear. All
the gaols were filled with Papists. London
had the aspect of a city in a state of siege.
Patrols marched up and down the streets.
Cannon were planted around Whitehall.
No citizen thought himself safe unless he
carried under his coat a small flail, loaded
with lead, to brain the Papist assassins.”
Oates rose from beggary to sudden wealth,

and assumed a grandeur of living becoming
a prince. He went around with a retinue
of guards.
He received an ample pension,
and was assigned lodgings at Whitehall.
He put on the Episcopal gown and caszock,

and claimed and received the title of the
« Saviour of the “Nation.” - *“ Whoever he
pointed at,” says Roger North, ** was taken
up and committed.” He had the nation in
his hands, gnd for weeks of popular “blindness, excitement and prejudice, he exercised

an even
He

From change to immutability ;
From death to immortality.

greater

was the

influence

real

than

the king.

sovereign of the English

To enjoy my Jesus;

the appearance

in

spirit ! How

I am going
the place of my rest;
the land of the living;
the haven of security ;
the kingdom of peace;
3
the palace of my God;
,
the nuptials of the Lamb;
sit.at the table of my king;
feed on the bread of angels;
see what no eye hath seen;
hear what no ear hath heard;
enjoy what the heart of man can not comprehend.

It is told me I must die,
O news of joy!

con-

a change in public

So

And to satisfy his justice."
I am willing to die for him as he died for me;

—our

To see my Jesus,
To love my Jesus,
To bless my Jesus,
And'to sing his praises to all eternity.
Come on, my soul, let us go and rejoice.
He who by his grace
Hath enabled thee to know
Thy own miseries,
:
And his mercies,
He who hath enajled thee
To rely on him,
Commends thee to shake off all fear.
It is not for anything in thee
That he loves thee and will save thee,
He doth it because he is God,
Perfect love and perfeet goodness.

single

the

object,

approval

employment,

takes

up the burdens

in

trees;

The name of Langhorn well deserves a place

among those worthies who, although associated by the influences of birth, education
and the force of circumstances with a cor-

rupt church, have so fully relied on Christ,
as to keep their spiritual perceptions
undimmed. To such as these, however
dark may be the period'in which they lived,
it becomes us to extend the charity in which

like many

faets

parish:

another

servant

when

was

The

for

ye are

bought

down

manna

serpents;

beforeliand,

cross

and

hope

to bring back

Aud

then,

at

last,

with

milk

from Augustine.

race of man

is

of

like the leaf of

the

with

a

from the persuasion of

others.

;

The love of things temporal can only be
overcome in us by a pleasure in things
eternal.
Thou

madest

us,

O Lord,

for

thyself,

seeking

way ; for that same
truth.

way

truth,

hold

A miracle or wondrous work
God ought not to excite wonder;

price.”

thou the

is the way which is the
done by
the won-

der would be if man had done it.

nation.
The state trials growing out of the so- John wrote to the church in Sardis, whose
called Popish Plot are among the most in- works were not found * perfect before God.”
tercsting in history. Among these, with “Thou hast a few names even in Sardis,

guage,
but
doesn’t mean

vate vices were public benefits, he did not
calculate the widely destructive influences

the exception of that of Lord Stafford, none

Ihave is my own, I am sure of that.”
His curiosity was awakened to hear whom
it did

of bad example.
man is only his
wise as to affirm

which have not defiled

their garments:

and

they shall walk with me in white: for they
Langhorn.
It took place on the 14th of are worthy."”June, 1679, and, although the false testiare more interesting

than

that of Richard

mony of Oates was again and again proven,
his case was préjudged, he was convicted
.of high treason, and sentenced to be exe-

cuted.
It was midsummer, a calm July day, and
a great concourse of people

came

together

to see Richard Langhorn hung. He ascend-

Ministers’
«“Mrs.
and be
schools,
ing, the

Wives.

Smith will soon return to Balasore,
there alone with the church, the
the work shop, the bazar preachzenanas, the two branches, Metra-

pore and Bhudruck, all on her hands.”—
Extract from Mrs. Phillips's letter.

d go to a coronaed the scaffold as one w
tion. With a bearing which told that every

What think you of this, ye ministers’
declare, in the presence of the eternal God, wives, who feel sometimes that to be pasand as I hope to be saved by the merits of toress of one society is as much as human
my dear Jesus, that I am not guilty, direct nature can endure?
We not unfrequently read articles in our
ly or indirectly, of any crime that has been
sworn against me.” He declared further periodicals commenting upon the cares,
that the testimony of Mr. Oatés against him the duties: and labors, with which the wives
was wholly false, and that he forgave him of ou clergymen are burdened. Well,
with his dying breath, and hgped that God sympathy is very precious when really
would bring hin to repentance. He prayed needed ; but it has often seemed to us that
for the king, the nation, and for all his ene- much of this is a morbid, sickly sympathy,
mies and false accusers. He forgave the wholly unnecessary and perhaps mischievword he uttered

was

true, he

said,

sheriff’ alter the rope had been

**1 do

adjusted,

His last prayer and last words were,—
« Blessed Jesus, into thy hands I recom-

;

A

Langhorn desired to be left entirely by
himself in his last days, that he might give

was

said
me.

refer to,

struck

with the

lan-

and

what

was

to be

When

said

from such words.
The minister dwelt
upon our entire dependence on God for
all the gifts of providence, and the ease
with which he could take them from us,tand
make the whole of life a burden o us.

demption.

The

attention

the

new

hearer was so much drawn by the Sheet
as presented by the fervid and faithful
preacher, that he went in easily, and took

urged upon all the great truth that God’s
claims are upon each supreme,and that each
had disregarded those claims and sinned
against him, and that Christ is our only
ransom.

The new hearer went to his} home with
new thoughts, He could not banish them.
He dwelt upon his past life of total disregard of God. There was present with him
that diving Spirit whose office it is to impress the

truth

and

convince

of sin.

He

became

a

steadfast

they are

almost

martyrs,

sacrificing

their 4 in the church,

So the faithful

The

seed

forth fruit

.

He

root

comforted.
and

brought

where he little expected.

pri-

consumed

OFFICE

bells, annually, than any other foun
in the country, for Churches, Acddemies, Plantations, &c.,

So

(Copper and tn)

Ro-

tary Mountings, the best in use. All Bells warranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JONIS & CO.,
.
TROY, N. Y.
CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is »0T, and NEVER has been located in
TROY, N. Y., said claims are intended to deceive the

public. 4

jh

;
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The immense sale, 10,000

in one month,

THE

is Teg,

MAS3

RIVED

ANT,

much

improved,

all

others

the

book

like WILDFIRE, . Over

MORE AGENTS WANTED.

the

600

NOTICE,~Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to pan off high-priced inferior works, but send
“for circulars and see
PROOF of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion
worth
$10, mailed free,
HUBBARD
BROS., Publishers,

783 Sansom St.. Phila.

“Thou canst not toil in vain;
Cold, heat, the moist, the dry,
Shall foster and mature the grain
For garners in the sky.”

—

Sata
h

work

—Christian at Work.

¢

gra

1y47

———c

$20

bound

in

single

hook, when

Price per

Iydl

HOW

——

While walking

the deck

with sextant in hand,

this

I thought

To Speculate Successfully.

morning,
on

home

RANDAL H. FOOTE & 00.,
and its privileges, My thoughts dew eastward a few hundred miles, and" I was hear " Bankers and Brokers, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
ing the glorious gospel, and the sound that
I last listened to still vibrated on the ear;
that was, “Whenever we ean not see our
way clearly, cast anchor, and wait for day-

light.”

:

|.

on

covers,

30

Price

cloth, 40 cents;

cents;

per

bound in

per doz.,

a single copy, 4 cts.;

Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.
REFERENCES.—~Mechanics Banking Association, or
any Banking House or Commercial Agency in New

ork.

N. B.—~Pamphlet on “Wall
tions.” free on application.

Street

and

Twelve additional volumes of the $1000 Prize Series are now ready.
Price $1.50 each, They have

received high praise from eminent critics.
Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: “They meet the want o
the day for Looks which instruct and improve, while
they fascinate the reader.”
'
Catalogues free.

$2.88.

on a doz.,

its Opera1yly

OF
AND

extra;

on

in

paper covers

the former. 4 cts., on tke

These Books are now ready for sale and
Prize
/

$

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
:
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy

Day

Lifs of Wm. Burr.
on receipt of

that sum,

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover,
N. H

de-

:

Series,

Series.

A Ramy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

|
a5

New Year,
Fireside Angel,

fy i
My {

1

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs.

a5

Child’s

Series.

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,
s

Day

Series.
125

125
125

Archibald Hamilton,

1.25

Starlight

Series.

“Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

2s

Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.

J
a3
;

Early Choiee,
Strawberry Hill,
4
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?

150
150
10€

175
150
125
100
53
$55

.

Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,

A pew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press. The price has been reduced from $1.00 to

7b cents, and will be sent postage paid

S. iS.

Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Hereulaneum,

CHRISTIAN
BAPYTESM.
This little book has been revised by the author, ha .
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and present
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and usefu]
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.;

CHURCHES

TO

Bright Days,

RR. BURLINGAME,

DOVER, N. H.

Postage

& CO., Pub’s,

38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

Bright
L

:

90
55

Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,
Child Life,

225
+90
20
00

i

4

Any of which will be sent by maul, free of postage
on receipt of the price.
_.
Parties designingto get new Sabbath School L ibraries, or.to

replenish old

ones, can

send us

2

fi#4
it
:

their

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publisizers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools

Engine for Sale!

in Libraries,at

wholesale

1

Doerv, N. H,

Oursecond-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam

Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
"Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike ‘manner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a cashpaying customer.

The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will
need

repairing

or

making

| will be sold so cheap that
Engine can afford to have
Address,

L

R

over.
any

The

whole

one wishing

thing

such

an
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Hibbard

Barrett!

there is not a word or a hint whose moral tone is
doubtful; and it testvifles most clearly and strongly
to the fact that the average levels and experiences of
life furnish the theaters where Christian faith and a
noble and unselfish life may embody themselves and
make the world their debtor. Such are the lessons
that will be taught by this plain and simple life-story.
‘The author will send a copy of the work, postpaid,

to any.peresn who fgrwards him $1, at Rutland, Ohio.
£2.

$n answer to many calls, and

to

meet

,
what we think a real want, we have recencly published
in very neat style, setting forth, in 4 plain,

fitting
would

things to
learn, by

means of a few words, what are the pbeuliarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose.

50 ots. per 100; 7 ots. per dozen.
L. R.

Price—§4 per 1000;

Send orders to

Price

$1.26
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One Year of my Lil,
Building Stones,
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Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
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Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
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The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
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Question Book,
.

MARY

BY

LATHAM

CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for customs
ers.
Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of. Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended
tors,

superintendents and

to pas-

teachers as

being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediate-

ly.

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

4 cents.

The Commentary on the Gospéls by
Rev. John J.

N.

H.

Butler,

D.

D.,is

now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been eold.
This number is nearly half of all thas
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. ‘At this rate of
gale this whole Edition will soon be on
our hands.
Price $2,00.
Postage,

24 cents. ‘Special terms given

to agents who sell 100
ders are solicited.

or

more.
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AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Solentific Theories of his Origin and Ant#

quity,

BURLINGAME,
DOVER,

Books

Lute Falconer
The Judge’s Son,

brief way, an outline of our hisoy
tory as a denomination, its TRACT.
extra,
trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chief |
benevolent institutions.
They are
put ‘into the hands of those who

Or-

Now Ready.

It savors not at all of offensive egotism ; it is animated throughout by a manly and Christian spirit;
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copies.
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Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.

just revised

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.

it repaired.

Dover,

Single and by

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,

By Joseph

P.

THOMPSON,

D. D., LLD,

one vol, 12mo.
Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
poet, on receipt of price, by
L. R. BUPLINGAME.

$

4:

prices.

L. R. BURLINGAME,
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rar dart Arrents wanted!
All elarssg of
working
ple, of ¢itlier sox, young or old, multe more money ut
for us fw their spare moments or all the time than atanything

else, Purticulurs free, Address G, Stinson &€3., Portland, Maine.

and Wait.

SELENT TOM.
Price $1.75.
The second boek of the $1000 prize series is no less
popular than the first. The Boston Traveller says:
¥ in quite as well written, as pure and good in its
teachings, and whoever reads one will be anxious to
read the other, and he who reads both w'll have read
two of the best Juvenile Stories of the season.”

throughout

doz., $3.84.

a four-page tract, NEW

Anchor

«gtriking for the Right” is an admirable work o
its kind, and Promises well for the character of the

series to which it belongs.,—[
New York Times.
I wish is were in my power to place it in the hand
of every
man, woman and child in the land, as it deserves fo be.—[ HENRY BERGH.
Here are beautiful sentiments whose price is above
gold. The book is bright, and witty and wise. We
give it our hearty praise.—[Springfield Republican.
It perpetually puts God and duty and soul-culture
into the very
heart of its sketches and lessons.—
[Boston Daily Journal.
‘

Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
.

printed

type

per single book, when’

Selah

in Africa,

it above

It goes

pages, only $3 50.

It is undoubtedly the best book of the kind in the
world. —~{Hon. GEO. T. ANGELL.
.

Andy Lutgrell,

is well adapted to use in social meetings.

Address,

the author has honestly

the sum.—[ELP. WHIPPLE,in Boston Daily

livery.

It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymns.
It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
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of Jesus,single,
celebrated throughout the.world, and. WonderfulWorks

Metal
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Insurance companies have failed.
' NOW IS THE TIME TO
here, and to place on loan.
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dozen, 9:60
StoryofJesus,(Ques.
Book) single, .15
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“which Tiaveé béén made af this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making more

.

preacher wus
taken

that

To affirm that
a vicious
own enemy, is about as
that a virtuous man is

Bell

Fire.

LOAN

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry
made TROY

to

& CO.

TROY BELLS.

disciple,

let us labor in the patience of hope.

one minister's wife, of all that, circle, who
is wearing herself out by the arduous labors

demanded of her ky an exacting parish,
his time to meditation, writing, and acts of We do know some, whose brave, hopeful
devotion. These days were passed on the spirits and anxiety for large results, cause
heavenly border. The glory of the celestial them to overstep the bounds of prudence,
world. seemed already shining about him. until warned, by suffering the penalties . of
His soul was immersed in the Tove of God. Nature's broken laws, that even a resolute
It was thus in the solitude of his cell that will must sometimes yield to the demands
he composed the poem to which we have of a feeble body.
There doubtless are societies haying the
alluded. It is a most triumphant witness
to the all conquering power of the Christian idea, that when theys engage the services
of a pastor, they engagé those of his wife
faith," It is as follows:

had

PERRY

do
Treatise,

made of genume

went the next day to see the man of God
whose words had so arvested his attention,
and he went as an humble, penitent inquirer.

maintained

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have

--a—seat— near the door. He “heard with
earnest attention to the end. -The preacher

not re-

testimonials, &c.,

ESTATE AND

do
Church

of our re-

of

Mandeville

only his own friend.—Colton.

More than all these, he dwelt upon the
unspeakable gift of a Saviour, whose suf-

ferings and death are the price

GRAHAM,

do

within himself, “That
Iam my own, and all

ous, tending to give its objects the idea that and is now a growing Christian, a blessing

lives for those who are unable to appreciate
mend my soul and spirit, now, at this in- the sacrifice.
;
stant ‘Take me into paradise.” He added:
In a somewhat large circle of acquain“Jam desirous to be with-my Jesus, I tances, families of miristers form no inconam ready, and you nced stop no longer for siderable part; but we do not remember

me."

The worldling

containing

aod our heart is restless untilit repose in
thee.
If thou art

party

_ This little volume should be in every Preewill Bap-

If a man lives after the flesh, he lives but
as the beast; if he lives after the Spirit,
angels are his companions.
There are two sources of sins; one from

one’s self, the other

e

latter 2 cents

By faith we are knit; by understanding
we are quickened.
:
Those who do not recognize God in the
pages of. Scripture, will seldom acknowledge godliness in the persons of men.
Wouldest thou pray in a témple? Pray
within thyself. Only first be thou
a temple of God, because he in his temple will
hear him that prayeth.
God will not be any the greater by pleasing thee, but thou wilt be the less by displeasing him,
ea

oc-

an

After the Chicago

15 cts.

olive or the laurel, never without foliage, yet ever varying.
Pride doeth its own will; humility the
will of God.
Man is one thing in that he ¢‘is”; anoth-

The

open. The minister referred to was just
announcing the text, “Ye are not your
own;

brings

and the sight of the

Gleanings

a sud-

part

for circular

book.

den shower constrained him to seek shelter in the entry of the. church, which was
door

finds

er, in that he is ¢* able.”

England

inner

prayer

and honey.”

ing his strength for naught. There was
a man living ‘in the town, in high social
position, having much influence, who was
a neglecter of the sanctuary, and wholly
indifferent to the claims of the Saviour.
He was a prosperons business man. He
‘spent his Sabbaths in visiting, examining
his business, making plans for the future,
or in any way he was inclined.
On one Sabbath in the summer ‘he was
leisurely walking along the road, his mind

The

in his cottage
spoiling of his
tools, or the
losing of his

shod into ‘‘the land that floweth

Christ, had leng been discouraged, and
was temptedto believe that he was spend-

near.

unsuccess-

God's presence is as the ark in the midst
of the river; and the pilgrim passes dry-

PrLGrIM.

intent upon worldly themes,

was

or the sickness of

the clustersof Eshcol.

the sainted

——e—
A few years ago the following
pastor,

and

is a spy going

of the

Bought with a Price.
a New

he

heals the bite of fiery

Selections.
in

and

trouble of his, soul,

every morning;

make, and duties many to be performed,
we
can not but feel that, ‘the lines have fallen

curred

wounds

prayer is the secret of peace.
And in
manitold ways does religion bless the poor
man in his pilgrimage. Faith is a rod” with
which he" cleaves Red Seas of difficulty;
and God’s Word is a pillar of cloud by day
and of fire by night, amidst the rocks of a
sandy wilderness.
>
And Sabbaths are wells of water, and
ordinances are beautiful and shady palm

homes are still blessed by the sunshine of
love, though sacrifices may be theirs to

O my Father,
0 thou best of all Fathers,
Have pity on the most wretched of all thy children.
I was lost, but by.thy mercy found;
I was dead, but by thy mercy raised again.
1 was gone astray after vanity,
But am now ready to appear before thee.
O my Father,
Come now in mercy receive thy child:
Give him thy kiss of peace;
hemit unto him all his sins;
Clothe him with thy nuptial robe;
Receive him into thy house;
Permit him to have a place at thy feast,
And forgive all those who are guilty of his death.

his

or the cries of his children, or

his body, or the

one laid down, our deepest sympathies
go
out.
But with regard
to
those
whose

to them in pleasant places.”

Bend

in which the buildings were

heals

the sorrows of his wife,

Master.
To the lone, weary mourner, far from
kindred and childhood’s home, who so hero-

ically

it

properly

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

Op

And so many a good man
or work-shop, amidst the
work or the breaking of his
arger of his master, or the

with brave, cheerful hearts,pursue our way,

:

tly

taken

FRANK E. INGALLS, sole Agent, Concord, N. H.
The Price of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR
per Dostle, and can be obtained of any druggist.
y

vent
prayer; the expression of trouble
disappeared,—he resumed his work.”

&very sphere; joy and sorrow go hand in
hand. There will be bitter drops mingled
in every cup. We must expect the ‘Snow
and ice of pale December,” as well as the
“Living flush of crimson June.”
Well for us, if we choose the sphere
where duty points, and unpiurmuringly,

* Out of gratitude for his fivors,

ator-has been

ceived a marked benefit: P
yu
. pany
We have gold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and the demand is still increasing. We
are confident we are doing the public,a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.

pre-

ful: A slight and momentary expression
of trouble appeared on his countenance,
but the cloud soon passed away. He clasped his hands and looked upward, while his
lips moved as if uttering a silent and fer-

his devoted care slipping from his grasp,
the disease mocking his utmost skill, “(ill
death claims the victim as his own.
Our politicans! how are their names
bandied from mouth to mouth, their motives impugned, and deeds the basest astrue.

and

anoints him with joy. ‘His tool slipped,”
says Malan, in his beautiful tract, ‘the
Watch-maker of Geneva,’ “his tool slipped
and the work was spoiled. Hé repeated

full of constant, wearing anxiety. How his
very soul is sick, as he sees the objects of

the pure and

by

tate to say it will cure them again. Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to
& joarn of any case Where Ye Heart Reg-

REAL

y

cerning ministers and their families ? Every
situation has its trials, its shady as well as
its sunny. side. A physician’s life! how

even

and. resurrection,

the attempt, and again

opinion

or-

secured

How it helps a man to suffer and to toil!
How it calms his temperand soothes his

bede-

time

was

blood

and

Religion, a Help in Life.

Indeed,

there

ever anxious,

pared by his hand,

accompany

siring to share the pastor’s lot.
But however this may be, is it not

cribed to

Let us go, my soul, I am content;
I joyfully renounce this life,
And render it back to him who gave it me.
I am willing to die
For his glory,
For his love,

I am willing to die,

to

we have heard of trouble in churches,
cause there seemed to be more than one

[ must die,

dained by God’s grace,

Jesus’

companions

sky,

cable clinched to the mast, in the haven

cen-

turied, "has made thé namg of * Mary,”
sweet and fragrant as the precious spikenard, the gift of her grateful heart.
How often have we heard the exclamation, ‘I would not marry a minister!”
Well, we are not aware that our young
clergymen have any particular difficulty
obtaining

of the

while on his passage, continually consulting his
chart and directions, until he
finds himself safely
secured in dock,
so is the careful Christian, young
or old,
every power of the mind engaged
in the
voyage.
Thus, an abundant entrance is
gained, the anchor is finally let go, with

would fain
Joneniybes

them through the journey of life,

O what happiness!
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

ed, and will do all in her power, consistent
with home duties, to lighten his labors,

she could,” a verdict that, for eighteen

To converse with angels and saints.
I must go to fill
My spirit with a plentitude of light;
My will with a fullness of peace;
My memory with a collection of all good;
My senses with a satiety of pleasures.
I must go where I shall find
All things which I can desire,
Nothing that I fear.
1 shall no mote want any good ;
God shall be unto me all in all,
And my all to all eternity.

dark days, a doubtful sense

of position, all are escaped by waiting for
daylight.
4
Like the careful sailor, who continually
watches the winds, scans, daily and hourly,

of that Master from whom she
receive the verdict, ‘‘she hath

To possess my God;

hours;

happy, should be her chief object. But
every true woman will. feel a deep interest
in the work in which her husbagd
is engag-

love she bears her husband, but for the love

I must leave what I possess on earth,

1t is told me

anxious

andbe his faithful coadjutor in every good
work. This she will do, not only for the

From misery to felicity;

the poem from which the fragmentary

extracts to

discharge the duties there, io make home

The $1000 Prize Series |

RR Sk ani

Fragments of a somewhat remarkable
Catholic poem have been for a long period
floating about in literature, and inquiries
have frequently been made in regard to their

GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE
;
XEAR!

a

mental hymns of Madame Guyon.

tinually consults his chart of the way . and
who allow her to wear Lgvseltf oat, iy striv- the coast; the Christian, young or old, in
ing to faithfully discharge
the mulitudivous times of darkness or light, should consult
tthe only chart
issued from heaven,—the
labors which they considler. only her duty.
Behold thy Jesus calls thee.
But we think such parishes are rare; and | Bible, What says it in times of darkness
‘He prayed for thee upon his cross,
:
or doubt ? Anchor under its promises, such
There he extended his arms to receive thee,
il one is so unfortunate as to be connected
as, “I will be a light to thy path.” Take Is becoming very common in every community, and
There he bowed down his head to kiss thee,
with such a people, let her have sufficient hold of the unlimited promise; ‘‘Whatso- the sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some
relief. The disease assumes many different forms,
There he cried out with a powerful voice,
independence to follow the dictates of her ever ye shall ask in, my name,” ete., it is among which we notice Palpitation, Enlargement,
“ Father, receive iffm, he is mine!”
the sure
pledge of Jesus.
Sailing thus, Spasms, Ossification or Bony Formation of the Heart,
Therehe opened his heart to give thee entrance, own conscience, rather than those of a false there will be no getting ashore on banks
, General Debility, Water about the Heart,
Sinking of the Spirits, Pains in the Side or Chest,
~
There he gave up his life to purchase life for thee! public opinion.
ess, Sluggish Circulation "A Blood and Momenor rocks, which, iu a worldy case, cost
#
A woman's first duty is at..home; that is largely for*tugs to et the stranded vessel [#a"V Stoppage of the Action of
Heart.
1t is told me I must die,
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured b
pre-eminently her sphere. To faithfully off.
with
the
Christian;
the
cost
of
Dr.
Graves’
Heart
Regulator,
and
we do not hesi0 blessed news!
it is told me I must die,
O happy news!
Come on, my dearest soul,

THe
:

SON 2

set the example in publishing the works of
Thomas 4 Kempis. He was followed by
“Cowper, who ‘translated the highly experi-

Thus, while sailing or, Christian and’
saitor are much alike ; a taveful =uilor con-

keep- |

er at home, but keeper ifn the pavish;| and

SR

John Wesley

155

Hie a mens a

There seems to be a disposition on the
part of Protestantism at the present tinte,
to appropriate to_its treasures, of. spiritual
experience what is really good in the litéra-

MAY 14. 1878.
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ments is entitled, ‘It
die.”

J also; who expect her 10 be, not only

IT IS TOLD ME I MUST DIE.

Poem.

ture of the’ Catholic church.
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to bé Answered.

Question

oo

Would our Sunday Schools like

to have

the Questions on the International Series of

S. S. Lessons, now appearing weekly in the
Star, published by themselves

on

Monthly

Lesson Papers, £34 furnished in quantities
at cost? . Quite a number of persons have
asked for such a publication. Is it wanted?
Will pastors, superintendents, &oe., answer
by writing to this office, and state the num-

ber of copies they would respectively take ?
Please call the immediate attention of those
interested to this matter, and let us hear as
early as possible.

Chief

Justice

Chase.

treated to the lava beds,

——r—
| and the eulogist has ne right to blind himThe death of Chief Justice Chase is at | self to the truth.
An Lis last years Mr.
once a historic event and a national be- Chase failed to
sfaintain his earlier hold of
His abilities, his character, his the public
reavement.
His motives may
efnfidence.

- official positions, his influence upon public have
affairs,—even his partisan service that was |
severely

most

criticised, and

his apparent

tergiversations that called out the’ deepest
surprise and grief,—all these helped to give
him prominence and added meaning to his
life. He has been a felt presence and a
recognized power in the politics of the pation, and his fame has traversed a large
part of the civilized world. Though his
infirmities have been carried as a heavy
burden for several years past, and on more
than one occasion he has seemed to be final1y laying down his work and his trusts, yet
his sudden death comes as a surprise and
The
stirs a profound and general sorrow.
in
tone
ued
thessubd
mast,
half
flags at
which men speak with each other of the

as

or to

which

he aspired.

all

never fashioned for a

shrewd

But he has shown a
indulging his ambition

Trans-

life

plotter,

His integrity was accounted

this even.

spotless by friend and foe. He illustrated
the sovereignty of conscience. He accounted duty a sacred thing. He held God in
affectionate reverence and never forgot to
seek his daily counsel. His penitent faith
laid hold on Christ as the soul's Redeemer
and Hope. And so to the majesty of intel-

power of a great leadership, he added the
sanctity afd grace of a devout Christian
to fellow the chief and nobler impuises spirit. For all these things it is fitting to
of his mind and heart, he was so forcible be grateful while.we sorrow over our loss,
that obstacles gaye way before him, and so and to miifgle’ a hearty respect with our
majestic that even his strong political ene- faithful criticism. Let the nation welcome
mies made a way for him and stood silent at once the inspiration and take the warnwith uncovered heads as he went by.
ing offered by this ended life.
obviously

failed;

His mind was agute,

when he was content

incisive,

well-disci-

plined, well-furnished and ready, but it
was still more distinguished for its selfpoise and massiveness. He loved to ponder great questions. Tt was almost an instinet with him .to. generalize. He could
master and manage details when necessary, but he was especially at home in elucidating and applying pigetiples, He was
more hapnever more in his elemen
pily exhibiting his leading qualities, than
in developing the system of national finance
which, with all its imperfections, seemed
hardly less essential to our success in the
great national struggle than Stanton’s lionlike energy in the war-office, or Grant's
generalship and persistence in the field, or
Lincoln’s conscientiousness, sagacity and

i

expect

nothing

keep at bay

the whole

force

of United

march-

States troops that has thus far been
ed against them.

good

Indeed,

and the large provincial towns,

less

N.
The

H.

State Normal

patron

value

of Normal

School.

Schools,

in

their

work of training teachers in the art of teaching, is now so generally conceded and emphatieally affirmed that they encounter little
intelligent opposition. Most of the Northern, Middle and Western slates have estab-

lished and are maintaining them with a
growing liberality.
New Hampshire was

Jess than three years. Much of the work in
it has been done under great disadvantages.
It opened in an utterly inadequate building ;
it lacked the funds that were really needed ;
its appliances were very meager ; its Board

authority

puts the band immediately responsible for
the Canby massacre, and the one also that

of Instruction

has been, most

of the time,

so limited in numbers that its members
have been seriously overtaxed; and it has
encountered more or less prejudice and
misconception.
But, in spite of all this,
|.it
bas made a most-eréditable—record
for

is now successfully resisting the troops, at
only seventy-five fighting men. It was a self. The character It has borne and the

~ Thus

ten

Indians

could

easily

ment of the Liherty and Free Soil parties, ed that this calculation is not far. from corand which tested men’s mettle and taxed
in the

reasonably

It might seem unaccountable, without
any knowledge of the circumstances,
that
a small band of Indians, numbering at the
most only one. hundred and fifty, should

creeds and party platforms. In that prepick off a hundred troops, or one hundred
liminary work against slavery which apa thousand, while these were advancing to
manageand
~ peared in the organization
an attack. The results thus far have provexcelled him

can

The Modoc Fight.

retreat.

_yalue of the rendered service.

are held

late in taking hold of this work.
Her
school at Plymouth has been in operation

force of only forty Indians that a week ago
attacked that reconnoitering party, and
killed and wounded forty-nine out of sixtycommon sense in the White House. As nine,
advocate, jurist, senator, governor and
But studying their position as it is, there
statesman, he has shown a vigor, a breadth is nothing so very remarkable aboat it.
and fairness of mind that give him a place They occupy an
almost
impregnable
among the few really great men that make strong hold, which is no less ‘than a desup so important a part of a mation’s life olate tract of country in north-western
and stand out in the foreground of any cen- California, literally a bed of rocks, ranging
in size from that of a barrel to a goody
tury.
Mr. Chase's service in behalf of liberty sized house, and cut by numerous ravines,
was large, valuable and peculiar. He be- affording the Indians innumerable hiding
These
rocks are
came a most decided anti-slavery man when and skulking places.
mostly of volcanic origin, and hence the
jt meant and cost something to take such
an attitude, and he bore himself in the region has the name of ‘‘lava beds.” Add
to this, that the Indians have a thorough
earlier portion of that great struggle with
equal dignity and bravery. He was among acquaintance with the place, while the
the first to assert and maintain the princi- troops know but little about it, and one
. ples of constitutional liberty which have gets some idea of the situation. It is statssince been affirmed by the highest judicial ed that one of these Indians, concealing
himself in one of these hiding-places, can
authority and are now wrought into the
legislation of the country. He was one load and discharge his rifle ten times, after
a person has come within range of it, beof the earliest and ablest in the work of
fore
he could have time to approach his
political
into
embodying those principles

their faith, no man

tribes

rect.

Isit

any

wonder

that

the

Modocs

His clear- Jhave so far got the best end. of the fight ?
-

they

of God's

| ers

to

established

may

suggested

and

rites.

have

by

b

cherishing

gy,

Hp

continue to view their condition as being 80
very outrageous.

It was the ——A

thoughts,

that

would

have led them to the kingdom of heaven.
Suddenly the bridge broke down. That
whole company was plunged into the river,
or crushed by the unyielding iron rods, and
no less than seventy were taken out dead.
Surely, God didn’t iuterpose his hand for}

CRY FOR SUFFRAGE. One might .
suppose, from what he had seen-and heard
for a few years past, that the men

work it has done are already arresting attention, winning confidence, and awakening large hope, and its future seems big

with promise.

+

otic

It has just closed its sgigng term and ended its third school yea™ A class of about
thirty pupils graduated with decided credit.
The public examinations were intensely interesting. They gave ample proof that the
teachers had been eminently skillful, thorough and faithful in their work, and that
the pupils, as a whole, had made a high use
of their opportunities. Their firm grasp
upon principles, their independence of opinion, their self-possession under unexpected
disgct and
questioning and criticism, the
incisive way in which they often dealt with
the subjects presented, the mingling &f solid common sense with genuine enthusiasm
in discussing their chosen profession,—all
this was equally noticeable and cheering.
The graduation of such a class, many of
whose members represent a good degree of
mental maturity and have had considerable
experience

in

the

thoughts about liim, that

ask

be saints or sinners,

Recorder's

rection in England, but the bill providing
for it also imposed certain county qualifieations, meant to operate so that several dis-

tricts of ignorant and boorish citizens should
not get a chance to disgrace the high fune-

tion of voting.

will

break

it

down.

which the total assemblage is set

need be,—a matter of such momentous
consequences as religious sermons.
——READ, O CoMPLAINING WOMEN,
You
may never expect to liye in Russia, but

can

for

rejoice

whose

sisters

your

has just been

A college

its
opened for them in Moscow. It
grown up girls and women. They mus
be already advancedin general knowledge,
and they are then allowed to attend seventeen classes per week, where they are
taught Russian and. universal history and
it=1
litevature, the history of civilization and
art, mathematics, physics, cosmography
and physiology. The first professors of
the University hold these classes,

ty-five

month.

students

At

were

St.

and

six-

the

first

three

hun-

present

Petersburg,

dred women have applied tobe admitted
by the Faculty of Medicine to the classes
established on their behalf. At the University at Zurich, there are seventy Russian
ladies following similar studies. M. Jules
Simon is about sending a French commission to inquire into Russian education for
Women.
There are from fiftyto a hundred colleges that admit women in the
United States. Such ladies as scold about
thé meanness of their educational privileges will soon be compelled to complain
without a cause.
:

——A Lessox oF THE FALL.

God doesn’t

respect-occasions any more than he does
persons.: That is the chief lesson that we
have thus far drawn from the Dixon disasfer. One can hardly be blamed for look-

eyes.

at

these

calamities

through

1fit had been a Sunday

human

fight be-

of the school, and they will testify strongly

tween two armies, we would

and gratefully in its behalf wherever they
;
y
£0.
Of the earnestness and efficiency of the
teachers there is room for only one opinjon,
They have been abundant
in. la-

the exercise of divine justice in sending
defeat upon the side that began the battle.

have

at

and

or killed wouldn't

careful

observer

as

Professor

an

detected

If this had been some secular gathering,
like a boat-race or a swimming contest, we
would almost have expected that the bridge

intelligent

and

reasonable

ove.

The

most. of the leading English papers indorse
their appeal, and Parliament must apparent-

ly take some notice of it.

!

——GRAIN-DOCTORS.

Some of our western

fellow-citizens

us

treat

eastern

people

shabbily.
For instance, in Chicago and
one or two other large cities, they have a
regular process of whitening grain, which”
is both a swindle and an injury. Perhaps
producers there have wondered how it was
that grain which they sold in a blackened
and damaged condition, or which had become so on the hands of the speculators,
should finally get into market in such a
white and wholesome-looking condition.
Now, they employ regular physicians for
this damaged

grain.

It is treated to a

sul-

phur bath, under the eye of skillful chemists, and prétty soon comes out white and—
poison!

“The nourishment is dried out of it,

the mere kernel is left.

But it looks

and sells

want

readily,

We

our

friends to know that we are aware

well,

western

of this

vain trick, so that if we ever have occasion
to call them swindlers they need n't suppose
we are drawin 2 wholly on the imagination.
|

to

question.

small fault-finding, nor bilious criticism of

home is there.

down

[ man

ministerial efforts. But still, let us keep
in exercise -the privilege of candidly disif
squarely condemning,
cussing,—and

you

But it

the

Christ himself preached,

then when

And

Which was well.

and

is impelled

it

forbidden

got

be all one hundred and thirty thousand people.
among the sinners, either.
Even his own The monster gathering, be it said to its
son, God gave to die for the world. Can credit, behaved itself manfully, and passed
anything prove the majesty of his love, resolutions in favor of the extension of manmore
than this method of treating his hood suffrage, with a dignity and intellichildren, so far as this life and its laws are gence that make the best claim to the privilege.” Here is another opportunity for
| concerned, all alike?
Gladstone to increase the honor already
|
As WE SEEM TO A SCIENTIST.
"
won by introducing the ballot-system into
| interesting to read what so distinguished a England. The complaint of these miners is
And the maimed

his hearers oftener asked each other: what
they thought of his teaching than:jwhat
they thought of the teacher. Let us have no

school-room, is the best "ing

evidence of thereal value and high mission

the

had

all the suffrage they wanted, and that oot
the women pined for the exercise of that
privilege. But here is a loud cry, and
seemingly
a just one, coming up from the
men of England,
for further extension of suffrage. There was lately a step in that di-

also shut out a great many thousands who,
from the possession of ‘means, intelligence
and public spirit, were at least on a par
with.many others enfranchised by the Act.
the occasion’s sake,
His natural laws are The colliers of the north counties seem to
almost as divine as his divine ones are. A have been the principal sufferers from this
bridge will naturally hold so many persons. unlooked for result. The aggrieved parties
An exvess of that number, whether they have lately held a great mass-meeting, at

of to
and

plumbers

iron,

Sabbath. A large number of persons were
to be immersed in baptism.
A great con®
pany had
gathered’ to ‘witness the ceremory. So far as we know,they were appreciative and orderly. A hundred or two of
them stood on the iron bridge that crossed
the place of baptism, looking upon the
scene, Perhaps many of them were devoutly thinking of the time when they received the same ordinance. Perhaps oth-

com-

that it is dedicated

saint of the painters,

of

let the profane spectators into the water.
But this was a gathering to witness one

It must be
glaziers, for on no other day is there so | Tyndall says of Americans.
general an effort made to clean the outside remembered that he saw us when we were
of shops and houses: while both in town | bearing the whole. weight of the Credit
and other disgraces.. At the end
and country the railway excursions, public Mobilier
places of amusement, and every attraction of his first lecture after returning to Lonare every- don, he spent fifteen minutes in an eloat the Modoes, and who have treated the that can tempt holiday folk
Indians in quite as false a way as these where advertised. And there seems to be quent talk about his recent visit to America. In the course of it®he referred to the
The
ever treated the whites.
To be sure, the reason in this expression of alarm.
taunts that have been uttered in Europe
degree
of
fidelity
with
which
the
solemn
two murdered men had always deprecated
this falseness, and it was only the truthful- days of Church appointment are observed with respect to the recently disclosed corness of their hearts that enabled them to is in direct proportion te the hold which that ruptions of American politicians. ‘Such
undertake that dangerous mission. But Church has upon the affections of its mem- sneerers,” he said, “litt'e knew the heart
bers, Forsaking a regular fast for a Non-con- of the American people if they did not see
we, mustn't expect Indians to follow any
un- that its health was being shown in throwrules of consistency in their
revenge. formist tea-meeting means something
They only know: that they have been treach- der these circumstances. Churchmen are not ing this corruption to the surface.” It was
erously dealt with by the whites. Itis the all so stupid that they can not interpret the | in the same genial talk that he paid a high
whites whom they treat treacherously in sign. The English are sloughing off tife | tribute to President White, of Cornell
old, dead wrappings in which gray tradi- | University, quoting some passages from
return.
The Modod, successes are already en- tion has bound them, and this holding | the President's lecture on “The Battlecouraging other tribes to take the field: Good Friday as no better than any other | | field of Science,” and declaring that the
| lecture was “of an elevation which had not
There are ominous movements in Oregon. day may be one of the hopeful signs.
| been surpassed in the writings of European
Indians in war-paint, solitary and in small
thinkers."
bands, are frequently seen crossing from
THOUGH MorrALs CouLp Herp
As
———
onc reservation to the other. The frontier
It. The Methodist Recorder refers to al
settlers are
becoming alarmed, and talk
|
—
FIDELITY
To
THE
PRAYER Book. , The
very common occurrence thus:
uneasily of a general war with the tribes.
|
fidelity
with
which
our
Episcopal brethren
What a common question is this: “How
Such may be the result. Certainly, if did®you like the sermon ?” As if sermons adhere to the Prayer Book is something rethey could all unite with the Modocs in were preached to be liked! And has it markable,
At one of their annnal conventhe lava beds, they would hardly hesitate come to such a pass, that the administra- | tions in Cleveland the other day, a resoluto join them in their murder of the troops. tion ofthe word is to be a mere entertain- tion was accepted whiclg stated that the
ment for the people? We doubt if’ any
Of course, the best offices of the Governsuch question as “How did you like the Convocation strongly disapproved of either
ment will be used to conciliate those tribes sermon ?” ever entered the minds of those addition to or omission from that compilanot already under arms.® There is no who heard the Saviour, the Apostles, or tion ; the interpellation in church service of
good reason. why these offices should not the Reformers preach. It is a heresy. any prayers other than those found in the
No Christian who rightly apprehends the
succeed, at least, to such a degree that no
Prayer Book; the inviting or permitting
object of preaching should ever indulge in
more than a partial war may be the re- such a superficial interrogative. ‘What
persons who have not received Episcopal
sult.
think ye of Christ?” is the ore significant ordination, to officiate as ministers in any
Fortunately,
the
outery
against the question.
office, in any of their churches or places of
And still, the Recorder ought to make
“Quaker policy,” that
immediately folworship ; and the violation in any other way
lowed the Gen. Canby massacre, is subsid- some allowance for human imperfections. of the rubrics or canons of the church. A
ing. Look at the folly of it. Three hun- As though we could resist.forming an opin- good rule should be kept. Perhaps these
dred thousand Indians have been dealt with ion of sermons! How can a mortal listen all come within that list. Certainly, we
according to this policy. They are gener- to a half hour's discourse on a matter of should allow our Episcopal brethren to deally friendly and prosperous,—for Indians. eternal interest, and form no opinions on cide that for themselves. But at the same
Is it any reasonable argument against that it? And having formed them, what harm can time, it seems a good deal like tying closepolicy, that this tribe, always noted for its there be in candidly expressing and com- ly to the letter, no matter whether the spirit
paring them with those of others? Besides, sanctions the union or not. If it was to
treacherous and warlike spirit, and so small
in numbers, should now be found in arms
we don’t know that what we think about a the specific teachings of the Bible that this
to do fidelity was invoked, one might contemplate
in contempt of it ? If we allow this to fail, sermon has necessarily anything
what Indian policy but that of the rifle with what we think about Christ. It may the resolutions with more composure.
But
have we left?
be because the heart does have loyal then, it is their matter, and not ours.

and the

of office,

lect, and the distinctions

the

than this kind of retaliation. It wasn’t
Gen. Canby and Dr. Thomas that Capt.
Jack and young Schonchin shot at in that
treacherous meeting. It was rather at the
representatives of those base men who
have heretofore shot in just the same spirit

ed to attain his end have sometimes been
‘of such a sort as the lower class of officeseekers usually employ, and such as even
Mr. Chase’s endorsement could not divest
of the scandalous element. He has seemed to shuffle, t6 eat his own noble and
brave words, to put under ban the very
principles he had helped to exalt, and to
offer his alliance to men and measures
which he had spent the best part of his

with

school jubilees;

for the Presidency ; and the methods adopt-

but for a straightforward and majestic man.
Whenever he sought to act in the one role
he

would break, even if it were

oc-

we

about that, and his judzment is

always righteous.
real weakness in

negotiations

these Indians

plain that the day is taken advantage
hold Non-conformist
tea-meetings

beef as pure and his aims as high as
He who sees the secrets of the heart

knows

parent by virtue of his peculiar nature, and
frank through the force of tendency and
early habit, he was generally what he seemed. He could not hide his strong wishes
and pet plans if he tried, and studied concealment was not often attempted. - He
was

bors and zeal, their aims have been definite
and steady, and their work is of sucha sort

through the rascals that have for a long
time controlled most of the Indian agencies,

in warning his countrymen to avoid. Itis
hardly too much to say that in this struggle
great event, the tokens of respect that ap; for the White House and the honors of stapear in so many quarters,—all these things tion he has made his disinterestedness susindieate that a great man aod a prince has pecied, impeached his own wisdom, and
fallen among us.
bedraggled bis ermine. For the sake of
We have no space in which to speak of his own reputation and the highest lessons
Mr. Chase in a biographical way. There of his life, both he and we might have
Most of his life is like prayed for his quiet translation to the Hereis little need of this.
an open book. ' He has walked and worked after at least half a dozen years before the
And, for the summons reached him. It is sad and alin the sight of the public.
most part, it has been easy to interpret both most pitiable that so grand a career should
himself and his deeds. Ile has not been have so unfit an ending. Alas, that the
His
greatly characterized by ambiguities.
voice of his life, which had lifted and choerHis ed us so long, should die out in a wail and
purposes were generally obvious.
words embodied his thought. Without dis- a warning!
carding expedients, he has especially cared
But there is this cheering thing to be
for principles. He has by no means forgot- said. Mr. Chase ever held fast to personal
ten to ask, What “is politic? but he has put purity and honor. - Nobody ever suspected
munch more emphasis into the question, him of soiling his fingers with bribes, of
What is right? He has not been wholly being in league with any ring of swindlers
above the politician’s arts, but he has kept large or small, of entering into. political
the statesman's purpose. The. love of of- jobbery for the sake of mere perishable
fice and the ambition to be President have spoils, of bartering the truth for pelf, or of
sometimes, in him as in other great men, deliberately putting up his principles in the
risen almost to the intensity of a passion market to be knocked down to the highest
and broken out in unbecoming ways; but bidder. These are forms and degrees of
he has always meant to carry his unabridg- political charlatanism from which the late
ed manhood into every place to which he Chief Justice kept himself free. More than
was sent

————

as always tells. Prof. Pearl, the Principal,
cupied very fertile valleys between Yreka is most ‘seriously and sadly overworked,
and it would be downright cruelty in his
and Surprise Valley, in north-western Calemployers
and little less than suicide in
ifornia,upon
which
the
early
vmigrants
used
would
they
when
would act with the Whigs
himself,
if
he
were to carry: hereafter such
serve freedom ; he would affiliate with the to look with longing eyes. In 1852 the Moa
burden
as
has pressed him during the
docs
attacked
one
of
these
emigrant
trains,
Democrats when they were ready to carry
past term.—We trust the people may acwhich
was
simply
passing
by
their
counturn
help and hope to the slave; he would
cord to the school the practigal sympathy
his back on them both and join a handful of try,and, with the exception of one man,who
which it merits, and that their representaescaped,
killed
every
man,
woman
and
stigmatized reformers “when this was the
tives in the Legislature may devise liberal
child.
Then
a
volunteer
party
of
whites,"
only way to keep a good conscience and
testify openly and clearly for justice. All from Yreka, marched out to punish the things in its behalf. It may and ought to
through those fearful and turbulent years, Indians. But they couldn’t get at them. be a great helper in the educational work
when liberty and oppression were measur- So their leader,” one ‘Wright, arranged a of the State, and a generous policy toward
ing their moral strength with each other ““peace talk” with forty-seven Indian war- it4s almost sure to be equally just, wise
and stumbling along towards the arena riors, led by their chief Schonchin, father and beneficent.
Y
where they drew their swords and fought of the Schonchin who helped kjll Gen.
Current Topics.
out the bloody duel to a final issue, Mr. Canby. The Indians then had only primi———arrows
and
Chase's purpose was ever fixed, his words tive weapons,—bows—and
——PAINED
BY
A
S1GN. The Church of
tomahawks,—so
the"
brave
Wright
walked
were plain and forcible, and his positions
England
has
seen
a
sign,
and is iu great
boldly
up
with
his
companions,
grasped
seldom doubtful. ~ And during the great
trouble.
1t
is
the
way
in
which
Good Fiithe
chief’s
hand
with
a
friendly
salutation,
fight itself, his name was a tower of strength,
day
is
desecrated.
Churchmen
pretend to
and
immediately
shot
him
dead!
This
was
{ and his high-toned and laborious patriotism
observe no surer omen that the Establisha
signal,
The
whole
force
of
whites
then
and
courage
| did much to rally the nation’s
|ceen its confidence alive: For all this he began the work of butchery, and only ment no longer molds the opinions and con| deserves the largest honor, and the nation seven of the Indians escaped. Let us ve- trols the conduct of the great masses of the
English, than this very desecration. Itis
| he served can not afford to blot this noble member this, when we curse Capt. Jack
the Church’s one solemn act of yearly hu| record from its memory, nor smother its for his late treacherous attack.
It
can
not
be
denied
that
this
infamous
miliation, enjoined by special obligation
| gratitude with hostile criticism, nor stint
conduct
has
too
largely
characterized
our
on her people. But when the Bishops i
its words of praise.
dealings with the Indians.
No matter order a fast, the great mass of, the people
| It would be pleasant to stop here, But
what the Governmental policy is, so long fmmediately order a feast. “In London
| even commendation must respect justice,

ed weight to his words, and made him a
|
:
eeognized and
welcome leader in the
He
| work of putting principle abové party.
|

GEORGE TT. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.

A

It would not be very difficult to get at
the provocations of it. Before they re-

ness of thought, his integrity, his candor,
his urbanity and his personal worth all add-

Star.

|

—_

——A Rapicar Protest.
A Congregationalist Association in one of the Western
states,

recently

refused

to

ordain

a Mr.

Peck to the ministry because he was a Free
Mason,and he declined to purchase the clerical office by a promise to withdraw from the
Order. Assuming that in every other re-’
spect the candidate was well qualified for
the pulpit, we regard this procedure as extreme and unauthorized. Lacking sympathy with Masonry, seeing not a little in it
that appears foolish and of doubtful worth,
we think this is carrying protest and pro-

scription quite too far. &f this step is proper, why not go further and depose every
Mason from the pulpit who is already in it?
MissiONARY MATTER.
Our columns are
just now most amply supplied with articles
directly

wants
Mission.

dealing

and

the

with

the

necessities

The present

interests,

issue of the Star il-

lustrates this statement. There is an ample reason for this, the force of which every

candid reader of these articles must
——Tae

Dwrricurry SOLVED.

Rhode Island factory

Most of the

hands are on strike

for ten hours a'day. One of the speakers
at a strikers’ meeting the other night dedeclared that he had a solution of the matter. It lay in convincing the Corporations
that a workman could really work for them
sixty hours to better advantage than he
could sixty-six. But how would he convince the Corporations? Evidently not by
putting parties to work that different num-

the

of our Foreign

feel.

We trust none of them will be overlooked.
Several others are on hand awgiting publication. They shall have a place as soon as
possible, and we hereby bespeak attention
for them. The statement of the Secretary
of the Society will indicate the enterprising
policy which the Board unitedly approves,
and suggest to pastors and churches the

fresh responsibility which is just now im-

posed upon them.
May they have wisdom
and grace for the work in hand. . Meanber of hours.
For each system would be time, in devising these libera) things for
partially treated, one side determined that the Foreign Mission, let nobody forget the
his workmen should show the better record, urgent and pressing claims of the Home
and vice versa. No fair result could be ob- Society and field. The openings here are
tained in that way.
Which is the same as not less promising, the calls are equally
saying that the speaker had a theory only, loud, and the need of enlarged plans and
and it is no better than all the others that gifts is quite as absolute. Neither of these
have been suggested to meet similar cases. causes must be sacrificed to the other.
If it were so, thirty hours might be claimed

Neither must be loved less, but both served

to have more profit in them than sixty, and
ten than thirty, and so on. An Irishman
had heard that by using a cook-stove
instead of a fire-place he could save half his
wood.
So, he bought two ' cook-stoves,
thinking to save the whole. A strict application of many of these fine methods often
shows their folly. Axd we suppose that
human folly, and the prevailing habit. of being dissatisfied, account for most* of the
strikes like this in Rhode Island. Take the
great class of day-laborers. Could you give
them so high wages,or require so little labor

more.

This is the day for unity, enlarge-

ment, enthusiasm and faith. Let us carry
all these elements into every part of the
field.
TAKE Notice! Special attention
ed to the subject presented at the
the editorial columns.
We hope
from our Sabbath schools in reply

is askhead of
to hear
to the

questions there submitted, and at once.

THE WOMAN'S M1Ss1ON MOVEMENT.
Attention is called to the article in another
of them, that they would remain satisfied with’ column concerning the organization of
both the labor and the pay P—unless,indeed, Women's Foreign Mission Societies. The
they were well supported in idleness. We plan seems to be timely and sensible, and,
refer chiefly to the great force of strikers in compassed, would be very likely to prothe country. It is rather their aversion to duce helpful results. . Let it recéivé careful
honest work and fair pay, and their natural- thought.
j
ly dissatisfied and fickle temperaments, we
should think, that accounts for most of their
SPECIAL MissioN SERVICE. Rev. O. R.
labor-demonstrations. In the economy of Bacheler will visit the Yearly Meetings,
supply and demand, the most of these matters Quarterly Meetings and churches west of
regulate themselves.
Generally speaking, N.Y.,or as many as he can reach after the
a corporation would seon become bunkrupt 20th of May, returning home in July. It
that persisted in working its employes too is hoped that he may find. open hands and
hard, or in paying them too little. Practi- pockets wherever he may go. We know he
cally, we hardly see how the condition of will find open hearts and homes, for these
day-laborers in this respect is to be improy- have been fully tested. In view of the re-ined at present. It is rather moral training forcement of the Foreign Mission, spoken
that they need, and thit is just what strikers of in another ‘place in this paper, the Socommonly care but little about. Let some ciety needs and he earnestly desires large
one infuse the element of stability into their contributions in aid of his special agency.
minds, and help them to exercise more He will make his own appointments by
common sense, and we doubt if they would private correspondence.

f
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“Delapierre’s White Soap

Te
Notice. oh
An
baptism, One. hundred | “AN OLD ESTABLISHED Frin—THie i ns
settled all one way, aod that way will be to | ceived as candidafes for one hundred copies of PETTENGILL & CO. commenced their Advertising
The
annual
meeting
of
the
R.
I.
Association
of F,
and
copies of the Myrtle
Agency in the old Journal building, No, 10 State
churches will be held at North Scituate, June
send out many more missionaries.
the Little Star are taken in the Sabbath school. street, Boston, nearly a quartér of a century ago apts,
8-5.
The
assignments
are
as
follows
:
et
For'the Board.
The pastor has recently obtained six new. sub- (February, 1849), where their Agency is still located, o TozebAt, June 3 2 14 & bon Ministers’ Confer.
See:
Cor.
nee;
-2, P.'M.,
Ann
onference,~Sermon b
C. O.Ley,
—
ha
seribers for the Morning Star. These are omens carrying on a large and successful business. They Rev. M. W. Burlingame.
:
y
WEDNESDAY, June 4. 8 1-2.4. M.,
Migisters’ Conof good which should cheer every Christian established a branch in New York City, May, 1852
ference
continued
;
10,
A.
M.,
organization
of
associaSociheart. May God still bless Bro. Knowlton’s which bas grown to be larger than the parent house,

Deuominational News and Mots

Dover, May 7, 1878.

Special Request.

years,. By this we mean that in the progress of*time and events, the whole field has

‘been changing,so that the opportunities

Others are to bere-

Lord

The

Me.

and trusted, prayed and waited; the blessing
They have a fine chapel,built within two

years,

a flourishing Sabbath school and a mem-

bership of about thirty.

has enjoyed a good religious

Several have

months past.

a few

for

intrest

in

faith

professed

Christ recently. There is still a deeper thoughtThe pastor has just:
fulness in the community.
comme need his seventh year of service with this

PROVIDENCE,

death, and forty-seven days after our meeting in November, the sad news of his death

reached us. We then saw that the Mission
was weakened at a point where.jt ought to
be strong. After pondering over this matter, another meeting was called for April
80. Such urgent calls and really distressing
cries for help came to us from our Mission
in India, and some eneouraging indications
here at home being presented, the Board
voted to send out two new men and their
wives, and two single females, all of them
to go with the Bachelers in Sept., if we can
find the men and women, and they can get

to the North District Q.

rais-

agency,

make

To

sure

a

move

this

there

one,

needs to be developed a greater liberality
among the churches, that a support may be
provided for these re-inforcements-after they
reach India. If we send them out, they
We can not leave
must be supported.
them to suffer.
Such is. the present distress,—we mean
just this, real distress,—onthe part of those
pow

help, that

in the field for more

James

L. Phillips, his wife and sister, have offered
s the last half ofthe Board their salariefor
out missionaries,
sending
in
aid
to
1873,

and especially that help might ‘be sent to
worn-down and sick sister Smith at Balasore.

beg

They say, ‘“ we

you

to

accept

this, our poor offering, and not write us
that you couldn't. We are earnest and
eager to suffer all bodily privations, that
the good work suffer no loss. Except sister Smith is relieved, she must soon rest bestile’ her lamented husband.”
The Board could not consent for them to
for

suffer

of the comforts of life, as

want

they must have done if their offer had been
We prefer to ask the home
accepted.
churches to do more.
To meet this emergency, and do what is
now proposed, there need be a greater liberality

on the

part

of

the

friends

of the

Rev. J. F. LOCKE was waited on by his parishioners and friends lately, and an elegant easy
chair and a purse of money were among the substantial tokens of esteem which they left.
REV. & MRS. O. PrrTs gratefully acknowledge the receipt of $80.00 from the people of

Springfield, Me., in addition to salary.

Ordination.
At the session of the Oxford Q. M., Mich., held

C. E. FENTON, Clerk.

Rhode

Esland

Ktems.

their respective churches on the first Sabbath

of the ser-

at

the

close

mon our society

did

two

things,

put a collection

of $53.54

Sabbath, and

into

namely,
hands

my

for our suffering mission, and organized
a Woman's. Foreign Mission Society, of
fifty members, each pledged to give not

less than two cents a week for Foreign Misgions.”

This

assures us at least a

hundred

dollars from that church for this year. And
it is not considered one of our strongest

in

Seward’s

churches

either.

Yet

we

can

easily

see

that with such a spirit it is destined soon
May

to become one of the very strongest.
many “others do likewise.
The Board has. always been ready and
anxious to re-inforce the Mission whenever
.of support for those
there was a prospect
gent out. The responsibility is now left

with the patrons of the Society and with
the churches.

We are ready

to do,

if the

funds are forthcoming, but without them
Shall we send, or shall we
we can not do.

not? The answer will come from the denomination, and will settle the question,
one way or the other, We hope it will be

an eflicient
an exemplary ahd able minister,
by example
Sabbath school worker and a teacher
we recogas well as precept. And further, that
et for
nize in Sister Kayser a suitable help-me in the
our worthy brother,an energetic worker
:
an,
Master's cause, and a devoted Christi
The parting hymn,
shall we all meet again,”

g pastor,
was then sung, after which the retirin
rest down
to
heaven
of
ctions
benedi
the
craved
service
upon all, and thus closed a Sabbath day

A. ¥, MURPHY.

ATKINSON, Tll.

late of Norwich, N.

has succeeded Rev.J. M.

Baptist

Kayser

church.

He

as

pastor

Y.,
of

has already

nce,
entered upon his work with good accepta
address
His
him.
join
soon
will
family
and his
|
is Atkinson, Henry Co., 111.
§

—————————

Ktems

Tar

F.

B.

from

Bastern

church

the

Around

Centaur

t

ASSIGNMENTS

for Boston Q. M. Ministers’

Reform,—J.

Temperance

the

tion of the Church to

F. Locke. Systematic Work in the Churches,how seP.

cured,—A.

conducting

Method of

Best

Tracy.

Prayer Meetings,—C. B. Griffin. “ Modern Skepticism, How shall it be met ?—A. L.Houghton. How
far shall the Church sanction Amusements ?—W. F.
Eaton. The legitimate Work of the Pastor, What is
1t?—J. A. Lowell. Duty of the Churches toward
young Men preparing for the Ministry,—J . F.Ward.
a
Randlett. Early Histdry
of the F. Baptists,
—J. Woodman.
Twenty minutes allowed each speaker. Written
essays required. The exercisesto:bd public and in

gation and
expected.

many visiting

for

and

Maine.

in Rockiand has had

months past.
some revival interest within a few
received
Two leading business men have been
Seven others have been reinto the chyreh,

———

Visiting brethren

burns,

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the wounded are healed without
a scar. It is no bumbng. The recipe ie published
around each bottle. It is selling as no article ever
before sold, and it sells because it does just what it
Those who now suffer from rheuma:

tism, pain or swelling deserve
not use Centaur

cates

Liniment.

of remarkable

fo suffer if they will

More

than

cures, including

1000

Clerk.

have
chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors, &c.,

a circular containing
been received: We will send
certificates, the recipe, &o., gratis, to any one requesting it. One bottle of the ‘yellow wrapper Ceutaur Liniment is worth one hundred dollars for
spavined or sweenied horses and mules,or for screw:
Stock-owners— this liniment is
worm in sheep.
No family should be without
n.
attentio
worth your

D. Emerson,
ing,

York.

by Rev. d.

opening session

Welcome address at the

meet-

Biddeford, followed by a praise

conducted

Each evangelical Sunday school

New

of

Sherwin,

F.

Wm.

by Prof.

in the state

ig mmvited to be represented by pastor, superintendpersons interested in
All
ent and three delegates.

Sundav school work are cordially invited to be present and participate in the exercises.
Delegates by Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads will buy tickets to Biddeford and return at the

Oil.* It is the only

23.

pleasant to take.

may rest.

Chairman

the

JOSEPH
MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE

Y. Meeting, will commence
o’clock, A. M., and the

by the last.conference
Opening

Com.

STILES,

Thursday, Juve 12, at 10

following

assignments made

will be attended

sermon,—Rev.

A.

Dick,

to as fol-

say, The Word of
Evan
D., substitute, kev. D.

member

of

the

Es.
Es-

elists,—Rev. G. H. Ball, D.
Jackson.
Discussion, What

do the F. Baptists as a Body
most need to
denominational Success? The discussion to
by Rev. D. M. Stuart and Rev. L. B. Starr;
tutes, Prof. W P. Morgan and Rev. I. B.
Conference

is

secure
be led
substiSmith.

expected

NEW DUruAM Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at West. Lebanon, commencing May 28.
Conference, Tuesday preceding, at 1 o'clock, P. M.

C. Lu. PINKHAM, Clerk.

BowDOIN Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Gardiner City church, commencing Tuesday,
June 10. The churches will remgmber that the
yearly statistics are to be sent to this session or they
can not be reported in the Register. Don’t forget to
send the yearly five cent tax.
A.M. JONES, Clerk.
PARSONSFIELD Q. M, will hold its session with
the church at Limerick, June 11, 12, Ministers’ Conference, on Tuesday preceding,
at 2 o’clock, P. M.
Churches that have not
paid their annual assessment,

do so at the next session.
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.

York.

OWEGO Q.M.will hold 1ts next session with the

Warren

church,

commencing

o'clock, P. M.

safe article in existence which is

the food, regulate the bowels,
It conproduce natural sleep.
morphine nor alcohol, and is

WHRELOCK Q.
the Sutton church.

bt2

May

80, at 2

Clerk.

M. will hold its next session with
Conference on Friday,

that we majgicvise means

CRACKED COCOA is made of only the best quality
aroma,
of Cocoa, and retains all the freshness, fine
emand nutritious properties of the fruit, The most
iient physicians recommend its use. Your grocer
put up
will furnish you the best if you ask for that
by Walter Baker & Co., Boston.

Friday,

G. W. MAYHEW,

June 6,ut

1 0’clock, P. M.
Q. M. will hold over the sabbath. We
hope to seetifull delegation from all the churches,

Children need not cry and mothers

|

=
26 00

to help

our feeble church-

es and advdhce the cause of
hrist in this Q. M.
Come up, brethren, and enjoyt.ghis feast of Zion.
“18.°C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
MAINE WESTERN Y. M. will hold its next session
with the Portland church, commencing June 18, at 1
J

L. H. WitHAM,

Clerk.

follow.

This

is

precisely

1mi8

ER)
3
4

it
¥

‘a

Crowned

with foam is the goblet, but tis

5.00

44
£

Such are the effects of TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT
SELTZER APERIENT, the portable represenfative of
agreeable
the famous Seltzer Spring, and the most
and efficient of alteratives.

SOLD BY ALL

DRUGGISTS.

Largest Organ Establishment in the World !

Brattleboro,

1.00
1.25
1.00

THE

1.00

Vt.,

U. 8. A.

CELEBRATED

Estey Cottage Organs

5.00
5.35
20.00

The latest and best improvements. Everything that
improvements in
is new and novel. The leading
Organs were introduced first in this establishment.
Established 1846.

5.00
1.00

hE)

& COMPANY,

J. ESTEY

1.00

Factories.

7 Extensive

1.00

$

SEND

FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ADVENTISM.
form,

an

exposition of Matt. 24, showing that the chapter

has

I have just haa

published, in pamphlet

no reference to the end of the world, which I will
send, post paid, to any one on receipt of.ten cents.
A. DEERING.
13618
Pittsfield, N, H.

from Boston leaves Dover for 8S. B.
Junction at 10.15 A. M.
8.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 10.45 A. M.
12.30 p. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 3.05 P. M.
3.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Port-

ROYAL DIADEM

5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves
Falls at 7.45 P. M.

ROYAL

NOW

Dover fogPort-

For the

Book

9.90 10.50 A. M., and 6.25 P. M.

ROYAL

WINNIPISEOGEE

Trains

for

Alton

R.

Bay.
A.M.

925

1115

9.45
Aves

11.33
11.47
11.556
12. 00

Leave Alton Bay,

‘“

Alton,

6.50
17.08
7.23
7.31
7.35

Dover.

A.M,
6.35
....

:

P.M.

» B40,

*¢
New Durham,
¢
Farmington,
‘Rochester,

an:« Boston.
one

6.48
7.02
7.20

3.50

3.50

ee
9.50
10.10

4,03
417
4.35

J 10.3
3

r

Tr

for

145

©7.85
y

.... Trains stop, but at times not Precisely fixed.
JAMES T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

Fur MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
1t is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by Druggists

everywhere.

Depot, 49 Bond

street, New

York:

FOR PIMPLES ON THE - FACE,
proved

and

Flesh-worms,

Comedone: and

Pimple

use

PERRY’S

Remedy,

Price 35 cents, retail ; $30 per 100 copies, in
board covers,
One Copy (paper cover) sent on receipt of 25

3.00
*6.25
6.45

*Or on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portand.
Traine

DIADEM

if you want the brightest and best, for every Song in

P.M.

¢
Farmington,
¢
New Dmham,
«Alton,
Arr. Alton Bay,

cons

Song

issued.

ROYAL DIADEM is worth the price charged for
e book.

NEE 8.30
x
10.50
9.20
11.10

Rochester,

R.

1873.

Leave Boston,
hg
over,
¢
Gonie,

¢

ever

The large orders already received are being filled
as rapidly as possible.
Examine

Trains leave for Alton Bay.

ARRANGEMENT,

School,

1s the best and most attractive Sunday School

5.15 5.42 §.15 P. M.

SUMMER

DIADEM
Sunday

By Rev. ROB'T LOWRY and W. H. DOANE,

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

&

READY!!

The New Song Book,

.

Dover for Great

6.00 P. M, train from Boston leaves
land at 8,15 P. M.

DOVER

{i
:
1
+

)Tis the SELTZER APERIEXT, a balm for the bram,

C.0.LIBBY,
.
BBY: Zvess

Trainsleave

|
1

* “And a cure for the evils produced by excess.
It tempers the blood, the c ogged system relieves,
Corrects the foul stomach, the liver controls,
New life from the draught every organ achieves,
And a cloud from the mind of the invalid rolls.

2620
10.00
2.50
53.54
11.00
4.00
5.00
12.54
5.40 |
5.00

acer

6.50 7.50 10,68 A. M.

i

stress;

365
2.30
4.556

;

&

cham-

not

pagne,
Soures, of headaches, and heartaches, and gastric

107.84
Treas.

DEERING,

NX

THE OURATIVE OUP.

BOSTON ANID MAINE
RAILROAD
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

Blackheads

cloth, B: M.

to

15.00

to

present a written sketch of a sermon and a written
report of his studies and labors during the year.
D.M. STUART, Clerk.

in full are requested to

is certain

AA

substitute,

Rev. 8.
Andrews,—subject, The Lord’s Supper.
say,—Rev. C. Cook, su stitute, Rev. A. Losee.

Each

disorders,

land at 6.17 P. M.

of the Holland Purchase

it. is not

public” has

excepting the

stomach and strengthening digestion. This much
accomplished, the speedy and the permanent cure of
not only the diseases we have enumerated, but likewise the whole train of chronic and constitution

7.30 A. M. train

GEORGE C. PEAVEY,
$
OLIVER Foss,

any

blood, promoting the secretions, opening the pores—
the great escape valves of the system—invigorating
the liver to its full and natural action. cleansing the

Special Notices.

Notice.

and

before the

18.61
22.73

:

Dover, N. H.

WANTED, at Center Strafford, N. H.,a good, smart,
devoted F. Baptist minister.
Apply to

than

VEGETINE. It lays the axe at the root of the tree of
disease by first eliminating every impurity
from the

session

its next

attack,

robable that any one article

he power to cure the quarter of them

Vi

a

N. B. The above date is according to the Y. M.
Constitution, as also the wishes of Salem church,
B.F.H.
whish enitertains the session.

lows:

single medicine to successfully

Li

On O R Bacheler’s Agency.
Rev J A Lowell & family, Andover, Mass,
Mrs Sarah Chase,
$i
id

Ex. Com.

greater

sands of them to premature graves; Dyspepsia, that
universal curse of American manhood; Heartburn,

‘Mission.

Miss » L Gibbs,

are

Piles, Constipation, Nervousness, inability to sleep
and impure blood.
_This1s a tormidable list of human ailments for any

144.58

CLEVELAND Q. M. meets at Chester i roads, May
J.C STEELE.

M. will hold

cure,

Society.

D Bayless, Toledo, O,
Frankfort, 111, per C A Hilton,
West Buxton, Me.per S§ D Smith,

with the ¥. Baptist church, at Salem, Fenn., on FriB.F. HERRICK, (Nerk.
day, June 27.

|

hy

station and church.
WEBSTER WOODBURY,

OHIO & PENN. Y.

is more than a substitute for Castor

certain to ital
cure wind-colic and
tains neither a

M.

Mrs N P Pray, Sandwich, N H, per L B Tasker,

hospitality of their homes to all attending the Convention from abroad.
A committee of-efitertainment will be in attendance
at the

to

fore the patient is aware of it himself.

Mrs Melvina Homer,"
se
A friend,
4
.
Jas Bailey, East Andover, N H, per C B Griffin,

steamers Lewiston and city of Richmond will be allowed free return tickets, to be issued at the Convention. The Ogdensburg and Grand Trunk Railroads will probably grant a similar reduction.
extend
The citizens of Biddeford cordially

fails

other single medicine has hitfféito een even recommended for by any other than tbe proprietors of
some Jodek nostrum. These diseases are Scrofula
and all Eruptive diseases and Tumors, Rheumatism,
Gout, Neuralgia, and Soijal complaints, and all Inflammatory symptoms,
Ulcers, al Syphilitic diseases,
Kidney and Bladder diseases, Dropsy, the whole
train of painful disorders which so generally afilict
American women, and which carry annually thou-

what VEGETINE does, and it does it so quickly and
80 easily, that it is an accomplished fact almost be-

Mrs R Daveness, Hadley, Mich,

North American, Maine Central (and branches) and
Knox & Lincoln Railroads, and those coming by

T

Castoria

H.

N B Jackson & wife, Arcade, NY,
Chemung Q M, N Y, per O 8 Brown,
Auburn, Me, per E N Fernald,
Ka Randolph, Vt,per J H Cox,
1st Wilton, Me,
per D Pease,
2d New Sharon, Me,
bis
Farmington Q M, Me,
“
Hamlin, N Y, per IJ Hoag,
* Vesta,” Ohio,

deford, Tuesday evening, May 20—22,at 7 1-2 o’clock.

that

The range of disorders which yield to the influence
of this medicine, and the number of defined diseases"

AT
ham

R.

Foreign

will hold its
church, Bid-

ME, SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
fifth annual convention in the Baptist

declures

he is too well to be taking medicine.
n
Respectfully yours,
E.S. BEST.
MRS.
L. C. F. BEST.

pr

May 3, 1873.

certifi-

frozen limbs,

J.B. ROSE & Co., New

F. 1B.

~~

He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGE-

TINE, but lately uses but little, as he

lig

sta-

the

at

will be met

32

salt-rheum, ear-ache, &c., upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, &c.; upon animals in
one year than have All other pretended remedies
since the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
all-nealing pain reliever. Cripples throw awfly their

pretende to do.

MAIL.

brethren are invited and

tion, (Wykoff) by a committee.
CHAS. W. CRAIN,

This is strong lan-

scalds,

Maine

giv-

ening where his limb was lanced, we have the rrocfy
confidence that in a little time he will be perfecgly
cured.

which it never

Church, Augusta, $15; Col Presque Isle, 3.61,
Col, Medford, 1.40; Ft Fairfield, 3.36; Houlton, 17.97,
connection with Q. M. Conference.
Feil;
‘Wm Wyman, Pauline Dow, TK Dow, L D Gam- J. F. LOCKE,
mon, L, V Towle, G W Hilton, J W Richard$
Com.
J. E. DAME,
son, G J Pendexter, A Scammon, M C Foster,
|A. L. HOUGHTON,
}
Wm Edgecomb, Ralph Wyman, Sarah Barley.
$2 each,
E Morrill, Rev 8 M Haggett,
ST. TOSEPH’S VALLEY Y. M. will hold its next ses- M H $5Scammon,J
each,
gion within the Cass & Berrien Q. M. with the—
J A Wyman, Rev A Given, M A Lufchurch, commencing at 2 o’clock, on Eras May | JW Wyman.
kin, Lizzie Collins, R I, Hilton, M Spooner, E
a ce of
23. The clerk can not learn the particular
Hatch, P C Roberts, E M Bean, B Lowell, AM
lerk.
the session. .
M. KNOWLES,
Foster, Mrs G J Pendexter, Wm Wyman, Mrs
H Rollins, $1 each,
C Wyman, Mrs P Wyman, Susan C Higgins,
H W
ROOT RIVER Q. M. will hold its next session with
Higeing, Levi
Dyer, ,50 each; W Haines, ,75,
L 8 Chester, ,40,
the Freesoil church, commencing Friday before the
L Rollins, 25; L. Robbins, .25; Col, Sacarappa, 1.80,
first Sabbath in June, at2 o’clock, P.M. The new
:
church building will accommodate all. A full dele- Enfield ch, 1.55; J Fifield, $3,

Liniment.

caked-breasts,

swellings,

the

affection, and was so

cane, and walks about cheerful and strong.
Though there is still some discharge from the op-

Rev E W Porter, Bath, Maine.
Asa Pierce, Ridgeville, Ind.
For

suffered from necrosis of

Just then we commen

EXPRESS.

»~.

(Congregational Sing-

and

Choir

Relative Merits of

guage, but it is true. Where the parts are not gone,
its effects are marvelous. It has produced more
cures of rheumdtism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains,

Clerk.

C C Ruble. No Hogan. Ind.
Moses H Davis. West Springfield, N H.
James Kestes, Yavistock. Ont.
Asa Pierce, Ridgeville, Randolph Co, Ind.
Mrs A Hilton,
Winnebago Agency, Min.
J D Heath, Knox, Ind.
Saphronia Tinney, Denver, Mich.
Rev H Stiles, Sheflield, Vt.

Rela-

our
fool
our
for

ing him VEGETINE, and from that time to the present
he has been continuously improving. He has lately
resumed his studies, thfown away crutches and

Addresses.

BY

he has

by scrofulous

endure the operation.

Forwarded,

i!

Jan.1, 1873.

recovery impossible. "A council of able physicians
could
give us but thé faintest hope of his ever rallying, two of the number declaring that he was beyond
the reach of human remedies, that even amputation
could not save him, as he had not vigor enough to

os

Confer-

Mass.,

far reduced that nearly all who saw him thought his

Received.

Books

years

his leg, caused

Bradford, Me.

Letters

Clerk.

R. NORTON,

A, Strout,

NATICK,

the lust two

JM Allen J Ballard,—J V{Brown-O A Besse—S H
Barrett—I N Bates—N Bickford—AJ Buffham—Mrs A E
Barnes-J D Bardwell--E-W: Carter—B_W Chapman—R
Comstock—Mrs 8 Carr—O J Corliss—R A Coats—L R
Cone—I M Cassell—L Dexter—dJ Davis—A Deering—J E
Dame—E Day—A W Ensign—I French—Cynthia lana.
gan—E N Fernald—M Folsom
—G 8 Folsom—S8 B Given—
A BGarland—R M Ly TE P F Hackett—F Hall—O 8
Harding—J Hisey—I1 J Hoag—R Hayden—J Heron-J W
Hale—L
O Hanford
—G H Hubbard—M
Hall—M B Johnson—W Johnson—C Klink—S C Kimball-J H Keeler—dJ
Knapp-J M Kenney—E J Keeville—E P Ladd—I Litchfield—Jane Larrow—G E Leonard—Cs Loomis—J 8 Manning—J L Meserve—J H Maynard—Mrs M Mower—J G
Newbold-J T Nelson—L L Olmstead
-T G Potter—FE J
Pennell—-O Pitts—(C B Peckham--1 Peaslee—J N Robertson—dJ Robinson—S8 W Stiles—W T Smjth--J Swain—Mrs
J B Stone—C Sawyer—V P Tasker—J W Ticker—G W
Wright—V E Winegar—L D Wilmath—C H Webber—J C
Waldron—D C Wheeler—J Wood—A Williams—A York
—0 W Young—A W Campbell.

J. 8. M,

»

Office

Ii.

*

Y. M. will be held at

ence, July session:
Needs of the Sunday School,—J. E. Dame.

There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment will
not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no
lameness which it will not cure.

L. HB, WiTHaN,

L.

Dear Sir—We have good reason for re;
VEGETINE a medicine of the greatest regard Nd
assured that it has been the means of saving
son’s life. He is now seventeen years of age:

Moses Folsom, East Parsonsfield, Me.
J.B. Merrill, Newfield, Me,
G. R. Holt, Rome, Mich.
W. B. Chappe |, Kinderhook, Mich.
Geo, Donnocker. West Falls, N Y.
* A. M. Totman, Atkinson, Ill.
D. C, Wheeler, Westford, Conn.
*- (, B, Peckham, Hallowell, Me,
* Wm. R. Stone, Holmesville, N.Y.
“ “A. H, Huling, 590 .W. Van Buren St, Chicago,

BELKNAP Q. M. will hold its next sessioy at
?
Gilmanton Ircn Works, May 27—29.
8. C.KIMBALL, Clerk.

World.

a

i

A

es

BI

Centaur Liniment.

REV. A. M. TOTMAN,
Liberty Free

Travels

ETINE :

Rev.
*
**
**

UNION Y. M. will be held with the church in Plymouth, Chenango Co., N. Y., commencing on Friday
before the third Sabbath in June, at 1 o’clock, P.
SAMUEL NICHOLS, Clerk.
M.
Jt18
April 17, 1873.

work did not supply the earliest orders of our agents.
The fifth edition is now printing. Sold only by subseription. Applications for copies of the work or
agencies should be addressed to the Publishers,
D. APPLETON & CO.
549 and 551 Broadway, New York.

wherery County, JIL, and we recommend him,
lot may be
ever in the providence of God his any people,
cast, as worthy of the confidence of

long to be remenibered.

§

The first edition of 25,000 copies of this remarkable

Our Pastor's Farewell.
,
Sabbath April. 27, was a day of unusual interseen
est with us. At an early hour teams were
of
thronging the thoroughfares in the direction
Rev. F.L Moffatt, of the PresLiberty church.
with
byterian church, came, bringing his flock
its uthim, and soon the house was crowded to
He who fiad warned us so often
most capacity.
for the last five years was
ly
faithful
so
and
At first the speaker seemabout to say farewell.

« When

Post

of its

many

23.

June a J5i3.

6m17

executed.

Clerk.

. MAINE WESTERN Y. M. Ministers’ Conférence will
be held with the Portland church, commencing June
18, at 9 o’clock, A. M.

Miss Abiah

THE following letter from REV. E. 8. BEST, Pastor M. E. Church, Natick, Masg, will be read with
interest by many physicians. Also by those suffering
from the same disease as aflicted the son of the Rev...
E. 3. Best. No person can doubt this testimony, and
there is no doubt about the curative powers of VEG~

y letter and

"A. N. TRUE,

by Rev. E.M. C

NANCY P. JOY, of

.

IOWA NORTHERN Y. M. will be held with the Waterloo church, mn the city of Waterloo, commencing

Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully

May.
The Association will hold its annual meeting
for the present year at North Scituate, June 3,
in
4, and bth. A formal notice will be found
B.
another column.

:

ILLINOIS

Cairo, tommencing May

for sale-by Wm. H. Vickery, whelesale
druggist, Central street, Dover, N. ‘H.

paper, are
and retail

*

April 16,

New Durham.

fo

CENTRAL N.Y. Y.M. will hold its next session
with the Hadley church, in Lake George
Q. M., commencing Wednesday evening, June 25.
08e proosing to attend this session, by RR. will, by writng Dr. Hyde of their intentions, at Conklinville,
Saratoga Co., N. Y., be provided with conveyance
from
Hadley Station to the place of meeting.
Morning trains from Troy. Albany & Schenectady
conadley
nect with trains on the Adirondack R. R. for
M. C. BROWN, Clerk.
at Saratoga
Springs.
E00
pring:

Notices and Appointments.
Tae SéuTAERN

of this

column

Providence,

the several Q. M’s will promptly eport

the people and turn it to their own selfishness and
but their efforts have proved fruitless,
dishonesty,
while the Pain-Killer is still growing in public favor.
1617
Sold by all Druggists.

111. As-

Bitters,”

* Quaker

advertised in another

« Vegetine,”

Mission and the churches that have heretofore contributed to this cause. This is
the only way in which we can pyomptly
relieve the Mission. We can go on working to get more churches enlisted in this
work. But this is a slow process,—although ed almost overcome by the solemnityof the ocby great effort the number of contributing casion, but he soon rose above it, and for an
of wise counchurches was some one hundred -and fifty hour his voice was heard in words pathos,
by an
entreaty and tender
earnest
sel,
year.
previous
any
in
than
more in 1872
At the close of the
tears.
in
d
diffuse
e
audienc
Yet our main reliance for the present must services the following resolution, expressive of
_be upon the old and tried friends of the our regards for Bro, and Sister Kayser, was
Mission, while at the same time we work passed unanimously by a rising vote?
five
towards enlisting still more churches in its
Whereas, after a successful pastorate of
in which the best of vlan and harmony
support. Only last evening a letter came years,prevail
our
people,
nd
ed between pastor”
has
from the pastor of one church, bringing pastor has decided to leave us, therefore,
Liberty
is
‘Resolved, That we, the members of thehearts
with dt hope that even now the Lord
of
church and congregation, receive with
.
interest
ed
increas
this
to
Kayser as
moving the people
sadness the res iFuation of Rev. J. M.
Henchurch,
He says, * I preached on Foreign Missions pastor of the Liberty Free Baptist
last

Liniment,”

Centaur

The

Hotel,

full delegations.

brought others into the field, who have attempted,
under similarity of name, to usurp the confidence of

Bradley,

a farmer in every town as agent

Wanted,

XExchange

Ed

the Collins Solid Steel Plows. Kor terms, write to
3mis stations from which they start, at two cents per
CoLLINS & CO. 212 Water street, New York.
bmile each way. Delegates over the kuropean &

The meeting of the Free Baptist ministers of
Providence and vicinity, for May, was well attended. and was made interesting by each ministhe
ter giving an account of his reading for
The meeting for Juife will be omitted
month.
in consequence of the meeting of the Association.
in
Bros. Heath, Mariner and Davis hid baptisms

ve

Wis.,

REV. ELBRIDGE

Wiscoxsix Y. M. will, hold its next session at
Warren, 111., June 27—20. It is earnestly hoped that

along, making its own highway
pushed gradually
solely by its virtues.
Such unexampled success and popularity has

PROSPECT Q. M.—Held its Feb. session with
Delegation
the Belfast and Swanville church.
rather small ; no Corresponding Messenger {rom
Messening
gister Q. M’s. Chose Correspond
gers as follows: To Montville, W. N. Roberts;
to Unity, March term, Elder Small, June term,
W. N. Roberts; to Ellsworth, Alvin Ayer.
Next session with the Brooks church, June
J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.
27—29.

with the church in Newbury, Oct. 4, 1872, Bro.
A. J. Deo was set apart to the work of the MinOrdaining
by Eld. Currier;
istry. Sermon,
Prayer, by Eld. E. R. Clark; Charge, by Eid. C.
B. Mills; Right band of Fellowship, by Eid. E.
{ Doyle; Benediction, by the Candidate.

In Raymond,

Mr.'Abram Sheard, of Fa

W. Wallace, 5, D. Church

No rilnate, daly aE 1 dock, 4 oy end hp

‘The wide and broad area over which

ills by its use.

GENESEE, MICH., Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Richfield and Genesee church, comApril 18th. There was about onemencing
half of the churches represented, and about onethird of the ministers present; but, notwithSnding all of this, the young converts in Richfield and round about supplied the deficiency.
Preaching on the occasion by Rev. G. H. Howard, 8. A. Currier and also by Rev. A. H. Chase,
who did about one-half of the preaching on the
occasion. A good covenant meeting was enjoyed on Saturday afternoon, in which one hundred
gave in their testimony in favor of religion; ‘andy
on Sunday following, a number followed their
The DaviMaster in the ordinance of baptism.
son church is congratulated on the erection of
a meeting-house, which was dedicated Jan. 16,
and to clear the indebtedness ‘on ’which nearly
enough money was raised at this session.
Next session with Ortonville church, Friday,
June 20, at 2, P. M. ErLisHA KINSMAN, Clerk.

Donations.

Boyd, G.

M. Churches are réquested to forward their regular
annual contributions for Association purposes.
Per
r of be. Com.
|.
J. M. BREWSTER, Clerk.

this medicine has spread, attests its value and potency. From a small beginning, the Pain-Killer has

sented by letter and delegates, and all report
some progress. The business consisted in getting
and
the statistics of the churches, discussing
passing resolutions on Sabbath schools, Temperance, and other local matters, examining one
man for ordination, appointing delegates to the
Y. M., and looking after the financial matters.
On the
Our religious meetings were excellent.
Sabbath, only a part of the congregation could
first sermon we
get intg the house. After the
raised a collection of $22.00. At night eight
Bro. Rice was presfor prayers.
were forwagd
ent from the Mound City Q. M., which added
much to the interest of the meeting.
Next session with the Zion church, commencS. M.
ing the 18th day of July.

2

Vit.

ing funds for this purpose, and we hope
the men and the money may be found in
season to have all go in September.

Revs.J.

8

ISLAND.

relief from

found

fering humanity has

M. contains ten churches, which were all repre-

tor, and sincerely hope our Home Mission Board
will feel deeply interested in this undertaking.
Tt is certainly of great importance to our denominational interest in this State.
1 bespeak for this kind people the sympathy of
all F. Baptists, and hope a good, self-sacrificing
man will soon be sent to them as pastor.
0. H. TRUE.
Fond du Lac, Wis., April 28, 1873,

by

Revs.O.R.Bacheler,R. Cameron,
.Fréeman; 8 1-4,P.M., sermon b

and 8. 8. Page, Esq.
:
Pertons expecting to be in attendance and desiring entertainment are Fequesied to communicate
We
M. Blowster, oxi Boituate, R. IL

ics, its virtues are known and appreciated. Under
all latitudes, from the one extreme to the other, suf-

UNION, KY., Q. M.—HgId its last session with
This Q.
April 18—20.
the Morganfield church,

leaving this church (Fond du Lac) without a pas-

re-

addresses

yeneath the intolerable and burning sun of the trop-

Anthony

of DeSoto church, Benton Grizzle and

cured for their outfit and passage.
One thing was fully settled, that there is
to be no more debt. The money must be.
REV. Moses ForsoM lias undertaken the work
raised, or they can not go. To send out of reviving the East Parsonsfield, Me., church.
these with Bro. B. we shall need $5,200 for He leaves his old interest at Newfield in charge
preach there
outfit and passage. Bro. Bacheler has some of Rev. H. P.” Monroe, who will
the coming year.
yet
$4,000
leaving
£1,200 already raised,
to be raised... If we can not send all out at
REV. J. B. LEIGHTON is at liberty to corresonce, we shall send as many as we can get pond with any F. B. church wishing to settle a
money to send in September, and the others minister, or he would correspond with a church
as soon as the funds come in. Bro. Bach- desiring a supply. P.O. Address, N. Danville,
eler will still continue in the

H.

es by

KILLER, whose fame has made the circuit of the
globe, ‘Amid the eternal ices of the polar regions or

Pate, of Camp Creek church, and Asa Phenix
of Looney Springs church.
CHAS. M. BRADLEY, Clerk.

I have accepted a call to
CALL ACCEPTED.
lle church, and enter
Evansvi
the
of
te
the pastora
I regret
upon my labors there immediately.

ready to go then, and the funds can be se-

M. of Southern

sociation of General Baptists: Jas.

con-

Institute's

educational

Rev. 8.
G. Woodrow; 4, communion service; 7 1-2,
Sabbath School Union business meeting ; 8, addrese-

itself, and we feel the excruciattem shall develop
ing agonies of pain, or the depressing influence of
Such a remedial agent exists in the PAINdisease.

Next
session with Looney
Springs church,
Jackson County, Tll., commencing at 2 o’clock,
P. M., Friday before the fifth Sabbath in June,
1873. The following messengers were appointed

that of old, and it be the birth-place of many preW. F. EATON.
cious souls.

RHODE

10, a

10 8-4,

mission addresses by
J.W.Dunjee and A.M

Pain is supposed to be the lot of us poor mortals,
as inevitable as death itself and liable at any time to
come upon us. Therefore it is important that remedial agents should be at hand to be used on an emergency, when the seminal principle lodged in the sys-

church, The Sabbath school for the year ending
to send more missionaries to India.
May 1, 1873, averaged 124. The Maine Central
By sickness and death our Mission band
Institute is now having the most suecessful sumhave
We
d.
reduce
much
.very
has become
mer term that it has had since its establishment.
now only two male missionaries, and five
LAVER.
female in the field. Last fall we voted to fully converted. ~~ ¢
E. C. CooK.
send Bro. Bacheler back as soon as he
Quarterly Meetings,
q
eould get ready. This will not be until
es.
Church
and
ers
Minist
Ata
next.
ber
LOONEY
SPRINGS
Q.
M.,
of
General
Baptists,
about the first of Septem
—Held its session with DeSoto churgh;, Jackson
meeting of the Board, held two days before
Tug dedication of the F. B. Méeting-house,
Co., Ill., on Friday before the fifth Sabbath in
Thurson
The churches were not all represented
March.
Chdrlestown, Mass., will take place
the death of Bro. Smith, it was Yoled uct #4
v day, the 20th of this month, at three o’clock, P. by delegation. Elder J. S. Manning,of the Freeto send any others with Bro. B., for
will
Baptist
denomination, was present.
We
hope to meet a large
reason that ‘we had not the money to pay M. The church and pastor on that occasion.
adopted a constitution, by-laws, and order of
y of God's children
business for the rule and governufent of the Q.
their expenses, or a prospect of raising compan
M. Also ippointed an Executive Board, of one
This people have resolutely carried forward
reached
they
after.
them
enough to support
member of each church in the Q. M., consisting
this enterprise at no small amount of labor and
of ten members, for missionary
purposes.
India. Forty-five days after Bro. Smith's
, and they rejoice that he who guides his
sacrifice
to
people has so prospered them in their efforts
And
secure a comfortable place of worship.
may his Holy Spirit pervade this sanctuary as

They

PAIN - KILLER.

-

The church at Pittsfield ‘Village

PrrTsFIELD,

vived his work in this place. A series of
meetings was commenced about the first of
March. I'he services of Bro. Asa Randlett
were secured, who was with us about two
weeks, rendering excellent aid. The church
was revived, and a number of souls hope-

the thing to be done is, in plain words,

struggled

few

thanagers;

MARRIED

ve, J Marfiier,C, 8 Perkins and M.Phillips. 2,P.M.,

lars since commencing business. This firm is favorably known not only throughout this country, but in
all parts of the world. They have established a reputation for honorable and fair dealing which any
firm might envy, and but few have attained to. We
congratulate them upon their success. We would
recommend all who want advertising done in any
part of the country to call upon them. They can
point to hundreds of business men who have followed their advice, and tflisted to their sagacity, and
availed themselves of their facilities, who have made
fortunes for themselves, and they are daily assisting
others in the same path.”— Boston Journal; May 8th

of

Bev. JN. ich,

ort of

have done advertising exceeding ten millions of dol-

of Bro.

came,

re-

has

The

which true men are made.

ceived at the next communion. The good
interest still continues. There has also been
a good work at the Corlis street and WinCon.
negance churches.
Fars,

brethren in

the

and weak, but it possessed some of the metal

were received to fellowship, nineteen by bap-

Steep

are doing a successful, increasing business.

Bradeen all of the time the coming year.
They
have long needed a pastor to live with them and
give his.entire attention to the cause there,

At the North street church,
Bata, ME.
Bath, Me., May 4, Lwenty-four members

tism and five by letter.

congratulate

We

DEXTER.

Dexter Village on securing the services

THURSDAY, June 5. 8 1-2,A. M.,prayer meeting

ducted by

office at 701 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, where they

ers for the Lord.

Revivals, &c.

tolerably fair working force is not so at all
now. What once was a fair supply, is only
a feeble one now.
We recognize these inward openings as
imperatively demanding from us a re-inforcement of the Mission, so that a fair supply of laborers shall be given to the field.
And may we not reasonably interpret the
voice of God as speaking through these
providences bidding us to do more ? And
just

This church,
pulpit all the time the coming year,
though not large, contains some of the best work-

Fabius, N. Y., May 3. _

and chances for work, and successful work
In consetoo, have greatly increased.
once a
was
what
s,
change
quence of these

its

to supply

employed Rev. N. F. Weymouth

next session in Sandwich, for consultation
Misas to‘means for-aiding our Foreign
M. M. H, HirLs,
i,
sion ?

all these

. The Mission has beerf growing

The Burnham Depot church has

BURNHAM.

«Will as many of the gisters of the N. H.
Yearly Meeting as can, meet mp ab ite

tion and business. 2, P. M., reading of letters from
the churches; 8 1-4, annual association sermon hy
Rev. A. H, Heath; 4,association business; 7 1-2, temDetaice masking addresses by Revs. W. F. Davis

—increasing steadily, year by year, until now it has
the agency of nearly every newspaper in the United
States and British Provinces, and does a yearly business of hundreds of thousands of sollare, S/H:
Pettengill & Co. have recently opened another
branch

‘flabors in this church.

Sonics

To the friends and patrons of this
ety we arercompelled to appeal for more
funds. In doing this, it is proper that’ the
Board should make a statement of facts.
The facts ave these :

ii

ali

LJ

ho a

?

Ii.is perfectly pure, fragrant and very durable. Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New York” If
your Grocer dow't keep it, send to the Depot.
rr
Orders promptly filled.

AI

|

Foreign Mission.

is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses.
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Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
skin medicine.
Dermatologist, 40 Bond st., N. XY. Sold by Drusgists
8361
everywhere.

BIGLOW
No.

16tf
A

76

East

Ninth

& MAIN,
Street,

NEW

No. 145 State St,, CHICAGO.

Great

Offer!

cents.

YORK

HORACE WATERS & SON

481 Broadway, N. Ye wil

dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons an
re
gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
balance in smallmonthly installments. New F-octave
first class F*iamos, modern improvements, for
$275 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
Organs are the most beautiful in style and
perfect
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1y33

CAUSEand
CURE of DISEASE.
Every afflicted person will be geoply interested in
the perusal of a Qumphiet just published by Dr. R.
Greene, who has
been Physician of the
Boston Medjcal Institute for twenty-five years.
It describes various diseases and their proper treatment, and should
be in every family.
Price
fifty cents; hut it will be
gent by.mail, free, to invalids, to any part of the
country,
Addréss, Dr. R. GREENE, j4 Temple Place,

.

Boston, Mass.

4t19

WORKING

CL AS
MALE or FEMAL®
$60 a week guaran
teed. Respectable employtaent at home, diy or evens
ing; no capital required; full instructions and valu.
able. package of goods sent free hy mail. Address
with

¢ cent

return

stampyM.

Greenwich St, N.Y. City.

YOUNG

& CO,

24410
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Poetry.
Heartless
BY

:

AUGUSTA

BLODGETT.

:

———r

A
a
May
ERR

..And a youth just learning love’s mystery.

.

He loved in the light of her smile to bask,
In secfet to think of each girlish charm;
And for her sweet sake what a welcome task
* Seemed the weary toil on her father’s farm.

§

|

He knew that her home was a lovely spot,
But whether her station were high or low,
And whether the maiden were rich or not,
He had néver known, never cared to know.
To sit by her side, in the dusky night,
Made earth seem heaven to him, as it were,
For he thought that her soul was pure and white,
That all womanly sweetness dwelt in her.

rpter—

THE

which

saves

If he is on

the railway train, he is

led by his bad habit into the smoking car;

alike

the

church, that 1 wish you to impress
uation on your minds.”
*¢ Please tell us about it,” cried

its

sit-

¢ I want something

besides

pure language

whenever

it

can

be

made

the point of a joke, to take a social glass at
Laura;

1873.

“Dold?
“Yes, dear, something very beautiful and
bright and precious.”
’
“Do they have doors P*
“They have gutes that are made of pearls.”
“Pearls P"
3
“Yes, do you see the

ring?

little

pearl

in

my

Maybe they are something like that,

only much larger and finer.”
+ Will ’ittle dirls have to k'y tause they
have the ear-ache P”
:
‘No, my child, Jesus will wipe away all
tears, and there wiil be

no

‘more

sickness,

nor pain, nor dying.”
‘Are you a doin’ there ?”
“I hope so. Itry to love Jesus, and to
live every day, so that when I am through
with what there is for me to do here, he
will take me ta live with him in heaven.”
“Tan Taty do too P”
aN
|
“Yes, if Katy loves Jesus, she can go
too.”

Antioch was called the * Queenof the East.’

And she?—o’er her beautiful face thé while Came a nameless look, half malice, half glee,
And she said, with her own enchanting smile,
* Which do you love best, my money, or me ?’

There was

its, and he will tind himself inwoven in the

sick, and there's dold in the streets, ped
mamma's all well, and she’ll be dlad to ‘see

and a place of concourse for the people of
all lands.
It was open to the trade of the

A habit that is ** not allowed” among the
most respectable people, and that leads into

So this was the end ;—and the woman’s heart,
That he had counted as treasure untold,
Only thought his tenderness cunning art,
And fancied him plotting to win her gold.

Mediterranean, and conveniently approached by the caravans from Mesopotamia and

of bad

Arabia.

sinful, however innocent it may

Oh! never again
To talk of the
He knew, as his
“That a nobler

could she sit with him
eld sweet problem of life;
vision of bliss grew dim,
woman must be his wife.

And to trust his love with a perfect trust.

the city to make

The

remember

magnificent.
Selaecus,

Has she ever thought, while the years have sped,
Of the gem she dropped in a soundless sea?
Of the heart she lost when she lizhtly said,
* Which do you love best, my money,or me
Rumney, N. H.

Sunset.

.
we

in

are

the

talking,

situation

of

it a center of commerce,

climate

the

was

delightful,

surrounding

the

scenery

The city was commenced:

in the

valley

between

the

by
hill

Silpius, and the river; but as it grew, the
rugged base of the mountain was leveled,
and its sides terraced, and splendid palaces
and colonnades,

embowered

trees

rose

and yines,

one

in

evergreen

above

another.

The craggy summits were crowned by a
magnificent heathen temple, and a strong
citadel from
which the walls swept down
to the at ay But all this beauty of nature
and art had

Does the maiden ever, in musings sweet,
Look back to the calm of that summer night?
oes she ever his tender words repeat
Whose love might have made all her pathway
bright?

done

nothing

to

elevate

the

Lord Jesus; and the haud of the

Lord

was

¢ God also

to

the

Gentiles

Paul,

whose

Then

he

vocation

to

| abundant harvest, and * he departed to Tar-

sus to seek Saul.’
‘ That must have been a happy meeting
between the two friends. Barnabas had
glorious tidings to tell, —tidings that would

fill the heart of Paul

All beautiful things must go to the West—
The Pawn to Twilight changed;And the weary Sun, that finds her there
When ail the heavens are ranged.
All beautiful things must go to the West—
“There vanishes Night so fair;
A harbor sure, the sailing Moon
And the stars drop anchor there.
No wonder the West shines bright,shines bright,
In the jubilant sunset sky,
When it knows all the beautiful things of the
world
Must come to its arms ere they die.

with joy, and make

him forget his sufferings and toils. Alike
eager to share in the great work, they traveled in all haste to the Syrian metropolis;
and there they labored ‘a whole year’
preaching among those dissolute and corrupt idolaters, ¢ the unsearchable riches of
Christ.’
¢¢ As the church grew by the accession of
heathen converts, the necessity of a name,
by which they might be designated,became

apparent, and the ¢ disciples were first called Christians at Antioch.” It is generally
believed that this name, which

is now

our

highest honor, was given them as a term of
derision and reproach.

Che Family Circle.
BY

MRB.

Missionary.
V.

G.

CHAPTER
Please, papa,”

RAMSEY.

VIII

said

Laura,

something more about Paul.”
““ Let mesee if yon remember

* tell

us

what

we

were last talking about,” he replied.
¢ About his visit to Jerusalem, and

how

the Lord commanded him to depart quickly and go to the Gentiles.”
“ Very well, my dear, and now Henry
may tell us how the narrative proceeds.”
Henry opened his Bible. “It says Here,
‘Acts 9: 80, ‘ The brethren brought him
down to Cesarea,

and

sent

him

forth

to

, Tarsus;’ and he is not“mentioned again till
Chap. 11: 25, where it

is

said

‘Barnabas

went to Tarsus to seek him,’ ”
* We have no record of the life of the

great Apostle between

those

two

events.

We are mot certain how long the time was,
though it is generally believed to have been
three or four years.”
*¢ Perhaps he went home to visit his par-

“‘ The churches in Judea had enjoyed a
period of rest from persecution, but now a
new peril awaited them. *¢ There waka
great dearth throughout the world,’ and the
famine fell heavily on them. Then these
heathen couverts showed how truly they
had imbibed the spirit of Christ, for they
determined, every man according to his
ability, to send relief to their Jewish brethren,

‘ Which also they did, and

sent.

it to

of Barnabas

and

¢ A celebrated writer has rémarked

that

‘the eldersby the hands
Saul.’

¢ this was the first contribution for a benevolent purpose, sent from one people to
ancther, of which we have

~ ““ If his parents were living, we may

his learning and talents had been the pride
and joy of their hearts. When he left them
he was rising into notice among his people,

awl they believed that his high career
would crown their old age with honor. He
came back to them, a follower of the des-

record,’

plies the reed of the

saints,

but

and

overflows

in many thanksgivings to God; while
glorify God for your subjection to the

they
gos-

pel of Christ.”

BY

HEZEKIAH

BUTTERWORTH.

‘* Do you smoke P” asked a lad of a companion in our hearing

recently.

? Or, did they with bitter indignation

and’ sorrow, reproach him for all their

blasted hopes, and scorn him as an apos-

which

in

are people
The young

smoker carries about with him a certain
mark of moral inferiority.
He is made con-

scious of this in all of his intercourse with
the more respectable classes of people.
For this reason, aside from all other reasons which are frequently urged against
the habit, ‘we would say to the youth,—
Avoid the use of tobacco as a thing that

of the

lawfulness

of

your rule: whatever

weakens your will, increases

the

authority

of your body over your mind, destroys your

¢“ Do you object to the use of tobacco P”

+1 do.”
“ Why
:
‘ For the gooil reason that it leads one
into bad company.”
Yes,

smoking,

and indeed the use of to-

spectable portion of society.
A lad who is'thas shut out from the better class of people in publie, is apt to. turn
to the resorts of the

low

and

to become contaminated
by

.

i

4

things and obscures
that thing is a sin to

The ®irst Family Prayer.
er

——

Rowland Hill was once staying at a vil-

lage inn.

Bedtime came,

and he

said

to

the waiter who came out to say it was time

the lights were out:
“I have been waiting a long time, expecting to be called to family prayer.”
** Family prayer! we never have such
things here.”
“Indeed! tell your master I can not go
to bed till we have prayer.”

The waiter told his master, ‘who

and said, ¢ Sir, I wish

you

would

came

go

to

bed. I can not go till I have seen the lights
all out, I am so afraid of fire.”
‘“ So am I; but I have been expecting

be summoned to family prayer.”
*¢ It can not be done at an inn.”
*“ Thenqei me my horses; I can

sleep in a house where there

to

not

is no family

prayer.”

“ T have no objectionto have a prayer;
but I do not know how.”
¢“ Well, then, call your people.”
In a few minutes the family were upon
their knees, and the landlord was called
upon to pray.

¢¢ Sir, I never prayed in my life; TI don’t
know how.”
:
‘¢ Then ask God to teach you.”
*¢ God, teach us how to pray,” said the
landlord.
* That is prayer; go on.”
* I'm sure 1 don’t know what to say now,
sir.”
*“ God hus taught you to pray; thank
him forit. Thank God Almighty for letting us pray to him.”
““

vicious,

corrupt

and

exam-

us.” Katy wiped her brown hands, took
the child into her arms and went into the
sitting-room.
There were tears in her eyes
as she said she did want to love Jesus, she
did want to go to heaven.
Who will say that these home talks of
faithful aunts and sisters with the little ones
providentially placed under their care is a
trifling thing? Mothers and care-takers,
tell your little ones of” heaven.”

1 do.”

:

¢ Amen, amen !” said Mr. Hill, and

then

prayed himself.
A chapel and a school were soon founded
in this village as the result of this first
prayer in the landlord’s family.

Tell

them

of the blessed Jesus. Tell them that he
loves them, and that they oughtto love him.
The seed thus early. sown will surely bear
fruit. The sweet words about heaven: and
the dear Saviour that fall from their lisping
tongues, may be the means of bringing
many a careless Katy to desire the Saviour.
Truly, *‘Out of the

mouths

of babes

and

sucklings hast thou perfected praise.”—8.
S. Times.

John Wesley to her
student at Oxtord,—

A

Tact.

Mother's

The mother was sewing busily,
sie, sitting on

the

carpet’ beside

and

Jo-

her,

and

provided with dull, rounded scissors and
some old magazines, was just as busily cutting out pictures.
“It would litter the carpet,” so said Aunt
Martha, who had come in for a cosy chat.
Mamma knew this; but she knew, tgo, that

a few minutes’ work would make all right
again, and Josie was happy.
All went well till the little boy [ound he
had ent off a leg of a horse tbat he considered a marvel of beauty. 1t was a real disappointment and griefto the little one.
“Mamma, see!” and half crying, he held
it up.

“Play

he's holding

up

one

foot,”

the

mother'said quickly.
“Do real horses, mamma ?”
“Oh, yes, sometimes.”
“I will”"—and sunshine chased away the
cloud that in another minute would have

opened
unto you.”
‘In everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving,

let your requests
God.”—Sower.

The

be

Child

made

known

unto

morn-

ing duties. She had superintended the
work of Katy, the ‘‘help” in the kitchen,

had kissed her children lovingly, and seen
them fairly started for school. Then, with
a feeling of satisfaction she seated herself in
her tidy sitting-room, took up a book and
to

read.

Her

little

' “The best hook in the world ; the book that
tells about Jesus, and the way to heaven.”
“Has mamma

done to heaven, and is she

well P”
‘Yes, darling, mamma is in heaven, and
she is well and happy ; and she will be glad
to see her little girl when she gets here.”
“Do they have houses up there?”
“Jésus said that in his Father’s house
were many mansions, and that he would go
and. prepare a place for us. There will be a
place for every one who loves Rim and tries
to obey him,”
“Do. they have tarpats im--their sittin’
rooms, like this P”
“I don’t know, Nellie; the Bible speaks
of ‘streets of gold.’ ”
’

Verbal Index to tesenius’s Hebrew Lexcon as translated by Prof, Edward Robinson,

b D.

VO. pp. 204.
We have here, not a full and adequate lexicon for the student, but a most valuable supple-

ment to the one

lexicon

which students

use as

far superior to every other issued in this country
or England,~the translation of Gesenius’s great

work by Dr.
words

lents,

Robinson.

We

have the

English

supplied, and then their Hebrew equiva-

It has this degree of completeness, that it

contains terms corresponding to

of Hebrew: words used

the entire stock

inthe Old Testament.

The derivative forms of the words

addition to the primitive,

are given, in

wherever

the inflec-

tions are irregular, so that the remoter moods
and tenses of the verbs can be determined, the
gender and number of the nouns and adjectives
are indicated, and whatever is necessary to enable the student to comprehend the correspondens
ces and differences of the terms in the twe lan:
guages is hiére carefully. set forth. More or less
of Chaldee words are also given, so that
the val
ue of the work may be made as
‘large and gh real
as possible.
It is a needful and
Y service
that the author has performed,and every scholar
who wishes to use his Hebrew learning, even
though it be not large, and use it in a practicable
and profitable way, will find reasons for satisfaction and gratitude in the work which Mr. Potter
has done.

THE PARABLES, read in the light of the present
day.
By Thomas Guthrie, D. D., author of
** The Gospel in Ezekiel,” ete.
With a brief
Memoirof Dr, Guthrie.
New York: Robert

Seld

Carter & Brothers. 1873. 12mo. pp. 318.

by D. Lothrop & Co.
Twelve of the most significant of our Lord's
parables are here dealt with
by the famous
Scotch preacher and word-painter, and so dealt
with that the scenes of that long-ago past appear
to take on all the freshness of present and passing
The vividness of conception, the
occurrences.
power to vitalize and exhibit, the fervor and
sympathy, and the earnest desire to press home
upon his own hearers the practical lessons of the
Bible, which ever distinguished the lamented
teacher, are all brought out in this volume in
their full proportions and their happiest way.
It is a glowing pahorama that unrolls itself be-

eye

“fore the mind's

of the reader,

while

the

heart is ever strongly appealed to and most effectively touched by his glowing ardor and his
If a reader would have
tender exhortations.
the pages of his New Testament lit up as the
stars light the winter heaven, let him read thus

book.

Ifa preacher would learn how to employ
that his

moral painting so

embodied

truth

hearers

of merely

instead

may

see the

hearing

it

stated, let him open and give himself up to the
real ministry of this volume.—~The brief memoir,
covering less than 40 pages,is written with a
full knowledge of the biographical facts, ‘and
It
with a marked appreciation and sympathy.
is the fourth installment of this new edition of
Dr. Guthrie’s works, and it will be greatly and

widely prized, and for the best of reasons.
THE OTHER GIRLS.
By Mrs. A.D. T. Whit=
ney, author of ** We Girls,” * Real Folks,”

etc. ‘With Illustrations, by J. J. Harley. Bosloo: James R. Osgood & Co. 1873. 12mo. pp.

Mrs. Whitney’s inind matures without losing
anything of its freshuess and fragrance.
The
blossom and the fruit appear side by side. More
than almost auy writer in lier own department,
she steadily keeps up the interest through all
her later books which was awakened by the
earlier, without extravagance, or repetition, or

doubtful artifice.

Her

mind

is admirably

sel

an in the working world, co-operation, domestic

sons, I do.”

take

les-

&d,

“What do you mean, Auntie?”
“Well, I spent yesterday afternoon

over

there” (the old lady had a weakness for
visiting, and was “Auntie” to people generally), ‘and things were

in

a

snarl

and

for a week to come ; over there we couldn't

hear ourselves speak. It was, ‘don’t do
that,’ and ‘you naughty child,’—spill and
scratch, and break, and tumble,

scold,

and

they're sick. She has a world of patience
some ways, but she don’t seem to have any
faculty for managing them. Well, well,
I'll send her over here, only I won't let on
why,” and the old lady rolled up her knitting as the bell rang for tea.— Young Folks’
News.
|

Bubbles.
rr

bubbles,—~what

fun

itis!

Can

anything be prettier than those fairy balloons, tinged with rainbow colors, as they
float away in the sunlight? And we shall
have to confess that, big as we are, we
never see a group of children with their
pipes and their soap-suds without wanting
to go and help thém,—without an aching
to get the pipe into our own hands, and
to send some of those tiny globes soaring
off into space on our own account. The

come

in

for a share .of attention,

are not a few

things said that are at
It is a

for two or three minutes; then
ounces of glycerine.
When cold,

will produce the best and
bles that can be blown,

add five
this fluid

most lasting bub-

is
:

Magazines,

&o.

Tae REPUBLIC is the suggestive name of a
new monthly magazine, which began its career

with the issue for March. It isa well p
d
and well managed octavo, each number contain
ing about 60 pages. The articles deal with just

such political topics as are of general interest,
and with more care and thoroughness than is

possible in the columns of the daily or weekly
rewspaper. A large amount of well-classified

information touching the various departments of
government is supplied; an epitome of the proceedings of Congress, of the State Legislatures,
of the courts, &e., &e., will be regularly furnished,’and the aim will be steadily kept in view to
present the subjects which come up for discusThe
sion in a fair, considerate, manly way.
three numbers on our table are certainly very
creditable specimens of political literature, and
though permeated by ideas that inhere in the

Republican rather than the Democratic party,
yet the substance und the method of these papers are both excellent, and will meet few obThe
Jections from candid men,
No. for May are as follows : Shall
Party Live? Farmer’s Movement
Oppression; Death of General

Indian Population;

Our.

Fisheries;

contents of the
the Republican
against Railway
Canby; Japan;

.

Forty-third

Congress; An Old Enemy under anew Name;
Canadian Independence; Number of Males and
Females in the U. 8,3 P. O. Savings Banks; “In

Debt” No Officer of the Army can Hold a Civil
Office ; Fredrick Douglass ; Political Information
Wanted; Living Within One’s Means; Word
;. Miscella
about Statesma
neous
nshi
p ; Press Photographs of our Country; Departmental; Connecticut Election.—Washington: Republic Publishing Co.
LITTELL’S LIVING AGE is one of those periodicals in whose steady movement and eminent
excellence one feels almost the confidence that
looks forward to the rising of the sun or the prophetic sunshine of June.
It has its own sphere,
and it fills it with a quiet air and a self-reliance
that sees no need of bluster or boasting,
It has
witnessed the rise and fall of many rivals, but it
holds steadily on its way, and it does its eclectic
work so well that others publications of a similar
sort are generally pronounced good in proportion
as they imitateit. It was never doing its epitomizing work better than to-day. The number for
May 3 offers the following: Explorations! Parisians; . LaRoquette;
Innocent;
Muscular
Strength of Insects; Decaying Frien@iships; A
Vision of Life; Miscellany.—Boston: Littell &
Gay.
THE CHILDREN’S HOUR. May, 1873. —Just®
as beautiful to the eye and attractive to the spirit
of the little people as ever, which suggests how

difficult improvement would be,and what a large
treasure its subscribers and

readers have in pos-

session.—Pila.: T. S. Arthur,
THE NURSERY. May, 1878.—We never look
through a number of the
Nursery without a
feeling akin to regret that our earlier childhood
conldn’t bave been delayed till this charming
little magazine was born, so that the blessing it
carries might have come to us, But we congratulate the ** youngest readers” into whose homes
and hands this * thing of beauty” now regularly
falls.—Boston : John L. Shorey.
OUR YOUNG FOLKS. May, 1873.—If
this
msgazine needed praise, we could pay it compliments'by the dozen without offending a sensi- .
tive conscience.
But, like a slice of fresh salmon
or a luscious peach, as ene recognizes the words
standing only for delicious things, so, to those
who are able to interpret the title of this juvenile magazine in any wise way, it stands always
for something peculiarly choice and attractive.—
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
THE PORTFOLIO. April, 1878.-——A magazine
half through
its first volume, fairly well made
up, and having some" Intrinsic merits,
which may
perhaps enable it to win its way to a paying
patronage, through its cheapness,~being supplied
at $1.25 per year.—Chieago : Portfolio Publishing
Co.

THE CaTHOLIC WORLD. May, 1873. Contents :
Evolution of Life; Peace; Dante's Purgatorio;
Russian Idea; My Cousin’g Introduction; Madame Agnes; Conciliar Decrees
on
the Holy
Scriptures; Myths and Myth-Mongers; Heaven;
Dies Irae; Woman as Bread-Winner; * Abraham,” &e.; Fontainebleau ; Brittany; * For Better—for Worse ;” ** Beati Qui Lugeant;” John.
Baptist de Rossi; A Legend of St. Christopher;
New Publications,—New York: Catholic Publication House.

book for to-day.

Boston fire operate most signifi-

It is an exceptionally pleasant story of home
life among the New Hampshire hills that is afforded us in this volume, life-like, vivacious,
animated, sympathetic, and teaching such lessons as few young readers can afford to miss
and will be almost sure to learn.
COUNT KOSTIA.
A Novel.
Transl.‘ d from
the French of Victor Cherbuliez, by ‘0, D.
Ashley.
New York: Holt
& Williams. 1873.
16mo. pp. 307. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Another volume belonging to the * LeisureHour Series” appears with
this title, and at
once arresting attention by the unique costume
which it is set by the publishers to wear.
The
contents are well adapted to the design.
There
is no lack of freshness and vigor, fire and sentiment, literary aft and dramatic incident in the
story. These publishers give their imprint to
nothing which lacks character or embodies commonplace,
ZELL'S
DESCRIPTIVE
HAND-ATLAS of the
World, edited by J. Bartholomew, and pablished by T. Elwood Ze!l, Phila., is a work which it
is a pleasure to commend,
1t 13 issued in Parts,
at 60 cts, each, and furnishes, besides the maps,
&e., a large amount of just such statistical information as most persons need to have always
available. Its size is such as to render it convennient, and, when completed, will make a volume

| only drawback to this sport is that the bub- |° of
bles so soon break. But by using the following simple ‘mixture, which any older
sister can prepare for the little ones, it is
said that they will last much longer than
when made in tie old way :
/
Dissolve a quarter of an ounce of Castile or oil soap, cut, up in small pieces, in
three-quarters of a pint of water, and boil

Pamphlets,

Conn,

ARTHUR'S ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE.
May, 1873. Contents:
Frontispiece;
Sleeping
cantly in its influence upon her “ girls,” And F Babe; Straits of Magellan;
Visit to Friends’
the power with which she bas delineated events,
Meeting; Iceland ; Cruel Nursery Lessons; Comand portrayed characters, and unfolded lives,
ing Schoolmaster ; The Capercaillie ; Going with
and asserted and illustrated principles, is scarcethe Angels; Aunt Esther on Cider-Drinkiug; A
ly less noticeable than the attractive skill conDay lost; Hat-Bands ; Wolf and Lamb ; Deacon’s
cerned in setting forth her personages, from Bel
Household; Alice and Phebe Cary; Crooked
Bree outward und downward.
The book dePlaces; Beautiful incident; Hetty Henderson's
serves all the commendation which it is morally
Era; Mistress of Abbeylands; Our Club; Insubsure to get from almost every class of readers.
ordination; Religious Reading;
Mother's Department; Evenings with the Poets; Boys’ and
AUNT SADIE'S Cow.
By Sarah J. Pritchard,
Girls’ Treasury ; Health Department ; A Page of
author of ** Rose Marbury,” etc. New
York:
Varieties; Editor's Department.—Phila.: T. S.
Robert Carter & Brothers. 1873. 16mo. pp.
Arthur & Sons.
867.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

She makes the

:

¢ Mrs. Waldo looked up in surprise.

Blowing

and there

for what is beauti-

fu w—Horace King, Thompsonville,
ageht for New England.

Prepared by Joseph Lewis Potter, A.
Baston: Crocker & Brewster. 1872. octa-

once fresh and forcible.

orphan

16\ “What dood book ?”

wealth and grdtifies the taste

AN ENGLISH-HEBREW LEXICON: Being a comlete

I wigh Emily would come in and

to go. to

school, amused herself in the same room.
Soon, becoming tired, the child ran to her
aunt and
asked:
‘What
you
reading,

fore us, and we never turn the leaves
without
finding something (hat adds to our
sense of

EE ———

service,

self sewing for them, or nursing them when

Mrs. Nelson had finished her early

Literary Review,

“Well,I declare,” said Aunt Martha, “eld
as I am, I've learned one thing to-day, and

slap half the time. Emily means well;
she lovesther children and never spares her-

Teacher.

1}

poised.
Her apprehension of what 1s essential
‘to render the characters at once real and rare
rained down.
It was a little thing, the mother’s answer ; seems never to fail her. She is equally vigorous and graceful, unhackneyed and regardful of
but the quick sympathy, the ready tact, literary propriety fearless and firm, though nevmade all right. The boy’s heart was com- er belligerent and audacious. Her books throb
forted, and
he went on with his play,
with healthy, robust life, Her wit ever waits
while the mother sewed quietly, with no jar upon her wisdom. Never running into cant or
of nerves or temper, and Auntie’s call lost formal homilies, she yet preaches most effective
sermons,—however indirect they may be,—in
none of its pleasantness.
’
bebalf of the most masculine of the virtues and
“Iam tired of cutting pics, mamma,”
the most feminine of the graces.
Her books are
said Josie, after awhile.
: s0 many galleries of portraits, the subjects
“Well, get your horse-wagon, and play are drawn from the living world, and they are
thdse bits of paper are wood, and you're go- us closely allied to Christian morality as to liter
ing. to bring me a load. Draw it over to ary art. She is one of the wholesomest, most
that corner by the fire, and put them in the stimulating and highest-toned writers of fiction
to be found in the whole list of American aukindling-box ; play that’s the wood-house.”
thors.
Pleased and proud, the little teamster
This last book deals with deeper questions and
drew load after load till the papers were all larger problems than have most of their predepicked up, without ever thinking he was cessors {rom the same source. The labor question in several of its aspects, the sphere of womdoing anything but play. .

high-de-low all the time,—starting with less
than Josie’s given you a dozen times since
I've had a good talk with
. *“ Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, I've sat here.
and ye shall find; knock, and it shall bef you, aud you've given me pleasant thoughts

Auntie ?”
.
:
*I am reading a good book, my dear.”

“ No.»

sect everywhere spoken against. How did In almost any public building, one may
‘they receive him ? Did they believe the won- find this notice on the door of the rooms to
derful story of his conversion? Had they which the best people are admitted,—Smokgl candor and humility, to listen to the | ing not allowed, What does this imply?
ruth? Had their son the unutterable joy of Simply that those who use tobacco are, in
leading them to Christ, and of receiving public places, excluded from the most remis-

rule,

niece, a delicate child, too young

pised and hated Nazarene, a leader of a bacco in any form, leads to bad company.

‘tate from the faith of his fathers ?

exceptions to the common

the present day is that smokers
of loose or doubtful character.

commenced

“Leads to Bad Company.”

be

sure the meeting between them must have
been painful,and affecting. They had spared
no expense in the education of this son,and

a

it shows us that the first fruit of Christianity
was loye. The language which Paul wsed
many Years after, in writing to the church
at Corinth, which had made a tontribntion
for the poor saints of Judea, might have
been used with equal propriety now. * The
administration of this service, not only sup-

ents, and rest awhile,” said Laura.

he ‘benediction and assistance in his

We know that good, honest country people sometimes smoke, the result of a too
common custom among those exposed to
the hardships of rural life. But they are

you, however innocent it may be in itself.”

remembered

All beautiful things come out of the East—
The. multitudifious stars,
Cleaving the waves of the cloud-foamed sky
‘With their fiery lines of cars.

be in itself.

Cornelius, that

preach the gospel to the heathen was doubtless well known to him.
He knew that in
this field he could not: fail to gather an

:

influence

relish for religious
your sense of God,

seen the grace of God was glad.”

That sails up e’er the horizon’s rim
To her cool and perfect noon.

the

with them, and a great number believed.’
The church at Jerusalem had learned from
the vision of Peter, and the conversion of

to them, ¢ who when he was come, and had

All beautiful things come out of the East—

and, through

company to immorality and vice, is

moral character of the inhabitants of this
city. On the contrarfyone writer remarks
that * its advantages had created a sanctua- leads to bad company.
ry for a perpetual festival of vice.’
Said the mother of
“ We learn in Acts 11: 20, ¢ that men of | son, when he was a
Cyprus and Cyrene came to Antioch, and ““ Would you judge
spaké unto the Grecians, preaching the pleasure, take this for

They began to catch a glimpse of the future
glory of Christ's kingdom, which must have
strengthened and cheered them amid their
trials. They immediately sent Barnabas

All beautiful things come out of the East—
Dear to the weary sight,
The sleep-bearing, dewy and odorous queen,
The thrice-beloved Night,

Great

bad company,

of the Lord among the heathen of Antioch.

All beautiful things come out of the East—
The flashing king of the day,
Smiting the ranks of the shadow-giants
That tremble and flee away.

The

meshes of vice.

had granted repentance and life,’ and now
they received tidings of the wonderful work

All beautiful things come out of the East—
The blushing bridé 8X the Sun,
The dawn, that fades frovn
his eager sight
Ere 2 single kiss is won.

The silver-silent Moon

to

everything

soil fertile, and

A woman to know how little he cared
For her fleeting treasures of golden dust;
To think not her wealth but her heart ensnared,

¥

ples.

MAY

STAR.

on board the steamer he goes to the cabin
Jew and Gentile, and makes them one in or saloon to which resort the lowest and
Christ. Alone, unprotected and unsup- most vicious people who travel. If he is
ported, he entered this great city, given at the hotel, instead of sitting down with
wholly to idolatry, and attempted to win it | refined and intelligent people, he finds
to Christ.
himself among the loafers in the office or,
«!While he had been laboring in Tarsuf; what may be worse, among bar-room tipand perhaps in the neighboring regions, plers and gamblers. His inclinations may
a great work had been performed in other af first not lead him to such-places, but his
places. Take your map and leok for the habit will. However good may be his gencity Antioch, in Syria.
eral chardeter, his moral standard is sure ta
*“ Here it is,” said Henry, *‘ on the river fall, if he allow himself. to be brought into
Orontes, not far from the Mediterranean contact with'such influences as these. The
sea.”
chances are that he will gradually suit his
That city is so connected with the life tastes to those of the vicious. He will beof-Paul, and with the early history of the gin to swear in a restricted way, to use im-

its name.”
‘¢ At the time of which

So she lost forever her magic sway;
So the spell was broken, the dream was o’er ;—
With a start and shiver he turned away,
And into her presence returned no more.

+

MORNING

Here the little girl, who had kept still
longer than she usually did, ran into the
kitchen exclaiming, *“Taty, you tan do to
‘heaven if you'll love Jesus. There's dreat
bid mansums, and they don’t k'y, and be

touched her hand with a timid touch,
he spoke, as a boyish lover may,
tender whispers that mean so much
the bloom of our grapes is brushed away.

EEE

=

times, when offered him by his free companions, and make up a “set” at cards
when an odd hand is wanting. These are
all steps toward ruin, and some of these
indulgences will iu their turn become hab-

So he
And
In the
Ere

id

————

them of the grace

For the story, pleasantly told to me,
Of a maiden with bright, bewitching face,

)

rr

and aversion, but. now he came to them,
he here finds men playing cards, and hears
the appointed messenger of God, to tell profane and indecent language.
If he is

*Mid memories old, I have founda place

§

:

‘He came to his native city. Asa Jew
he had regarded the heathen with contempt

Question.

OC.

mma
=
“i

.

;

The

he SE
f° U
EERe————

real and obvious value, and an almost exhausfive compend of geographical information.

But the mechanical excellences of the work, especially the maps, are such as would anywhere
be noticeable, ¢ The engraving and coloring are
most exquisitely done,so that,though the names,
boundary lives, rivers, mountains, &e., are very
numerous, and leave but little ‘room for additions, yet. everything is thoroughly clear and
distinct to the ordinary eye. No pains or expense seems th huve been-spared to render the
work in ull respects credituble to the publisher

and satisfactory to the public. . Nos. 5—8 are be-

Messrs. Ditson & Cu., Boston & New York,
not only keep on in the way they long since en
tered, issuing music of almost every creditable
variety, but they seem also to be carrying an
ampler and more significant enterprige into their
extensive business. - We have a fine lot of their
later publications on our table, a portion of
which are for thé instrument alone, while the
rest are for the voice with piano accompaniment.
Putting the last first, we have for the voice the

following :

\

CONTRABAND CHILDREN.
An Echo from the
Old Plantation.
Delehanty & Hengler.
Music
by Frank L. Martyn.—-JUST
BEYOND THE

PEARLY

GATES.

Song

&

Chorus.

Words

by

George Cooper, Music by C. E. Pratt,——EKgep
A STIFF UPPER Lip.
Words by F, H. N. Music
by Frank Osborne.~—DARLING LITTLE BLUE
Eves. Song. By E. Chandos,~—Tui RAFT.
Descriptive Song.
By Ciro
Pinsuti,~—~SoME

ONE FAR AWAY.
Love my Love,

Song. By Louisa Gray.
Words by Charles Mackay.

Music by Ciro Pinsuti.~T18 80 HARD 10 FOR-

GET. Words by R. C. Meyers. Music by A. H.
Rosewlg.—THE BoyY-BIRD. Song. By Haydn
Wand.~——O0H, TEACH Mg TO FORGET.

Solo, Music by

Fred.

Eversmann,

-

Baritone

Jy.——KIss

THE LITTLE ONES FOR ME. Words by Eben 8.
Rexford.
Music
by J. P. Webster,——THnp
EVENING 8TAR. Words by W. A. Clark, Music
by F.A.Strauss,——I AM WEARY ,/ LET ME REST.

Words by E. 8. Rexford, Music

‘by J. P. Web-

ster ——DARKEST HOUR
BEFORE
THR DAY.
Words by J.W.Long. Music by Roberty.—FAIR-

BST ONE; WHEN FIRST I MET THEE, . Words by
T. W. Pierce, Esq. Music by Newton Fitz.
The. instrumental music before us consists ot
the following pieces: POLONAISE. By Charles
Welsi——FAIRMOUNT WALTZ. By F. WW. Riley.

~—DEUX POLKAS DE SALON. Per Win. I. Mal-*ler.—— AIR pU Roi Louis XIII. By W. L. Hayden, ——FLYING

hain,

LeAVES,

By

Jacques

Rosen-

l

the admiration of visitors,but crowds would

not rush to the place with hymns and prayers
upon their lips. The statue of a popular

hero would kindle move enthusiasm, and

on

our modern art is doing much to put the
heroes of war and statesmanship, and also
those of science and art, of eloquence and

song

before the people, and we Americans

are learning of late to connect our memorials of fin of noble men with the. social
education of Jour people. We are sure that
these menforials will grow in number and
influence as ‘we teach the young to connect

of lite,

work

and

them with the true idea

and build our beautiful arts upon modern
ideas of truth and usefulness, instead of
trying to restore the old my hology, wheththe Greek idols.
er of the Hebrew ritual or
we must ta

In other words,

into our plan of education, ad
to the wants of society in our
generation. Franklin's statue
ple in Printing-house Square
Thorwaldsen's Mercury could

fine arts

the

adapt them
Yywn day and
irs our peo‘more than
do, and if

bread-and-butter,

little if any love for the beautiful, as such,
in their utilitarian prudence? We think
probably so much
this is not so, and that
money has never been” spent for what is
thought beautiful as in this nineteenth cenWe do not build a few great catury.

thedrals and palaces, but we do build bun-

dreds of thousands of goodly churches and
We do not run
millions of sightly houses.
a few kings and queens, lords and
after
ladies, to feast our eyes upon their purple
and gold and gems,but the great mass of our
people wear Sores such as courts eof old
could never afford, and our women generally carry, not always wisely, indeed, more

.

together, cheering each other from afar,
and from one telling it'to all of a mutual
bond. Within the
law and indissoluble
limits of this small economy burns the sun,

is,

people

American court of our sovereign

court
of our

on the whole, the most richly A
on record, and the aggregate cost

This array of costume, especially in our
women, is a part of our social system, and
is meant to produce a social effect. It surely is a matter. of sufficient importance to
suggest the question whetherall this mone

after them brighter trains.

Surely we need to study
and welfare.
anew the laws and dispositions of our social
sympa-

our

and ask ourselves how

But even this one solar. family, recognizing and claiming members in the outis

skirts of space,—it

nothing

as

to

what

thies can be most effectively moved and the eye can command, uothing to the -visiour tastes may be most judiciously provided ble! What constellations are thrown over
for; and the question of dress, recreation the firmament in all the profusion of beauand amusement must be met in a broad and tv and magnificence! And when the unaidgenerous way in its connection With the ed sense has roamed to its utmost ken,
whole science of society and the art of true and gazed to its utmost strength, it may
living.
?
|
call the instruments of science to its asIf the fine arts may be divided into two sistance ; and it shall look out on ampler
classes according as they appeal more to territories, and take hold of larger no>
either of the two master senses, the eye tices.
and the ear, and if sculpture, painting and
Now we leave our nook. We speak in
architecture belong to the eye mainly, and no terms
of exaggeration when we deif music, the drama and poetry belong scribe what we see as beds, and floors, and
more to the ear, may we not say that our clouds, of stars. As we pierce the awful
modern life is adding a new and compre- altitudes, we ascend to new wonders.

wel-

broad and lovely domain, with genial

ssthetics bring music, the drama, and poetSurely

these

two

|

ics, are wifolling themselves, and nowhere
more hopefully than in our own homes.

|

We are putting the landscape upon the canvas in grand pictures, and upon the broad |
earth also in great parks, gardens and cemit has never

been

done

before;

and have we not been carrying out a great

social art in the organizing

educating

and

that

our people within the century, which is
now waiting to bear its bright consummate
flower of beauty alter those long years of

outer

-

2)

i
4aa
Ono chilly day I was left at home alone,
and after I was tired reading Robinson
I caught

a spider and

him

brought

Funny kind
into the house to play with.
of playmate, wasn't it? Well, I took a
wash-basin and fastened up a stick in it

like a liberty-pole or a vessels mast, and
hardy growth from the rough soil in the then poured in water enough to turn the
* stout trunk and brave branches of our na- mast into an island for my spider, which I
tional law, industry and statesmanship ? named Crusoe, and put him on the mast. As
The history of our laws and institutions,our soon as he was fairly cast away, he anxbattles and debates, has been pretty thorcommenced running round to find
oughly written into papers and books; but jously
He'd scamper down the
mafnland.
the
can these contain the records of our Ameriwater, stick out a foot, get it
can sociality, and do justice to the worthy mast to the it, run round the stick and try
shake
men and women who have been refining, wet,
side, and then run back up to the
humanizing and spiritualizing our vast pop- the other
Pretty soon it became a seriagain.
top
ulation, and who are carrying out the good
with Mr. Robinson, and he sat
matter
ous
work still in backwoods villages, as well
down to think it over. Asin a moment
as in populous towns and cities, and pre- he acted as if he wanted to shout for a
nanoble
and
great
the
paring the way for
boat, and was afraid he was going to be
tional life that is to be? Sometimes the un- hungry, I put molasses on the stick. A
written social impression is more impor- fly came, but Crusoe wasn't hungry for
tant than the public narrative of opinion flies just then. He was homesick for his
and acts; and probably such movements as web in the corner of the woodshed.. He
Methodism have been quite as remarkable went slowly down the pole to the water,
for their power in moving the affections and touched it all around, shaking his
and reforming and transforming social dis- feet like pussy when she wets her stockpositions and habits as in shaping theology. ings in the grass, and suddenly a thought
— Harper's Magazine.
Up he went like a
appeared to strike him.
rocket to the top, and commenced playing

A Beaver

He held one foot in the air, then
circus.
another, and turned round two or three

Dam.

OW

“When I got within a hundred yards of it,

the snow began to look as ifit had been

firmly trodden down and was covered with
a coating of ice. Stumps of small bushes
protruded in every direction, and were

cut

off close to the ground as neatly as though
done with a knite. Previous to the freezing over of the pond the beavers cut down
every small bush near

by

it to

drag

and

the pond, where they fasten them on the
bottom to serve as provision during the
winter.

the edge

All birch trees, too, pon

of the pond, are cut down
to the water.

They

also

so as to fall

serve

as

in-

it is rarely a tree is seen

he knew,

his head, before I found out what

and that
made by
on which
island.

was
the
he
He

this, that the draught of air
fire would carry a line ashore
could escape from his desert
pushed out a web that went

floating in the air,

it caught

until

on

the

table. Then he hauled on the rope until it
was tight, struck it several times .to see if
it was

strong

to

enough

hold

him,

and

walked ashore. I thought he had earned
his liberty, so I put him back in his woodshed again.— Hearth and Home.

provis-

ion. The instinct of the beaver in selecting and cutting down these trees is wonderful

He got excited and nearly stood on

times.

which

‘fell

away from the pond instead of into it. As
they come out of thé water upon the snow,
the water drips from their bodies as they

How

a Man

Sews
wee

on a Button.

Ge

It is bad enough to see a bachelor sew
on a button; but he is the embodiment of
Necesgrace alongside of a married. man.

sity has compelled experience in case of
the former, but the latter has depended
and, forsnow down compactly, and cover it with a upon some one else for service,
rarely
itis
society,
of
sake
the
for
banks
tunately
the
upon
Istood
As
ice.
of
coating
himneedle
the
to
resort
to
obliged
is
he
of the pond near the dam, I could see the,
stamps of numerous trees near by which golf. Sometimes the patient wife scalds
had recently been cut down, and clase to her right hand, or runs a sliver under the
still standing, ‘upon nail of the index finger of that hand; and
were two trees
me
which the beavers had been at work: the it is then the man clutches the needle
One of the trees was around the neck, and, forgetting to tie a
previous night.
about eighteen inches in diameter, and was knot in the thread, commences to put on
crawl

along, and their heavy

tails,

like torwels, dragging after them,

shaped

beat the

or

long

forces

. Oriental Verbosity.
.

Some languages, such as the Persian, at
least as employed by certain writers, seem
of

incapable

plain way.
not suitable
A

expressing

of the Lights of Canopus,
that some one prosecuted
energy

success,

and

the

like

a

in

author

wishing to tell
his object with
say,

would

‘“He

put the foot of determination into the
stirrup- of dispatch, and spurred on the
steed of his resolution to the goal of accomplishment.” Wishing to praise the utility
of silence, that fabulist says: *‘ As long as

and the seal of
the lid of the

warble,

can

one

be safe,” ete.

Some-

times such frippery, though silly and ridiculous, is intelligible enough. But when
the writer

comes to

matters, he

abstruser

Obituaries.
Persons

do

who

uaries published in the Morning
not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to fen cents a line, to insure an insertion,
Not more than a
Brevity is specially important.
to any singleafforded
be
well
can
single square

obituary.

The SPRING

of

The immediate cause of death was congestion

the lungs. She was the mother of six children,
3 of whom preceded her to the heavenly home.
After lingering nearly ten weeks, on Sabbath
her spirit, that had been purified
morning,
through suffering; took its-flight to the God that
guve it,- This bereavement falls heavily upon

~W., MITCHELL,

CLARISSA MERRILL died Aptil 16, in the 569th
rear of her age. She was baptized by Bld. H.
Vebber and joined the F. B. ehurch In Campton
For many years she was a great sufterin 1840.
er, but bore it all with remarkable patience and
fortitude. Being confined at home by sickness
she was deprived of all privileges with the people of God, hut her faith and trust in her Saviour
were strong, and her hope bright and clear to the
She was often heard to say, *“ If it was not
and.
for my hope beyond the grave 1 could not endure
go much pain’ Trosting in the precious promises of Jesus, she éalmly fell asleep to awake in
'
a brighter and better world.
ANSELL MERRILL died of typhoid pneumonia,
of his age.

N.

H.,

March 80, in the 64th

He was baptized by

Elder

VIRGINIA

advantages.

year

MeMur-

4tf

The

du-

FALL

TERM

of

OF

Location can

not

be

Ridgeville, Ind.,

MAINE

Feb.

ical and Ladies’

Downey,

Miss Hoyt

and

Full

SUMMER

of

study.

ment.
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher
Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate
partment.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of

Cement STONE Pipe,

Academ-

Terms,

10

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

i

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

Depart-

of French
.
‘German.
in Normal

and

For House

De-

Drawing, Paint-

ng, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

the

. DENNIS

The price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
Rooms

and

Pittsfield, Maine.

31

LYNDON

+s

C. A. FARWELL,

at

ranted.

Secretary.

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
amily, sellsto great satisfaction. AddressJEFFERSON CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING CO. Philadelphia,
Pa.
lyeo

Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins December 3. 1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.
TUITION :

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English,

-

-

-

-

.

-

*
-

-

-

-

-

PER WEEK and exgenses paid. We
want a reliable agent in every County
in the U. S. Address Hudson River
‘Wire Co., 1:0 Maiden Lane, N. Y.,, or

8.00
3.00
10.00

2.00

Chicago,

6.00

-

-

-

-

$5.00
7.00
7.50

-

-

-

-

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,

ein
-

-

-

Latin and Greek,
.
Krench (extra), Instruction on Piano or Organ,

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
relying on
students
gar-Clergymen’s children and
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
from $2.50 to $3.50

in

families;

in

clubs

Now
Our

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uni-

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the coun
and
anc
at the same time removed
from the activ
temptations which tend to divert the attention andy, .
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.

surpass

at
at

J

31

and

few

are reasonable.

Prof. Jacons will have

partment.

charge

places

All

in the

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

A. M., Principal.

NEW

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.

Papers,

intended

for

per

.

year,

+

-

=

a0

ots.

20 cts.
to one address,
Ten PAR
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

CALENDAR:

TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing
13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22,
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,

School

communications

Terms :—
Single copy,

De-

FALL

Sabbath

publication
should
be addressed to
*¢ The Little Star,’ or * The Myrtle,’
Dover, N. H.
.
o
All orders and remittances for either
of the Rupets should be addressed to
Burlingame, Dovery N. H.
L. R.

religious in-

of the Music

Time to Subscribe
FOR

These semi-monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINT_ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that of any
other paper
of their
class,

SEMINARY,

it in point of moral and

is the

“The Little Star,”
“The Myrtle.”

operacion for three years. The coming year promThe village of
ises more enlarged usefulness.
Evansville is finely located,

lyeow20

Ill.

at

The new, commodious building, ample in its arrangements, recently erected for the use of the

}
'
Postage :—
The postage on a single copy of the
the
or Myrtle, under
Little Star
and
new law, is 24 cents a year;
number
no more on 10 copies or any
between ove and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one, The
, postage is payable at the office of de-

Livery.
uary.

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
Four terms of .
-+8ix regular courses for both sexes.

The

volumes begin with Jan-

No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
;
Sample copies will be sent free on,

ten weeks each,

yds

J. 8. GARDNER, Principal;
wiiitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873.
10

guaranteed

SURE of SUCCESS ite: Busiachish:

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.

very

mence March 24th.
The enlargement is Mlly completed, at an axpenge
of over $30,000; and the fadilities of a first class institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates.
Send for Catalogue.

month

sure to Agents every-

CALENDAR:

Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

in

will com-

per

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric.

fluences.
Expenses

SEMINARY.

to 250

$100

where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. Sell readilyat every house. Samles free. Address Girard Wire Mills, Philadelphia

West

THERM of this institution

war

181 Chatham Square, N. Y

Faculty :

Not sectarian,but

for-

& CO.
Cocheco Street or by
Box 597, Dover, N. H.

Jig from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
12 Samples sent (postage free) for 50 cts.,
that retail quick for $10.

Ry L. WOLCOTT,
35.e0wly

J. S. BROWN, A. B:, Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss LizzIE CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Natural Science.

EVANSVILLE

all

on
to.

.

1 [)

For furpher particulars, address the Principal
Lyndon
Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary,

Collier

&c.,

City Sewers,

‘Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and

LOCATION :

healthfulness ’

INTRODUCED.

and

SHEA

=

All orders at Factory
Mail promptly attended

board in private families at reasonable

rates.
For further particulars, address the Secrétary,

Drains,

Town

and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement
Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.
fr. SHEA has had ten years experience in manu
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
at

YET

ARTICLE

Railroad Culverts, Wel Curbing, and Chimneys,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
grow harder
will not decay, but continually
they

Ms. J.
F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and BookKeeping. .
.
account of sickness.
Half terms commence
beginning and middle of the term.

BEST

THE

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

ready achieved.
WHITESTOWN

course

DOVER

THE
Normal,

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M: Principal.
REV. A. L, GERRISH, Principal Normal

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti
tution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

The

ME.

Lyndonville.
yndon Center. Vt., 1872.

Pres. Calder,

CHURCH & CO,,
CINCINNATI, OHIO,

1y45

INSTITUTE.

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter tern commences Nov. 7, 1872.

dred students are upon the roll, and others have sigand

JOHN

$10.00

5, 1872.

CENTRAL

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

Sec’y.

Professors

FEELING

Sent by mail on receipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.

CHARGES.

My
PITTSFIELD,

pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hunintention: to enter.

DEEP

A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue Apel to
:
WM.
REED, Sec. & Treas.

The Spring Session of the above institution, located

their

VARIETY!

SUNSHINE

2.00

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under

GREAT

at the regular rates.

and use of heavier Furniture.
5
:
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress »
Miss JANE W. Hoyr, A. M., Agricultural College
P. 0., Center Co., Pa,

nified

close

1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50
oom
or 4 fifteen lessons,
Rooms for séif-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 Weeks
ashing,
Rent, Fue
including Tuition, Boarding,

near

Close fo the heart)

"Illustrating!
Enforcing!
Inviting!
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
tunes that never “wear out,” for the family worship
and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
suitable for Saturday afternoon and concert occa~
sions.
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS.
PER DOZEN, $3.60.
A single specimen copy of °

3.00

clubs,

Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
.
Ladies,

and

surpassed

amd

INTENSE MELODIES!
Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.

$7.00
4.00

to

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

PENNSYLVANIA.

and Instructors.

11, and

Board, per week, in private families,

CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors

13

- SUNSHINE
CONTAINS

EXPENSES.

COLLEGE

thoroughly Christian,

13

NEW

Close to the Bible!

.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00

Board

E, SWEAT,

Jan.

Close to the musical and religious needs of the
Sunday School.

COLLEGE.

will open March

EXTRA

begin
u

By P. P. BLISS,
1873, Now Ready.

For

eleven weeks will commence

“

TERMS

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

A. M.. President.

May 29, 1873.

0d

Sec.

?

LATIN SCHOOL.

THE

information,

SEMINARY.

RIDGEVILLE
The SPRING TERM

may be obtained at reas.

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

particular

and

THOWAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.

SEMINARY.

AGRISULTURAL

important

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

&ec.

Dr. MOSES

For

emlane

SUNSHINE!

COLLEGE,

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
«
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, we
ale
0
Common English,
ol
aie
eG ON)
Higher English,
www
ows
B80
Classical,
====
= 600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable:
rates.
For farther particulars address the Principal, or

rates.

MARCH.

Special

take a thorough

students

NORTHWOOD

3,

For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK

or IvorY

to

send for a Circylar to
REV. W. COLGROVE,

of this institution will com-

Rooms for self-boarding

Mitchell,
R. C. MIrcHELL, wife of Rev. Wm.
died in Hortonville, Wis., April 20, 1873, in the
47th year of her age. Her early life was spent
in Dover, Maine, where she found Christ as her
in 1845.
to Wis.
came
She
Saviour.
dear
Sept. 25, 1847, she was married to the writer ,
and for more than 25 years she was the participator of my joys,the sharer of m Sorrows, bearThough an
ing burdens with unusual (ortitude.
invalid for many years, yet the most of the time
with great
affairs
she attended to her domestic
She had not
fidelity. Her friends were many.
been able to be away from home but little for
As a Christian, she ever felt her extreme
years.
unworthiness, yet grasped with unusual strength
the promises of God. She died with the sweet
hope of meeting her Saviour in the better land.

in Rumney,

peculiar

Tuition from $3 00 to $5 C0.

"["onable

at $3.50

self-board-

FLEMINGTON, TAY LOR Co., WEST VIRGINIA.

mence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,
under the instruction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Prinsival of N. E. Masonic Ifstitute, Center Eflingham,
N.
H.

Verses areinadmissible.

us.

TERM

obtained for

This Institution offers to

one

ancient

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading, ,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

For further particulars, address the Principal.
WEST

the

" LG. JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three Assist
nts.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school .
beg composed of only one department, a'thorough-

25, 1873.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

‘H. XN.

- PARSONSFIELD

NICHOLS

SPRING AND SUMMER
April 7, 1873.

Dec. 3, 1872.

Opens Feb.

attention given to those desiring
course in Music.

by Rev. C. B. Griffin.

Academies,

wishing obitStar,

Opens.

13 weeks.

per week, or rooms may be
ing at reasonable rates.

;

prescribed;

omitting

ness mn doing their work is secured from both teach-

Board may be obtained in private families

WINIFRED L., only child of Milan and Emma
Keys, died of diptheria, in Harrisonville, Cass
Co., Mo., Sept. 29, 1872, aged 5 years. It was a
sore trial to part with this peited darling, buf
death claimed our treasure, and Winie’s bright
eyes are closed, her merry laugh is hushed, her
restless limbs are still,-and the precious form is
laid in the grave by her father’s side. May God
comfort the stricken, lonely mother. D. E. K.

wraps up the kernel of his meaning in the
husks of his verbosity, so that no one can
find out what he is after.—Lord Neaves.

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

TERM,

are

other

Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

Opens Sept. 3, 1872.

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks.

SPRING

MRS. SALLY H., relict of Dea. H. Colton, and
daughter of the late Rey, George Hackett, died
in Tunbridge} Vt., March 27, 1873, aged 61 years.
She embraced the cause of Christ in youth, was
a member of the Tunbridge E. Hill church nearly 47 years.
Her love for our mission and educational interests was ardent and sincere.
She
died as peacefully as falling asleep.
JonN MoxXLrY.

rose. bud of eloquence unfolds its smiles,
and the nightingale -of oratory begins to
not

21,

ot study

the

Liberal aid is rendered to those Deeding it.
. J. BUTLER,

Calendar:

MR. GEORGE W. ROWELL died in Tunbridge,

young tree of existence yields all the fruit
of security and enjoyment; but when the

Two Courses

bracing and
guages.

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:

FALL TERM, 13 weeks.

Vt., Jan. 21, aged T9 years.

repertory of discourse, all the sweet herbs
in the garden of life grow safely, and the

Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.

-

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

JANE, widow of the late Dayid Merry, died in
Boothbay, April 23, 1873, aged 68 years.
Sister
Merry had long maintained a Christian character, and she found the Christian hope in the hour
of death a firm support.
G. W. JONES.

casket of speech is fastened

with the bolt of silence,
taciturnity is placed on

Rev. OB. CHENEY, D. D., President.
iw
Rev, J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral A neology.
;
usie.
Mus!
Rev. J.J. Butler,D. D., Professor of New Testament,
K.COPP, Instructog in Theological De- Re
Sroek dud Homilgtics,
*
hh
H
v. B. F. Hayes,
A.
M., Professor of Mental and
H. FISK, Ins. in French and German.
Moral Philosophy,
A, STRATTON, Asst. Prin. ih Ladies’
Rey
JJowe;
. M., Protessor of Systematic

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
I. D. Sinith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss

MRS. ISABELLA D., wife of Jessie Giles, of
Springvale, Me., died April 24, 1873, in the 42d
year of her age, in the triumph
of Christian
faith. Before her death she made all necessary
arrangements, and then took her departure as
calmly as if going on a visit to friends. A husband, three children and many others will feel
their loss. Her remains were brought to the
church where she had long been a worshiper,
and her pastor preached from Rev. 14: 13.
A
‘WM. H. YEOMAN.

But this Asiatic eloquence is
to the genius of the English.

story-teller,

Persian

anything

GREEN

LAURA ANN, wife of Orsamas Chapman, died
of pneumonia, Jan. 9, 1873, in Ogaga, Bourbon
Co., Kan., in the 61st year of her age. Sister
Chapman was converted in 1840 and baptized by
Eld. Josiah Wetherby, uniting with the F. B.
church in Caldwell, Warren Co., N. Y. Her
last illness was short, but very painful, and she
welcomed death as a messenger of release from
suffering.
She was a good wife, a found mother,
and a blessing to her family.
S. KEYES.

short

®

the door of the

The Spider's Bridgs ! .

Crusoe,

a

last

time, as the diminution of reserved
is hastened or retarded.

discovery

And after all, this is bug the
hight.
court of **His high and holy place.”

beautiful

arts, landscape gardening and social @sthet-

eteries, as

proofs

to

age commences,

has not closed its researches; still avenue
verges from avenue, and hight rises into

large

ure, painting and architecture in its

are

-there

Yet even

ry together, with genial welcome to sculpt-

fellowship?

hecause it is during this period that the
tissues become firm ; virility from fifty to
seventy-five, during which the organism
remains complete; and at seventy-five old

-

in Painting and

March 19—Spring Term-begins.
June 19—-Commencement.
September 3—Fall Term begins.
ki
December 3—Winter Term
begins.
é
For College Castiogue apply to
+
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

HENRY B. GUNSAULLIS died of typhoid pneumonia, Jan. 6, 1873, in Osage, Bourbon Co.,
Kan., in the 48th year of his age. Bro. G. was
born in Richland Co.,
Qhio, converted in Steuben
Co., Ind., moved to Kin. before the war, and
finding here no Baptist church he joined the
Methodist, retaining his connection with them
for some years.
Always a Baptist in principle,
when the time came that he could identify himself with the people of his choicg, he was baptized by Eld. S. Keyes, uniting,” with most of his
family, with the F. B, church in this place, of
which he was soon after elected Deacon.
We
miss his presence, his counsels, and his prayers
in the church ; we miss his society in the neighborhood, but a deeper, darker shadow falls on
the dear ones of his own home; for there the
bereaved wife and children weep for the loss of
a beloved husband and a loving father, and are
only comforted by the blest assurance that their
loss is his gain.
ro. G’s. dying room seemed
indeed almost ** within the verge of Heaven,”
gs with undoubting faith, he committed himself,
and his dear family to the care of the great Shepherd of Israel, only asking that they might all
meet in the better land.

youth to the fiftieth,

to the twentieth year;

Funeral services

Instructor

CALENDAR, 1873.

J. HAZEN SANBORN died in Concord,March 25,
aged 46. He was of Danville, made a profession
of religion in early life, was baptized in Sept.,
1842, by Rev. J. Fullonton, and his prospects of
usefulness were fair. But dark clouds came,
his mental oer were impaired, and 23 years
were pussed in the Asylum for the Insane.
F.

extends

Infancy

age.

April

ties of body, he was ery active in religions

and decline, and these intoinfancy

and

parsinent,

Mis. ALMA
Miss MARY
Department.

79. He experienced a work of grace in
was baptized in 1843 by Rev. G. D. Garand as time passed he became more and
faithful.
In his last years, amid infirmi-

ties.

Life may be divided into two equal halves

shapes hitherto undeveloped, flame as at
the portal of the Eternal Throne, to guard
its access and proclaim its terribleness.

come to music, the drama and poetry as
fitting guests and charmers of the landscape? and does not social art or social

aged
1841,
land,
more

he does not die, he kills himself.

youth, virility,

in Clinton,

ENo0s TUKESBURY died in Danville, March

gives license to his passions, and permits
vexation to disturb his healthy equipoise;
—growth

GARDNER,

and Vocal
REV. JOHN

lived together on the old homestead,

died

%

.

MELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

aged 72 years.
Bro. B. moved to Clinton 27
yeang ago.
Some 20 years sincé, in a revival, he
gave his heart to Christ, was baptized by Rev. S.
Bush and united with the ¥. B. church in C.,
and remained one of its most consistent members till called to go up higher.
His home was
a pleasant home for the Christian.
For the last
two years Bro. Brown was deprived of his eyesight, but this loss seemed to lead him nearer to
his Saviour.
During the past winter he .was
much in prayer for divine support and reconciliation, and when the time came he was ready, and
passed to his home above.
He leaves a companion, one son and three daughters, and other
relatives, to mourn their loss. The large gathering of citizens at the funeral shoved their rev eT
spect for a good man.

of

century

oR

will

believ-

and with another sister who still survives them,
had formed a happy: peaceful family, ‘united in
life and scarcely
divided in death. That sister
cared for and watched over them through all
their trials and sufferings, and during their last
hours, as only a loving sister could, and now,
sad and lonely, she mourns for them us one bereaved, but not without hope, for she expects
soon to meet them where parting will be known
no more.
They repose side by gide with parents
and a sister who preceded them, near the home
where they lived in peace and quiet - so many
years. .
KF. MORISON.

life, but he does not attain it because he
inherits disease, eats unwholesome food,

constantly open, and Wwe are
Apertures
Heaven
just suffered a glimpse into them.
spreads above heaven, new arrangements
revealed, and celestial bodies, in
stand

hensive art to each of these classes?
Does
not landscape gardening bring sculpture,
painting and architecture together on its

man a

has given

Providence

of them immensely larger than our own,
running wider revolutions, and drawing

might not be better spent, and made to te |
with far more effect upon social enjoyment
nature,

some

themselves;

in

ponderous

Massiye,

Fenmanship

died only geven hours after

BROWN

Wirrong Iowa.

Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872,
Catalogues sent to icquirers.

REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
and Pastoral Theology.
i
REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof, MatheApril
The
HIRT
SUMMER
TERM
’yM
will
gommene « on Monday,
;
matics and Nat. Phi
abby,
GEORGE MCMILLAN,
A. M., Prof. of the Greek
¥
Complete
courses
of
study
for
poth
86Xe8.
and Latin Tanpuages
5
. H.
ER, Prin.
DANIEL M. FISK, B. P., Prof. Nat, Science.
‘North Scituate, R. I, March 17, 1873.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric gud
Belles Lettres,
Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin, of the Ladies’
BATES THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
Department.
\
.
ALEXANDER C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
The next Term of this school will commence Aug,
WARREN A. DRAKE, Asg’t Prin, and Instructor in 32, 1872. The Faculty y for th e next year is organized

sank beneath the strole, and quietly passed
away. Thus, in the short space of seventeen

SAMUEL

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

J

REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.

days, three brothers and one sister were taken
away.
They all, with the exception of Ansell,

had always

WILTON

4

FacuoLry:

he

nor

the above, in the 64th year of his age. Ils health
had been failing for a long time, and the shock
of his brother’s death wus too much for him; he

years.

a hundred

to

eighty

from

that

privileges,

of dying, and said he was

DANIEL MERRILL

ural termination of life is five times that
Man being
of the development period.
twenty years in growing, lives five times
twenty years, that is to say one hundred
growing,
years; the camel is eight years in
and lives forty years; the horse is five years
in growing, and lives twenty-five, = years;
and so with other animals.
The man who does not die from disease,
lives

such

ing to give up all into the hands of God,
ing that he would do all things right.

in

at eight,

place

if takes

In the camel

ylobe was launched in its circlings around
it. The mundane and sublunary form only a little fragment of the work, an interior
of the great transaction, And
department
what are the few worlds which sweep with
us about the same source of life and light ?

in history.

dress is beyond anything aE

He spoke calmly

growth. When once the bones and epiphyses are united, the body grows no more,
and it is at twenty years this union is effect-

ed in man.

was

religious

Moses G. MERrILLdied in Campton, of the
same disease, April 4, in the 69th yéar of his age.
He was an honest, upright man and a
good ecitizen, and though he never made an opeiiyprofes:
sion of religions he felt an interest in the
cause
of God und often guve of his substance for its
support, and in his last will, made just before
his death, he remembered the cause of Missions.
He felt, when first taken sick, that his time was
come , and made his arrangements uccordingly.

the horse at five, in the lion at four, in the
‘The natdog at two, in the rabbit at one.

so that in the act of creation, form which
our abode arose, we necessarily include
all the planetary apparatus, knowing that
there the center was fixed, and that each

Our

time.

F

not alone; bul a
This earth wanders
sweet fellowship. of sister-spheres is bound

ornament and wealth upon their backs than

was ever dreamed of in olden

—

life

many

until

often meet with the church he
loved,
but he
strove to live a yconsistent Christiun life, und
died a peaceful death,
y
i

ears. The duration of life,he
be measured by the time of

{ one hundred
says, is to

Magnitude of Creation.

His situation in

could not eujoy

HILLSDALECOLLEGE,

in

Campton

member

rs

itual view of worship, generally lacks the
power of social interest and enthusiasm
ancient art, and all.the
which attached
not pow make a recan
earth
on
rs
sculpto
ligious statue that shall stir the people like
the sculptured gods of Greece of old. or
rich man might buy the new Minerva
Apollo, or a rich court or city mighy put
the exquisite work in a public ga léry for

a worthy

Rr eo

spir-

death.

remained

application. |

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872,
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.

Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
+ Winter Tern sloses January 24, 1878,

Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Summer Tern begins April 28, 1873. |
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

o

New

Hampton,

B.C,1. LEWIS, Sec. Trubtees,

N. H., July 22, 1872.
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Our modern fine art, with our more

aud joined the F. B. church in

2

this
shrouzhwas just commenced. +and from five to twenty. minutes after
half other
Sut'ghou
tree;j the
the
He lay
street.
down
be
to
expected
is
he
The cut had a grawed appearance, though the button exactly on the site of its predthe piece taken out was smooth andin size ecessor, and pushes the needle through one
as large asa ped. A track from the tree eye, and carefully draws the thread after,
showed where the beaver |
to the pond
leaving about three inches of" it sticking up
The place was covered with a
came out.
for lee way. He says to himself: *‘Well,
the
thin coating of ice, though the ice on
if women don't have the easiest time I'éver
remainder of the pond was a foot thick.
see.” Then he comes back the other way,
to
able
are
they
as
winter
the
in
late
As
and gets the needle through the cloth easy
do so, the beavers keep open a hole in the enough, and lays himself out to find the
returnand
out
ice by occasionally coming
eye. But, in spite of a. great deal of paing at the same place, always taking good tient jabbing, the needle point
persists in
care not to be gone long enough on shore bucking against the solid parts of the butto get fastened out. Even as 1 was watch- ton; and, finally, when he loses patiepce,
ing the opening, 1 saw a trail of bubbles his fingers catch the thread, and that three
moving along under the ice, and before I inches he has left-te hold the button slips
divined the meaning, the thin ice broke through the eye ina twinkling, and the
upward, and the head ofa large beaver button rolls leisurely - a¢ross the floor. He
popped out. It was a perfect surprise par- -picks it up withouta single remark, out of
ty for us both, and for a few seconds we respect for his children, and makes another
stared at each other with open mouths; attempt to fasten it. This time, ‘when
and then, without even stopping to say coming
back with the needle, he keeps
“good-bye,” the beaver disappeared. Mov- Moth the thread and button from slipping
ing along the dam I came to their house, by covering them with his thumb, and it is
mound about
which rose in the form of a
out of regard for that part of him that he
two feet above the level of the dam. The feels around for the eye in a very ‘careful
of
top
snow was completely gone from the
But, eventually
and judicious manner,
this and for quite a cistancearound it, be- losing his philosophy as the search becomes
ing melted away by the breath of the beav- more and more hopeless, he falls to jabers. Reaching the weakest part of the bing about in a loose and savage manaer,
I -cut .a channel through it about and jt is just then the needle finds the
dam,
Then driving a
eighteen inches deep.
opening and comes up through the button
heavy stake into the otto of the pond, and part way through
his thumb with a
I fastened the chain of the trap to it and celerity that no human ingenuity can guard
On visiting
set the trap in the passage.
against. Then he lays down the things,
the trap the next day, I found it upon the with a few familiar quotations, and presses
The
s
leg.
dam, sprung, and in it a beaver’
the injured hand between his knees, and
beaver that had been caught in it had suc- then holds it under the other arm, and
ceeded in getting out of the water, and had finally jams it into his mouth.
And all the
then gnawed off his leg. This is always while he calls upon heaven and earth to
of
out
get
can
he
when
beaver
a
by
done
been sayuiuy
I provided witness that there has never
the water, upon the ‘shore.
world was created, and
the
since
it
like
a
ng
against a similar occurrence by fastevi
howls and whistles and moans and sobs.
large stone to the bottom of the. trap,. and After a while he calms down, and puts on
set it again, and the next day 1 found in it his pants and fastens them together with a
1 obtained assistance
a full-grown beaver.
stick, and goes to his business a changed
from the men working by, and carried man.
the
it to the shanty. We put him upon
TR
scales, and he weighed eighty-six pounds.
Man’s Age.
At night we had him cooked in a pie, and
ate it. The taste of the meat is not unlike
beef, though of a stronger flavor, and it
Professor Faraday believed in Flonrin’s
has a peculiar taste.— Canada Patriot.
Physiological theory that the age of man is

of Social Life."
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Oakes

paralysis Monday

Ames

was

stricken

evening,

and

died

with

John

‘The Mormon conferenc®at Salt Lake City has
‘adjourned.
The only business publicly transacted was the acceptance of the bonds of the mew
trustees.
:

will

Boston

and

New

Stuart’ Mill,

A conflagration in the old
Bradninck, Devon county, pear
recently, destroyed seventeen
dered a large number of people

at 10 A. M, and make the run in seven hours,
The bodies of eight persons, supposed to have
been
murdered,
were found lately under
a

Ripe cherries are in the San Francisco market.
A new Republican
Philadelphia.

of any of the
sea, February
two seamen,
seven days.

~Ohio hds a new
white” left out.

The general assembly of Ohio adjourned sine
die Wednesday morning, having been in session
125 days, during which time 193 general and 127
local laws were enacted.
d
Of the ninety-eight boys that escaped from the
Mass, State Reform School on Monday morning,
seventy-nine have been recaptured.

the

It appears that the District of Columbia is
almost on the verge of bankruptcy, and the
Washington press demands immediate retrenchT he Hon. Salmon P. Chase, Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States, died
suddenly, Wednesday,at New York, being stricken with paralysis as he was rising in the morning.

RR
Liv

Judge Fancher’s opinion denying Stokes a new
trial is Jong and exhaustive, and unhesitatingly
affirms Judge Boardman’s instructions to the

the burden

0
PRE FCC es

-Returns have been received at the office of the
Maine State Superintendent of schools, from 233
towns; 123 towns have voted to raise certain
sums to establish free high
schools, and 110
have not. A remarkably good showing.

The Indian commissioners have unanimously
adopted a report asserting the success of the
peace policy, and that the Modoc massacre is to
be charged not to this policy but to the dishonorable and shameless treatment to which the
Indians had been subjected previously.
All is
yet quiet at the lava beds, A commissioner will
be sent soon to the Sioux and other Indians in
south-western Dakota, to negotiate with them
for the abandonment of their privilege to hunt
outside their reservations.

The Secretary of the Preasury has directed the
Assistant Treasurer at New Yorkto sell $1,000,

000 in gold on
days, and

000 in bonds on
third Wednesduy

the consolidated corporation, instead of either of
the corporations proposed to be consolidated, to
unite or consolidate with any or all of the roads
b etween Portland and Halifax.
The counsel of
he Boston and Maine road said; at the hearing,
hat while the directors would not oppose the

AS

fa-

Bg

a

the first
of May.

and

fifth Thursand

fourth

to buy $500,-

$500,000

on the

An expedition for the protection of engineering partis on the Northern Pacific Railroad,
will leave Fort Rice, Dakota Territory, June 15,
and be absent till October 15, if necessary. Two
hundred rounds of ammunition will be taken,
and provision and forage sufficient for sixty
days.
Further supplies are to be arranged for
heréafter.

Capt. Hall’s Arctic Expedition has come to an
end by the death of the Captain by apoplexy, and
the separation of the crew.
A portion of the
latter have arrived in New Foundland, and we
shall be able to give particulars next week.
The funeral of Chief Justice Chase occurred
in Washington Monday, the remains having been

In 1860, James Jones, came from St. Joe county, Michigan, to Mills county, Iowa.
He was
then twenty-five-years of age, and worth about
$300 in stock and money. The first year he rented land, and spent the next three years in the army.
After his return he bought eighty acres at
$3 12 1-2 per acre, which he sold four years afterward for $40 per acre.
Meantime he bought
320 acres of prairie on which he Now lives. His
main crop has been corn,~—which he has for the
most part fed on his farm to hogs and cattle,—
selling very little. Ile gets cheap freight by

night.

The secretary of the Interior rendered a decision on Saturday by which twenty thousand
acres of land between Sacramento and San Franeisco are to be considered part of the public do-

main, and are to be placed in the market.
The whole number of deaths in Boston for the
week was 182, of which 79 were males, 53 females ; consumption, 29; other lung diseases, 15;

cerebro-sp
inal mening itis, 12.
The funeral of Hon. Oakes Ames took place at
bis home in North Easton Sunday afternoon.
There was a large attendance, which included

pouring corn into condensing bags of hogskin
and cowhide, which he finds holds™ten times

the Vice-President of ihe United States and many
of Mr. Ames’s old political and business friends,

A number of admirers of Mario at St Petersburg have formed a fund, the interest of which
is to be devoted to a Mario scholarship for young
tenors at the Conservatoire de Musique, and Mario, being touched by this compliment, has presented to the founders two
original full-size
paintings, one of himself as Don Juan, the other
of Julia Grisi Donna Anna.

and also his fellow-townsmen.
“7

Fires are reported this Monday
"morning at
New Orleans, La., 10ss $1,000,000; at St. Louis,

Mo.,

loss

$75,000;

at

where one hundred and

Port-au-Prince,
fifty

houses

Hayti,

were

de-

stroyed and six lives lost; and at Halifax, N. 8.,
The New

York

-

hs

and other plnces.

Central Railroad

. pay £400,000 tax claimed

Company

by the government,

under protest, to-morrow.
FOREIGN.
Despite the reports of his precarious condition,

the Pope received and addressed a deputation
from Spain, bringing a large contribution, Thurs-

day.
. The

government of Greece has resolved to
abolish its legations in foreign countries, except.
in Constantinople.
mr

It ia reported that the Khan of Khiva has sent
ers

any terms,
_

and

second

A story comes from Florida of a ‘war among
the fishes. Recently a bloody fight took place between a lot of whales from fiity to sixty feet in
length, and a school of smaller species of the
same animals, known as the black fish. Fhe latter for a time sustained the unequal contest, but
the superior size and power of their adversaries
drove them to refuge in the shallow water of
the harbor, where the whales were unable to
follow.
Many of the black fish, in their headlong flight, ran on the shoals, and the receding
tide left them stranded.

The Modocs sallied from their stronghold on
the 7th instant, attacked a wagon train, captured
several
mules and horses, and burned three
whigons.
Three soldiers of the train escort were
wounded.
Subsequent to this attack it was discovered by a reconnoitering party consisting of
two friendly squaws that the Modocs had evacuated their late stronghold, and nothing could be
seen of thema. Preparations were made at once
for a pursuit, the result of which is not known.

fe

the

On account of the irregularities in the United
States Depository at Mobile, Secretary Richardson has decided to close that office, and hereafter
business at that point will be discharged by the
Assistant Treasurer at New Orleans.

Rear-Admiral Winslow, who commanded the
Kedrsage in the/engagement with the Alabama,
was stricken with
apoplexy
at Washington,
Friday, and lies in a critical condition.

conveyed there from New York Saturday

first, third

Tea was first drank in the State of Maine, on
Cutts Island, about one hundred and fifty years
ago. A daugbter of Major Cutts was returning
from school at Boston with a daughter of Governor Vaughan, and drank tea at the Governor's
table at Portsmouth.
She afterwards purchased
a pound of tea for a guinea,sent to Boston for
cups and saucers, and thus introduced the first
tea and tea-set into the state.

bill to consolidate the two corporations, the Bos-

that they

the

$1,500,000 on

Thursdays, {in all. $6,000,000.) and

The Eastern and the Boston and
Maine railroad companies have agreed on the permissive

bill, it should not be _understood
yored consolidation.

word

Gen. Canby used to be as famous for having a
cigar in his mouth as Grant, but, unlike the
President, he rarely smoked, keeping instead
the cigar in his mouth and chewing it mechanically until destroyed, when another would, as
mechanically, take its place.

of proof was upon the prisoner to show that it
was done in self-defense.
Stokes’s counsel will
now take the case to the court of appeals, where
it will bave precedence over all other business.

only

‘the

The contractors at Springfield, Mass., to furnish ‘postal cards, have commenced
printing
them, and will turn out 600,000 to 700,000 daily.
Up to May 2d, 13,000,000 curds had been ordered
through the Post Office Department.
It is expected that they will be issued by the department the present week.

Arrangements have been completed for a grand
jubilee concert in the immense new depot of the
Michigan Southern and Rock Island railroads in
Chicago, the first week in June.
The concert
will be under the leadership of P. S. Gilmore,

as to allow

with

Small-pox is expensive to Massachusetts. Boston reports the cost of 282 cases at $23,998;
Taunton, for four cases, $2,072; Fall River, for
eleven cases, $3,060; Waketield, two cases. $402;
‘Woburn, four cases, $7560. The total expense to
the state will be $100,000.

The Cieveland (Ohio) Bar Association has
adopted a resolution declaring a lack of confi
dence in Judge Sherman on account of the disclosures in the brokers’ tax investigation by a
committee of the last Congress.

the bill should be sp modified

law

started in

Thirty years ago a man living near La Crosse,
Wis., sold u pair of boots for a gun, traded the
gun for a pony, sold the pony for thirty acres of
swamp lund, and now owns sixty-six city lots,
worth $800 each.

ment.

that

jury

is to be

A Pittsburg firm claims to have discovered a
process by which it can make the famous Russia
sheet iron,
* The latter is made in Siberia by a
secret process which no other nation has hitherto
been able to obtain.
The British government
has offered £50,000 for its discovery, but even
the stimulus of that large sum has
failed to
achieve the result.

A State convention was held Wednesday at
Manchester to form a Catholic Total- Abstinence
Union for New Hampshire.

on condition

paper

to the Russians, suing

for

peace on

more than any canvas bags of tlie same size.

wd

The

Rev. Charles

8,

Voysey, who is somewhat

known as a bolter from

the Established

Church

in England, is now distinguisliing himself as an
advocate for chemically destroying the bodies of
the dead.
He thinks they should be placed in
gome receptacle containing chemical agents powerful enough to annihilate the outward form.
There would, he says, necessarily be some deposit, which might, be reverently gathered and

placed in a beautilvl urn or vase.

—

servation,
the heart was

supposed to be the seat

of thought
and
passion, the
center of good
and evil, devotion and love; and it was even
compared by poets to an altar on which flames
were burning, éte.
*
But modern biologists have changed all this,
The human heart is no longer the seat of the
noble feelings of generosity,
charity,
and of
love; all these functions have been transferred
to the brain, while the heart has been degraded
to a simple bydraulic apparatus, in fact, to a
machine to all intents and purposes equivalent

to a pump.

X

)

Owing to the seareity of "Arab horses in certain parts of the Ottoman empire, thé Turkish

government

have

tion

projects

six ounces

of blood

witha force

which has, by- experiment, been determined to
be equivalent to a hydrostutic pressure of eight
feet, which is equivalent to a power of three
foot pounds of every pulsation, and’ 72x3 or 216
foot pounds per minute; estimating
the power of a strong man at 4,320 foot pounds per
minute, it is seen that the little muscle which
we cull the
héart
exerts at every
contraction a >
to one twentienth part of the
power which his whole body is capable of exerting; but then this power works night and day
without his will, even without his knowledge,
while man can only work one third of ‘the time.
The whole, amount of blood propelled by the

heart is 271bs’< per minute, 1,620 Ibs. per hour,
88,000 Ibs. per day, 14,000,000
Ibs. per year,
1,000,000,000 Ibs. in a life time.
Are we not,
then, justified in asserling that there is nothing

lost to the eye of the

intellect, by

the transter

of the heart from the domain of imagination and
speculation to that of positive science ?

The

heart,

with

the regular musical rhythm

of the contraction of its four chambers, the never failing opening and closure of its admirably
constructed valves, sends the blood—which is a
most mysterious metamorphosis of the food consumed—through the arteries, which by their elasticity equalize the rhythmical impuls@s into a
steady current, when the blood reaches the capillary vessels; here the blood is propelled further by capillary action, by the forces of endorsemose and exosmose ; the blood thus reaches every
recess, either in musele, skin, nerve, or even
bone, and, replacing every
organic molecule
which has become obsolete, carries the latter
through the veins towards the liver, kidneys,

and

spleen

to

be purified, and

lastly

id growth.

forbidden
the exportation of

horses from Bagdad, Syria and Aleppo,for seven
years, from April 9, 1873,
In consequence of

the bad harvest that government hus also pro.
hibited the exportation of all kinds of cereals
ere snow storms have prevailed in those
and all the way up the Rio Grande from the districts of Ruust, Chank and Viden for,
Fe, ruining the fruit crop and caus- | three moiiths, from April 12, 1873.
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BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

NATIONAL

everywhere,
IMPROVED

BARRIS

SYarywhe:

GENUINE

Guns, 30

COMMON
SENSE
FAMILY
SEWING
MA.
CHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider ina
most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully

A Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the ** Hymns and
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the * Hymns only.”
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.

Address,

A. 8, BARNES & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

DR. FLINT”

eow30t24
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QUAKER BITTER

12620

Library of Poetry and Song, and Miss

New

Housekeeper’s

Manual.

Both selling

fast and far. Exclusive Territory. Liberal terms.
J.B. FORD & CO,, 11 Bromfield St., Boston, + da
20t.

use

15,000

COPIES

OF DiTSON

SOLD!

& Co’8 UNEQUALLED

Grems of Strauss,
Containing all the best Strauss Waltzes, Polkas,
Jazarkas, Galops, Quadrilles, &e.
[250 pages].
Price £2.50.
This extraordinary

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—
:
Dyspepsia,
Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
, Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
cured at once.

collection of Strauss’s best music

has achieved a great success, and edition after
edition has been issued to fill the popular and
steadily increasing demand ; 15,000
copies
sold since November last testify to its
popularity.
Among its * Gems”
are the ** Blue Danube,” “1.001

i
{

Nights,” “Manhattan,”

of

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities

* Wine, W 0 ne n and
Song,” “New

Gems

of the

Viana,"
Gems
** Artista’ Life,” * Royal

“Ssrauss

it has noequal;
skeptical.

orms

Horace

Dodd,

bottles

convince

system
are

the

most

without

sufficient

the

for the

difficult case

Hysterics

relieved.

Bitters.
Remittant

and

Intermittant

;
Fevers,

so

with an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles
of the Quaker Bitters,

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in
Medicines.
For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale

about July. LEE & WALKER, 922 Chestout 8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
4617
*‘ Contributor,”

and retail druggists, Franklin

Orders by mail promptly and

a

six
teen-page undenominational, religious, and family
Paper. Thirteen departments.
REV, A. B. EARLE
writes for it. $1.00 a year, and one of the finest preever offered, given to each subscriber.

Agents

meet marvelous success, One says, ““ It on'y
ds.
-a boy to show it,—it sells itself.” "A subser:))r sends
160 subscribers, and says, + It only took a litle vor
one day from my work.”
Large commissions.
For
| terms, samples, &c., address, J. H. EARLE, Boston,
4119

~

the

prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long unwell (unless aficted

manac sent to any address on application.
THE SABBATH, the most complete tune-hook for
Church Choirs of all denominations; will he read

Bad

will

from

Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side and
Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few bottiles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, Yeld readily to this invaluable medicine,

206

sical Monthly. Subscriptions only #1 per
year.
Sample copies, 10c. Lee & Walker's Musical Al-

miums

bottle

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and
cured or much

CHROMO.

the

one

expelled

Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Affliction removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.

HILLS NEW CHR@MO, “Harry Hours,” will be
given to each subscriber to AMA
1 EUR, the best Mu-

Agents for

the

Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,

-4t17

Wanted:

on

eased immediately.

the Quaker
Bilious,

NEW

the directions

Piles; one bottle has cured the most
when all other remedies failed. ,
pe

Dance

BOSTON.

following

least difficulty; a few.
most obstinate case.

arranged for Piano and Violin. Price $1. Sold by
all Book and Music Dealers. Published by

Ditson & Co.,

by

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements

Music for Violin and Fiano,” being
a collection of the best Strauss Music, effectively

Oliver

readily

bottle.

Songs,” “ Marriage Bells,” and
of
50 other waltzes; * Pizzicato,”
Polka;
‘* Clear
Strauss
the Track,” Galop;
“One Heart,One Soul,”
Mazurka;
and 20 other
choice Polk as, Mazurkas,
Quadriiles,&c. Price $2.50 in board
covers; $3 in cloth; $4 in gilt.
Also,

just published:

blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,

cured

Strauss

& SONS,

Stomach,

THE

2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers

that will gladden the heart.

Eruectations

SYSTEM,

OF

+

GIVE

Price $1.00, Sold by all Druggists,
GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprictors, Boston, Mass,

at

male, to

Beecher’s

Brentwood, N. H.

Dizziness,

ORGAN

JAUNDICE,

$75 to $250 per month,

are Bryant's

Story.

MESSRS. J.T. SMITH

to the NERVOUS

TO EVERY

3m20

introduce the

DIGESTION,

& St. Paul Railroad, a

|

Square, Dover, N. H.

faithfully executed,

PREPARED BY
Dr. HL. S. FLINT & Co.,
At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R. I,
6mi2
ANTE
—Agents for our new book, “ How
to Enjoy Life,”
by Dr. Cornell. Everybody
wants to ehjoy life, so everybody will want a copy.
. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,
8t18
65 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

EXETE R MACHINE

WORKS!

taste in mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain in region of
Kidneys, Internal Fever, Bloated feeling about
Stomach, Rush of Blood to Head, High Colored
Urine, and Gloomy Forebodings, take Dr. Pievce’s
Pleasant Purgative Pellets, or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated Root and Herbal Juice Anti-Bilious Granules—the “Little Giant” Cathartic or multum in
parvo Physic. 25 cents, by all Druggists.
618

A Paying Business
is offered to every energetic
wants

to

make

such agents,

town

in

New

address, W.

from

local

and

England.

F'.

$40

man

or woman

to $76
a week.

We

who
want

traveling,in every city and
For

STETSON

particulars, call

& CO., Boston,

Office, over Quincy Market.

on or

Mass.

19t11

Cure for Female Weakness
WITHOUT SUPPORTERS,

il
|

Made from an Indian resibe, entirely
vegetable.
Write for Testimonials and
Circular.
Call for Mrs.
Linus Belcher’s Curve. Sold by all Druggists. Price

for

TONE

TATE

imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH.
is 110 remedy so good for

DIVISION

Dover, N. H.

$1 pér bottle, or rix pottles EE
MRS. LINUS BELCHER, Rando;

W. H. VICKERY,

Wholesale

Central St., Dover,
N. H., Agent.

;
GOLD

—_
AND STOCK

Mase.

and Retail Druggist,
MARKET,

MAY 10, 1873.
AMERICAN GOLD «onusivesn.ainnsasssnsaneendlIN}
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 ....4 sesnnnsnnss 12)
U.S. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1865...
fT, SUTEN=-FORTIES
.. ......
U.S.COUPONS SIXES. 188
savas ivuearyiiBL

“apr

The Exeter Sootional Bollers and Steam Engines!
Perfeot Safety!
Manufacturers of and dealers in Machinery
The Greatest Eeonomy and Durability!
and Tools, Harrison’s pat. Corn Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Guages, Judson’s Governors,
Scotch (lasses, Leather Beltin, g, Homp Packing, Rubber Packing, Babbitt Metal, soapstone Packing. Asbestos Feltin
, Lace Leather, Rubber Hose,
ow Water Detectors, Brown’s Pipe
ongs, Hair Felting,
Emery and E ery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.
Orders by mail or express filled satisfactorily, in quality and price, or goods can be returned at our

3mis

expense.

wy

, WM.

BURLINGAME,

Saledtooms, No. 67 Portland St., Boston.
/

|
v

MINNESOTA

Mass.

Exodas.

than oa match

THE

mission.

For Jaundice, Headache, Constipation, Impure
Blood, Pain in the Shoulders, Tightness of the Chest,

sometimes

but she has long ceased soto do. The produce
of richer and cheaper lands competed with her}
till it proved

en

sale

BANK,

—

3t20

from

The West draws new settlers into its capacious bosom by its fertility, its free homesteads,
and its infinite demand for labor, whetber skilled or unskilled.
It also drives them to take
shelter under its wings by C mpetition.
New England once raised her own bread-stnffs,

farmers,

OF

about one-half.
All marketable securities taken m
current prices, without commission,

Now is the time to send for the Catalogue (free)
from which to select the seeds which will ere long
spring up into a loveliness that will gratify the eye

it gathers up more than the trunk can carry, and
in the atternpt to crowd and pack the baggage,
the trunk gets termbly shattered,
and we say
that lightning struck that tree; but it had been
struck before. This time it was overworked.—
American-Entomologist. .

Westward

<

distance of 110 miles.
As an independent enterprise, this line would be
equally remunerative with the Minnesota Division;
but, in addition to their being a mortgage on the Milwaukee Line, these Bonds are a lien also upon the
Minnesota Division, and are thus even a better security than the Bonds sold in the past.
A small portion only
of the entire mortgage remains unsold, and as soon as they are closed out,
these Bonds must advance in like manner with those
of the Minnesota Division.
Parties exchanging Government Bonds at present
exceptionally ugh prices will realize an increase of
their principal of about one-third, and of income

approaching summer.

the eurth to the clouds, and from the clouds to
the earth. Rather
dangerous
business transporting lightning; but it is particularly fitted
for this work.
Did you ever see
a leaf entire
as to its edges? Itis always pointed, and these
points, whether they be large or small, are just
fitted to handle this dangerous agent.
These
tiny fingers seize upon and carry it away with
ease and wonderful dispatch, There must be

The

EARNINGS

Is the Best Aromatic Tonie
and Stomachic ever offered to
the public. twill IMPROVE.
our APPETITE,
FAC'lLJ-

in currency.

The Bonds now offered are secured by a mortgage
upon the Milwaukee Division, from Cedar Rapids to

pre-emptors

them much longer, if they would exercise more
caution in this regard.
To re-silver a pier-glass
often costs as much as one-fifth of the original
price of the article, while the common glass is
seldom worth re-silvering.
1t is also well to avoid hanging a mirror near
a stove or fireplace, where the heat radiated can
reach it, If this precaution is neglected, granulation, is likely to occur, even in a comparatively dark room by the influence of warmth instead
of light. A flamp or gas-jet, if placed too close,
while burning, though it may not
crack
the
glass, will also often bring about the-same injurious crystallization, and will even
sometimes
cause the amalgam to melt and run off.—Mercantile Journal.

field of labor,

no delay; it is ** time {reight.” True,

interest

and are strongly recommended as a

THE

aware of these possibilities, and
need to be
cautioned and watched.
Frequently a man or
boy may be seen in the street, carrying a mirror
in such a way. thut the fuil glare of the noonday
sun- strikes and injures it. Owners of such arti-

a large

quantities of electricity

accrued

At which price they yield over 9 per cent.,

A Rare Chance!!

where we seldom look,—~where it works for the
good of man in a most wonderful manner. “it

carries

and

BITTERS

COMPANY,

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRICA

6,272,620 square inches. This being multiplied
by 0.035 (the amount pumped by every inch)
gives us the result—2252 ounces, or eight barrels,
The trees on an acre give 800 barrels in twenty-four hours. An acre of grass, or clover, or
grain, would yield about the same result.
The

leaf is a worker,

ATWOOD'S
UININE TONIC

THE

licensed and warranted for five years. We will
Itis a fact worth knowing, but which does
pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew a strongnot seem generally understood, that the amaler, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
gam of tin-foil with mercury, which is spread
ours.
It makes the * Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth
on glass platesto make looking-glasses,is very
can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We
readily erystalized by actinic solar rays.
A mirpay Agents from $75 to $250 per month, and expenses, or a commission from which twice that
ror hung where the sun can shine on it is usuamount can be made. Address SECOMB & Co.,
ally spoiled; it takes a granulated appearance. ’
Boston, Mass.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicage, 1ll., or
St. Louis, Mo.
.
13120
familiar to housekeepers, though they may not
be acquainted with its cause, In such a state,
the article is nearly worthless; the continuity
of its surface is destroyed, amd it will not reflect
30th Thousand in Press. Sale increasing.
outlines with any approach to precision.
Care
2000 more LIVE AGENTS WANTED for our
should therefore be exercised in hanging,
If
any of our readers have mirrors which
appear
over 600 pages, only 2.56.
Incomplete and inferior
to be spoiling, it would be well to ascertain
works are offered, look out for them.
Send for cirwhether
the direct sunlight strikes them,
If culars and see proof of the greatest success of
the season.
Pocket Companion worth $10.00 mailed
thus exposed, they can probably be saved from
free. 1 SBPARD
BROS., Pub’s, Phila. and Boston.
y
further injury by simply changing their position.
The back as well as the front must be protected. A small glass bung in a window, where the
rays strike it behind, is peculiarly
exposed.
The back should always be covered where the
We will pay all Agents $40 per week in CASH who
beams are likely to touch it.
will engage with us AT ONCE.
Everything
furnished
. The greatest danger to looking-glasses, howand expenses paid.
Address A.
COULTER& CO.,
Charlotte, Mich.
4120
ever, is in transporting them.
Very expensive
ones have been seriously injured by careless
AGENTS,
Address
COWAN
&
CO.
th
St.,
handling, when merely carried across the street,
+ New York, for best selling book published,
$30
a
week
and
expenses.
Salary
or
ComThe men who move
furniture are seldom fully

to~the

foliage,

THE

In 1871 Were.....coanvueese Paasennsans wuue $571,010 27
In 18M esesernensnns RR, te saveanianes + 995,960 68
In 1873, estimated... «....... yessessess 1,600,000 00

’

A Hen
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The Bonds of this Company, secured on the Minnesota Division,
marketed by us in the past, now
command, at the
New York
Stock Exchange, about
two. per cent. above the Subseription price, and are
in strong demand, indicating a further advance.

lapse the heart at once ceases to beat; if, how,
ever, respiration is restored by an. artificial periodical inflation of the lungs by air, the pulsations of the heart are at once resumed, and may
The Country Gentleman
suggests a way to
thus be kept up for a considerable time.
prevent hens from eating their eggs.
It is to
With our present knowledge of all these posifill an egg with a solution of pepper, and
put
tive facts, it appears surprising that itis only
the egg back in the nest.
A Danbury man
has
He
two hundred years ago that the circulation of tried this and says it works like a charm.
the blood was first discovered by Harvey, and -put a pretty good dose of pepper in the ege, and
placed it in the nest of the criminal.
Prett
that it was only after opposition and discussion
soon the hen came around, and-took a hold,
It
of many years duration that it was accepted by
was a brindle animal, with long legs, and somewhat conceited.
It dipped in its bill
and
the doctors.— Scientific American.
inhaled the delicacy. Then it came out doors.
Tt didn’t gallop out, we don’t mean, but it came
out—came out to look at the scenery, and see if
What the Leaf Does.
it was going to rain.
Its mouth: was wide open,
and the feathers on the top of its head stood
straight up. Then it commenced togo around
It pumps water from the the ground through
the yard like a circus-horse.
Once in a while it
the thousands of tubes in the stem of the tree,
would stop and push out one leg in a tone of
astonishment,
and
then
holler
“fire,” and start
and sends it into the atmospherein the form of
on again.
The other
hens came out to look
unseen mist, to be condensed and fall in showon.' Soon the hens
from the neighbors
came
ers; the very water that, were it not for the leaf,
over the fence, and took up a position of observation.
It
was
quite
evident
the
performance
was
would sink ir the earth and find its way, persomething entirely new and unique to them,
chance, through subterranean ‘channels to the
There is a good ceal of human nature in hens.
sea. And thus it is that we see that it works to When they saw this hen dance around and have
give us the ‘early and latter rain.”
It works
all the fun to itself, and heard it shout ** fire,”
and couldn’t see the conflagration themselves,
to send the.rills and streams, like lines of silver,
dotvn the mountain
and across the plain.
It they filled up with wrath, and of one accord
sprang upon it, and before thé Danbury men
works to pour down the larger brooks, which
could interfere, the brindle hen with the long
legs was among the things that were.
He says
turn the wheels that energize the muchinery
7,
the
recipe is effectual.—~Danbury News.
which gives employment to millions—commerce
stimulated and weulth accumulated’ and intellliThe new Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds
gence disseminated through the agency of this
wealth, Tle leal does it all. It has been demon- of Messrs. J. T. Smith & Sons, of Brentwood, N. H.,
strated that every square inch of leaf lifts 0.035 of is suggestive of the beauty and the fragrance of the

-forest-tree

NUMBER

will be exhibited to our citizens at t the AMERICAN
HOUSE in DOVER, on the
\
31st of May and 2nd of June,
1873.
A Physirian from the Elastic Truss Cou, No. 688
Broa !'way, New York, will SRRly the new Truss at
office prices in New York.
s Truss retains the
Rupiire safely with ease and comfort night and day,
and
soon effects
a permanent cure. Examine ‘this
new THis while you can have this great opportunity,

Safe and Profitable Investment.

Spoiling Mirrors.

when, by the opening of the chest, the lungs col-

Now,

90

J

have filed claims Inthe land-office at Lincoln;a
capitul not yet six years old=—and within the
last three years about ihree thousand settlers
haye bought farms on the land-grant to the
Burlington and
Missouri River
Railroad—on
ten years credit and six per cent, interest, and,
on contracts made since 1372, no installment of
the principal due till the beginning of the fifth
year—and then only one-seventh.
The westward tidal wave was never so strong
as to-day—but it will be stronger to-morrow.
The stronger it grows, the more strength it has
to grow sironger.,
‘Nor can it failto wax still
more mighty till so many of the European millions have migrated that the density of population and the rate of wages shall’ have become
well-nigh equalized on both sides of the Atlan-

lungs to undergo the main
purification,
the
throwing off of all gaseous matter; especially
carbonic acid and the absorption of the vital
oxygen.
Then it returns to the heart, to be
again and again propelled through the body.
The absorbing power of the capillaries is proved by the fact that after death the arteries are always found empty ; this deceived the ancient anatomists, who therefore considered then as the air
ducts, wherefore they gave them the name of
arteries; when the heart stops beating, this capillary absorption goes on till the arteries are,
emptied.
For the beating of the heart the stimulus of the oxygenized air is necessary as proved
by vivisection of animals,
which
shows that

an ounce every twenty-four hours.
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Not one-sixth of the population of Nebraska
were born within its limits, More’ than twenty-

ry

LIMITED

York,

Cedar Rapids and Minnesota

into it from beyond the Atlantic.
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its; two-thirds have come in.
.
, Of its twelve hundred thousand to-day, about
one-half were born in some more eastern State.
Foreign countries being further than the Atlantic
slope from the West, have hitherto felt its influence less—but even they were dong since driven
as well as drawn to send their &ons thither.
The
influence exerted aipon them has been of
the same nature with that which has brought
Westward so many from our own East.
Hence,
one-sixth of the population of Iowa has come

thousand

St.,
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: The New Method of Curing Rupture
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entered Towa. But no more than one-thirdo
its present population were born within its lim-
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their skill and energy.
Many of them then turn.
ed to manufactures, but a still larger number
were hence driven west, They made their own
some of the cheap acres there, and enlisted in
the ranks of the agricultural army which had
vanquished them,
.
Thus the West is constantly acting on the East
with an increasing weight, and that of a larger
and longer lever,
Here is one secret of its rap-

Mr. Voysey

says that the condition of the cemeteries in England ig frightful, and that they propazate disease
and death wherever they exist.

Advices from Santa Fe and El Paso represent
Gb

ee

For thousands of years, the hearts of animals
had been beating, before it was discovered that
the purpose of the continuous action of that organ was to bring the supplies required for interstitional repair to the remotest
members of
the animal body, #od at the same time to carry
off the waste which had been replaced by fresh
material, For thousands of years, human hearts
had been heating, and misled by superficial ob-

If, after having fully realized the stupendous|
Ehiinge in our estimate of this noble organ, we
One Mrs, Wadeuuians woman's mission as a make it our .task to investigate its operation,
blacksmith at Fort Scott, Kan.
our admiration and delight concerning its exquisite construction compensate us fully for the
“In Ironton, Mo., there is a movement against
disappointment which at first we may have felt
smoking in church.
when poetry had to make
room
for reality.
The first Chinaman ever arrested in San FranDuring the life of a man, this little pumping
cisco for drunkenness turned up in the police |
machine performs some 104,000 pulsationg every
court the other day.
twenty-four hours, 37,000,000 per year, and in
It is proposed to build by contribution
for the
a lite ot 80 years, nearly 3,000,000,000 of pulsaRev. Mr. Ancient,a
testimonial church, surtions without ever stopping, as a stoppage would
mounted by a light-house instead of a steeple.
be at onee fatal to the individual.
Every pulsa-

The Anchor Life Insurance Company of Jersey City, late of New York, has failed disastrously, and is in the hands of an assignee appointed
in the interest of the stockholders.

ton and Maine haviug agreed

market town of
Exeter,England,
houses and renhomeless. ”

Paragraphs.

dwelling house, in Labette county, Kansas, until
recently occupied by a family named Bender,
who are suspected of being the murderers.

jury that the killing being admitted

the distinguished English

"The Hon. Jax gs L. Orr, United States minister to Russia, died suddenly at St. Petersburg,
Monday night, May 5.

York

Fifteen men were killed or ‘wounded by
explosion of a boiler at Chicago, Wednesday.

STAR, MAY 14, Heys.

very

A bitter quarrel is in progess between the liberal Catholics and the ultramontanés of Canada.

be put on May 26th, to leave each city daily

There is little hope for the safety
~crew of the Tennyson, wrecked at
22, except the second mate and
who were picked up after floating

look

philosopher, is dead.

The fifth annual’ convention of the Young
Men's Christian associations of New Hampshire
was held Wednesday at Manchester.
Fast trains between

to

The French Admiral Genonilly is dead.
He
was a senator and minister of marine and the
colonies during the reign of Napoleon the Third,

Thursday

evening at thirty-three minutes past nine o’clock,
at his home in North Easton,
He was unconscious during the greater, part of the day.
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MORNING

It is reported that the commissionary-general
of the Carlist forces has absconded, taking with
him all the cash on hand.
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